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ABSTRACT

The growing need for specialized services for the elderly with mental health problems is

well documented. There has been a proliferation of community psychogeriatric outreach

proglams developed to meet these needs, but very little is known about these programs.

The purpose of this research was to develop an ideal model for a community

psychogeriatric program, and to comp¿ìre existing programs in western Canada to the ideal

model, and to each other.

Key informants in each of the western provinces, and 3 people prominent in the field of

psychogeriatrics, were interviewed. The results of this survey were used in developing a

questionnaire that enabled an "ideal model", derived from a literature review, to be

compared to existing community psychogeriatric outreach programs, and existing

progrÍrms to each other. The questionnaire focused on: (l) program context and

developmenr., (2) staffing, (3) refenal system, (4) services, (5) assessment' (6) program

outcomes, (7) client characteristics, (8) catchment area characteristics.

Thirty-one progrÍìms were sent questionnaires, and 28 programs participated. Parametric

and non-parametric Statistics were used to analyze the quantitative data.

It was found that most of the existing services conform to the "ideal model". The resea¡ch



revealed that psychogeriatric proglams in western Canada are not homogeneous' There

is variery in all areas surveyed. Funders and catchment area (ie rural or urban) may be

the most important differentiating factors, from which other differences arise'

Overall psychogeriatric programs have low penetration rates for mental disorders in

general, and for all but one specific disorder. The suney results showed that the rate of

cases seen by programs is proportional to the number of sgff per elderly people in their

catchments. If funders wish to improve penetration rates, to expand the range of mental

health problems seen, and to provide more direct services to caregivers, not only will

teams have to be larger, they wilt also have to be multidisciplinary'

The report recortmends that programs must be evaluated to determine which service

model, discipline mix, and interventions are the most effective in meeting the complex

needs of the psychogeriatric client

ll
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

The purpose of the research is to describe systematically all Psychogeriatric Outreach

Programs in western Canada that provide services to elderly people living in the

community, and to compare these to an ideal model developed from a review of the

literature.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The community psychogeriatric outreach program is a fairly new service model. It has

been developed to meet the needs of elderly persons with mental disorders residing in the

community, with the objective of reducing or delaying the need for institutional care. The

need for such services to this population is growing due to the increasing elderly

population, the documented increase in the prevalence of mental health disorders as

people age, and concerns about health care costs.(Health and Welfare Canada, 1991e).

No definitive model for the development of community psychogeriatric outreach programs

has been documented. In the "Guidelines For Comprehensive Service To Elderly Persons

V/ith Psychiatric Disorders" (1988b) general principles for the development of a

comprehensive approach for services are provided but no "recipe" is suggested. Shulman
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and Arie,(l991) state that "the inherent complexity of the services, the different level of

resources and personnel, the local historical antecedents and the special nature of each

setting make it impossible to provide a definitive document".

A number of theoretical models for psychogeriatric services in Canada have been

proposed by Goldstein, (1980), wasylenki, (1982), Rodenberg, (1985), Harris er al,

(1990), and Shulman, (1991). Shulman and Arie, (1991) have described psychogeriatric

services in Great Britain. Houston, (1980), Wasylenki, (1984), Wargon et al, (1987),

Harris et al, (1990), and Grauer et al, (1991), have provided the only descriprion of

Canadian community psychogeriatric outreach programs in the literature.

Cole, (1989), points out that there is a lack of research into the effectiveness of geriatric

psychiatry services. In the current climate of concern for govemment spending in general,

and health care costs in particular, it is important to be able to identify what community

Psychogeriatric Outreach Programs actually do, whom they serve, what services are

provided to clients, and how different programs/models compare to each other. Due to the

relative newness of the field of psychogeriatrics and the paucity of documentation in the

literature we know very little about these areas.

As noted above, the number of elderly with mental dysfunction is increasing. Various

forms of community psychogeriatric outreach programs have been put into place to serve

this group. Additional programs are being planned, and current ones are expanding. Thus
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it is imperative that current psychogeriatric outreach services are studied so policy makers

and program planners can determine what programs actually do, what types of teams are

in place, who refers clients for what reason, how many and what kinds of clients are

being served , and what services are provided. Evaluation of program impact, and what

components of service are most important in the efficient delivery of services, are

important areas for future research.

GOAI,S OF THE RESEARCH

This practicum was intended to be the first step in laying the foundation for future

research by systematically describing all the community Psychogeriatric Outreach

Programs currently in existence in western Canada.

The results identify the services currently available to elderly persons rasiding in the

community, suffering from mental disorders. It was possible to identify general client

characteristics, and universal characteristics common to all psychogeriatric community

outreach programs. The data collected could be used in future research to assess the

evaluability of individual programs and the potential for comparison of different

programs/models to each other. The data provided information about what disciplines are

employed in this field, what services are offered, and who funds community

psychogeriatric outreach programs. The results of this research will be of interest at the

program planning and policy development level both in designing new programs and in

fine tuning existing ones. The following are the objectives that were undertaken to reach
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reach the goal;

- To describe programs currently operating in western Canada that provide psychogeriatric

services to the community.

- To describe the mandate and objectives of programs.

- To examine whatever documentation (eg program brochure, mission statement, annual

report), is currently available about each program.

- To determine what data/statisúcs each program collects about its services and clients.

- To determine the caseload of programs.

- To identify the reasons for which clients are referred to psychogeriatric programs.

- To identify the referral sources of programs.

- To determine the demographic characteristics of the clients of programs.

- To identify the diagnostic characteristics of clients in programs.

- To identify the disciplines program urilizes.

- To determine how many staff programs have.

- To document the range of services offered by programs.

- To identify the areas assessed in a psychogeriatric assessment.

- To compare program similarities and differences.

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS

The following is a list of operational definitions of key terns, used in searching the

literature and in designing the research.
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The definitions of psychogeriatric, mental dysfunction, and elderly used in "Guidelines

for Comprehensive Services to Elderly Persons With Psychiatric Disorders" (Health and

Welfa¡e Canada, 19888), were adopted.

Psvchogeriatric. Geriatric Psychiatrv: used interchangeably and denote the psychiatric

subspecialty which addresses itself to the ca¡e of the mentally impaired elderly; denotes

a broad specialty area concerned with all aspects of patient care and functioning.

Mental Dvsfunction, Mental Impairment. Mental Health Problems, Mental Disorders.

Mental Illness: used in a broad sense to refer to the acute or residual effects of a

psychiatric disorder, whether it be dementia, a functional psychosis, an affective disorder,

or some other condition.

Elderly: people 65 years or older.

Client: recipients of psychogeriatric services.

Communitv: anywhere an elderly person resides outside of an acute care hospital, or

mental hospital.

Outreach Services: services provided outside the doors of the organization.

Services: encompasses patient and non-patient activities, such as consultation, assessment,

education, treatment, liaison, referral.

Psychogeriatric Outreach Proqram: any progïam that identifies itself as providing mental

health services exclusively to the elderly. In the case of institutions, the services are

provided outside the institution's physical boundaries.



LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Through completing this practicum, I expected to acquire a broad and indepth knowledge

of how community Psychogeriatric Outreach Programs are providing services in western

Canada. As well, I expected to develop expertise in the development, desigu, and

implementation of survey techniques, and in data analysis.

The specific skills I expected to leam were as follows:

Ability to develop, design and implement a survey.

Ability to develop and design a survey instrument.

Ability to analyze data using appropriate statistics.

Ability to relate the results of the analysis to existing studiesÂiterature.

Ability to relate research results to social policy, program planning, areas of

future research.

ORGANIZATION OF' THE PRACTICUM REPORT

The practicum report was organized in such a way as to identify why there is a need for

community psychogeriatric programs, and the current organization of psychogeriatric

services in Canada. An ideal model for the delivery of community psychogeriatric

outreach services has been developed from the literature review, and compared to existing

programs that were surveyed. An analysis of the survey data, and a discussion of the

results was undertaken; recommendations for program planning and research were derived

from the results.



Chapter f. is comprised of a literature review that provides,

(1) an overview of the trends that have led to the development of the field of

psychogeriatrics;

a statement of the need for psychogeriatric services that identifies the most

common psychiatric disorders, and other normative and psychosocial issues

that contribute to the need for specialized services;

a rationale for the importance of multidisciplinary community

psychogeriatric teams in providing service,s to address the needs of

psychogeriatric clients.

Chapter 2 is comprised of a literature review that

(1) describes theoretical models of how psychogeriatric services should be

delivered;

describes Canadian community psychogeriatric outreach teams reported in

the literature

Chapter 3 proposes a model for an ideal community psychogeriatric outreach team,

derived from the literature review, and to which existing services will be compared"

Chapter 4 reports on the methodology for selecting key informants, and the design of the

key informant questionnaire. The results of the key informant survey are reported. Chapter

5 reports on the methodology for selecting the programs that were surveyed, the

development of the survey questionnaire, and limitations of the research. The results\data

a)

(3)

Q)
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analysis of the survey of psychogeriatric programs, are reported. chapter 6 discusses the
results in relation to the "Ideal Model", the implications of the results for program
planningþolicy' and points to areas for future research. chapter 7 provides a summary
of the results' conclusions and recommendations. chapter g provides an evaluation of the
writer's learning.



CHAPTER 1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Development of the Field of Psychogeriatrics

The purpose of the literature review is to provide an overview of

(1) the development of the field of Psychogeriarrics,

(2) the organization of Psychogeriatric services in Canada. The key

components of a community Psychogeriatric outreach program derived

from this lirerature, will be idenrified.

The literature review will focus on the following areas:

(1) trends that have led to the development of the field of psychogeriatrics;

(2) a statement of the need for psychogeriatric services that identifies the most

common psychiatric disorders, and other normative and psychosocial issues

that contribute to the need for specialized services;

(3) a rationale for the importance of multidisciplinary community

psychogeriatric teams in providing services to address the needs of

psychogeriatric clients;

(4) theoretical models of how psychogeriatric services should be delivered;

(5) Canadian community psychogeriatric outreach teams reported in the

literature.

Psychogeriatrics

The nature and principles of psychogeriatrics has been delineated as follows,

"Psychogeriatrics is comprised of a body of knowledge on the psychiatry of old age,
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special expertise in the pharmacological and psychosocial Íearnent and management of

the mentally ill elderly, and a unique organization of services. It represents an innovative

use of existent resources rather than a new specialty for it has had contributions from

many fields and disciplines."(Health and Welfa¡e Canada, 1988b).

Psychogeriatric care makes use of a variety of professionals, community resources and

support personnel. Community outreach is fundamental, with home visits to patients and

consultations with long term ca¡e facilities. A broad framework and a team approach are

used for assessment, treatment and planning. Continuity and coordination in service

provision are emphasized.

The general aims of psychogeriatric care include the reduction of stress to patient and

family, the improvement and maintenance of (psychosociaVphysicafcognitive) function,

and mobilization of the individual's capacity for autonomous living (Health and Welfare

Canada, 1988b).

Historical Development of the Field of Psychogeriatrics

Psychogeriatrics fi¡st began to emerge as a separate field in the 1950s. In Menral Health

Care of the Elderly:Proceedings of a Colloquium on Issues and Service Assessment and

Education (1985), Dr. Kral of London, Ontario, gave an overview of the development of

geropsychiatry. He pointed out that although the term geropsychiarry is relatively new,

psychiatrists have cared for aged mentally ill patients for a long time. He described two
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stages in the history of geropsychiatry. The custodial stage covered the period up to

World War II. During this stage, aged patients who exhibited pathological behaviour

patterns with cognitive and memory impairment were committed to mental hospitals for

custodial care for thei¡ own protection as well as for the protection of others. The

number of admissions of such patients was relatively small. The expected lifespan was

shorter than it is today, therefore the number of elderly individuals requiring psychiaric

care at any time was even smaller. These patients usually remained in hospital until their

death. Therapy was symptomatic, not only because there were no psychopharmacological

drugs, but mainly because mental disorders of the aged, regardless of their symptomology

and course, were considered expressions of cerebral aging, eventually leading to dementia

and death. Consequently, mentally sick elderly patients were considered a homogenous

nosological group. The attitude of psychiatry towards the aged mentally ill changed

fundamentally after V/orld Wa¡ II, according to K¡al, (1935). The steady increase in

longevity of the population which led to a steadily increasing number of aging and aged

people was one factor. This in turn brought more physicians, psychiatrists and

paramedical personnel into contact with the elderly, whom they treated both within and

outside of hospitals. There was thus an increasing awareness of the fact that the aged do

not form a homogenous group.

In 1955 Sir Martin Roth published a paper on the natural history of mental disorders of

the aged, that became a milestone in the history of geropsychiatry. Roth followed 450

patients of both sexes over 60 years of age who were admitted to mental hospitals in
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England. He described 5 different diagnostic groups - senile dementia, arteriosclerotic

dementia, affective disorders, late paraphrenia, and acute confusional states - which

provided a basis for a geropsychiatric nosology. The impact of this new psychiatric

nosology on psychiatrists and the medical profession in general was enorïnous. It became

clea¡ that the mentally ill aged were not a homogenous group of hopeless old people

destined to become demented and die after a terminal vegetative existence; rather, this

group was seen as suffering from the same kind of mental diseases as younger adults,

although in a somewhat different proportion. Roth stated that dementia affected only

about 30Vo of this population, where the other diseases which form the majority of case

material were treatable, some even curable by modern psychiatric, therapeutic methods,

(Roth,1955).

Today the psychogeriatric population is receiving increased attenrion from provincial and

federal levels of government, health care institutions, community agencies, and

universities, as evidenced by the growing number of interest groups, conferences, grants,

publications and task forces in the field.

"The compelling importance of the fîeld of geriatric psychiatry stems not only from the

growing number and proportion of elderly, especially the very old over 80, but equally

from gains in longevity and active life expectancy. This change in the life span means

that old age occupies a larger proportion, currently about 207o of an average life.

Consequently, the quality of life in old age, and the impact of psychiatric problems on



that quality' are growing in rerevance to the whore of a person,s rife.,, (Gurland, rggl
100).

GENERAL ENVIRONMENT

Hasenfield (1983' p 51) states that the general environment denotes, ,, those conditions
in the envi¡onment - economic, demographic, cultural, political-legal, and technological-
that affect all organizations and must be assumed as given.,, The following conditions in
the general environment will be discussed in relation to the emergence of the fierd ofpsychogeriatrics:

(1) An aging popuration with a concu,,ent increase in psychiatric problems:
In 1988 the Mental Health Division of the Department of Hearth and werfare canada
produced a report "Guidelines for comprehensive services to Erderry persons with
Psychiatric Disorders"' which looked at popuration projections rerated to the prevarence
of mental hearth disorders in rhe erderry. Their findings incruded:

(a) l\vo of the canadian population is aged 65 or over and that this proportion
is expected to rise to l3Vo by the year 2000.

(b) The number of old ord, i.e., those aged g5 and order is increasing most
rapidly' with increasing age there is an increased risk of dementia and
other disabling diseases.

(c) The most common mental disorder of later rife is depression. Depression
is more prevalent among the erderry than in the generar popuration).

t3

p.
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(d) l}vo of the population aged 65 years and over is thought to suffer from

mild to moderate dementia and 5vo from severe dementia. In the group

over 80 years of age the rate of severe dementia may be as high as 20vo.

since most demendas are progressive and irreversible, their prevalence will
inevitabry increase with the growing proportion of erderly in the

population, their increasing life span, and the longer survival of those

affected' Most people with dementia a¡e ca¡ed for at home although many

in the final stages require institutional care.

(e) other psychiatric disorders also occur among older people including

neuroses (5vo), personality disorders, (5vo) and paraphrenia, (4vo ).
Substance abuse and related disorders also occur.

(Ð certain disturbances of mental function, i.e. confusion or delirium may be

associated with systemic infection, adverse drug reaction, trauma or

surgery' These symptoms a¡e often transient and disappear with treatment

of the underlying conditions.

These findings make a st.ong case for addressing the growing needs of the menta¡y ill
elderly.

(2) Ca¡e in the home is a ',motherhood,,value:

Keeping the elderly in the community as long as possibre underpins many current
proglams' wasylenki (19s7) provides a rationale for providing community based care for



(a)

(c)

(b)

l5

Given the expanding erderly popuration and the higher prevarence of

psychiatric disorder there can never be enough institutional

beds to treat everyone.

Elderly people prefer treatment at home in an attempt to avoid contact

with institutional services.

Relocation of elderly patients is widery recognized to have often

deleterious effects, incruding anxiety, depression and even death.

It has been shown that in areas that provide adequate community support

a significantly higher proportion of ilr peopre can be accommodated at

home.

(d)

(3) Deinstitutionalization is seen as a positive varue:

The trend to deinstitutionalize has spread from other fields, (i.e. mental health, mental

retardation), to the ca¡e of the elderly. Keeping the elderly in the community as long as

possible is seen as intrinsically good, as noted above. Maximum quality of life is
assumed to be found "at home." However, questions that have been recently asked about

whether or not deinstitutionalization has benefitted the chronically mentally, may be

equally relevant to the elderly.

"Latge number of such patients are unable to function in any meaningful social or

occupational role; 20-30vo of homeless individuals are mentally ill and in need of
treatment; and signifÏcant numbers of mentally ill individuals occupy detention cenres

and jails". (Wasylenki, lgg2,, p. 200).
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Inflation' fear of recession and policies of fiscal restraint have impacted on a, human
service organizations' As govemment funders sea¡ch for ways to cut costs, there is
increased pressure for fiscal accountability and demands that program efficiency be
demonstrated. \ühen this cannot be done adequately, reduction in services, program
eliminations' budget freezes, staff freezes, etc. may foilow. Human service organizations
a¡e asked to "trim the fat and live in the black. " The health care system has certainry
been affected by these trends and is searching for ways of reducing costs. Increasingly
the care of the elderly has come under scrutiny. Frequentry erderly peopre remain in
acute care hospitals because there a¡e no resources available in the community to meet
their needs (Novak' 19ss)' In cases where disturbed behaviours exist, some rong term
care facilities have refused to accept ransfers from acute care hospitars. (The cost of
acute care hospital bed is considerably greater than the cost of a long term care bed.)
There is a general belief that the cheapest way to provide care to the erderry is in the
community, arthough as Novak (r9gg, p. r62)points our, rhis is not arways rue.

It is important to note that current values relating to the desirability of maintaining the
elderly at home' can be used as palatable rationares for reducing their access to rong term
care and acute ca-re' with the greater agenda being to reduce health care costs. If ,,home

care" is truly to provide the "best" care for the erderry, adequate community resources to
support them and their caregivers must be in place. As pointed out in ,,Mentar 

Health For
canadians: striking A Barance", there is not yet a consensus of what the essential



are for a comprehensive systenì of cornmunity rnental

hospital beds has seldonl been offset by a correspondirrg

resources." (Health and Welfa¡e Canada, l9gge, p 2l).

(5) Deveropment of psychotropic d*gs to cont¡or psychiatric synrptonrs:
This technological innovation has r,ade it possibre to rìanage rnentaily ilr peopre outside
of institutions' and the reduction in their synrprorììs rras faciritated their acceptance in the
community, (Iìealth and Welfare Canada, lgggb).

(6) Growing recognitiorl that existing nrental health services for the elderly are. fragmented and defìcient:

The Report on Future Directions for Psychogeriatric service Derivery i, Manitoba, (Mar.
1988); Wasylenki er al, (19g7) in Onrario; Leh'rarr, (19g9) in euebec; and Shulman,
(1992) in onta¡io' have all rrotecl thar nre.rar rrearth services for the erderry are
fragrnented' often compedtive and that contirruity of care is difficurt to achieve,
particularly between comnlunity ancl institution. 'r'he conrnrunity sector a'rr institutionar
sectors operate autonomously one frorn the other, ard often crients are ,,rost,, 

between one
system and the next' This can also occur betwee' comrnunity agencies and between
hospitals and personal ca¡e homes' with no fornrar interface, assessrnents and reatment
plans are often lirnited in their scope and rnay rack accura cy and/orconrprerrelrsiveness.
It is generally believed that the elderly, in particurar, rreed coordilraretr and integrated
services (IJealth and Welfare Canada, tgggb).

ingredients

closing of

community
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health care. "The

strengthening of
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Rodenburg, (1985) of Kingston, Ontario identifies that one of the mosr serious defects in

the delivery of mental health services to elderly parienrs in Canada is the lack of

comprehensive medical and psychosocial assessment aimed at the proper placement of

such patients.

(7) Shift from the Medical Model to the Social Model in the delivery of health care:

The medical model focuses on the treatment of diseases and injuries, with treatment

generally taking place in the doctor's office, or hospital. The social model sees medical

care as only one part of a complete health care system which would include personal and

family counselling, home ca¡e and adult day c¿ì-re programs. Care, in the social model,

often takes place in the client's home or other non-institutional setting (Novak 1988). A

growing acceptance of the social model as the most appropriate way to deliver health ca¡e

to the elderly, contributes to a belief that the psychogeriatric population can be well cared

for outside institutions, and supports the development of community based programs.

(8) Recognition of barriers to the utilization of adult mental health services by the

elderly:

Lebowitz, (1988) in reporting on an American study of low utilization of Community

Mental Health Centres by the elderly, reported that the stigma of mental illness is

especially strong in current cohorts of elderly people who tend to associate mental

disorder with personal failure, spiritual deficiency or some other stereotypical view.

Richman,(1985) found that elderly persons in New Brunswick showed a high rate of
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hospitalization for mental disorders; however, they are more likely to be diagnosed and

treated in non-speciahzed wards of generalized hospitals than in psychiatric units, and a¡e

least likely to have contact with mental health clinics. Zarrit, (1980) showed that the

elderly are under-represented in mental health clinics and in the practice of private

psychiatrists.

German, et. al., (1985) in an American study of the utilization of services by elderly

patients with mental morbidity, found that older individuals with mental disorders are less

likely to be seen and treated for these disorders than a¡e younger individuals.

Patterson (L976) studied the services provided to the elderly by eight American

community mental health centres to determine how these cenres were responding to the

needs of the elderly. Patterson stated that the elderly experienced discrimination and

proposed two reasons for this: negative attitudes towards the elderly held by staff, and a

false belief that most psychiatric conditions in the elderly are untreatable. He suggested

that the utilization rate of the elderly was much lower than the population size would

indicate it should be, due to;

(1) Lack of belief in appropriateness of mental health assistance. The elderly

did not like to use mental health services due to stigma. The service

providers did not believe that their programs were suitable for the elderly.

Transportation. This is a serious obstacle for the elderly in getting to the

treatment centres.

(2)



(3)
20

cost of service. The ability of the elderly to meet the cost of mental
health service in the united States is rimited by row retirement income and
the limitations of medical coverage.

cohen (1976) discussed the problem of accessibility to mental hearth services by the
elderly in the united states' He reported that attitudes herd by psychiatrists led to
reduced services for the mentally ill elderry. stereotypes herd by therapists and
misinformation regarding older people interfere with the recognition of the erderry,s
problems and may preclude a decision to provide treatmenr.

Butler (1975) suggests that ageism "which is the process of systematicaily stereotyping
and discriminating against people because they are ord', ailows those of us who are
younger to see old people as different. we subtly cease to identify with them as huma¡
beings' which enables us to feel more comfortable about our negrect and disrike of them.
Butler believes that many psychiarists and other mentar hearth specialists share the wider
culture's negative attitude towards older peopre and that this is one of the reasons that the
elderly do not receive their share of psychiatric ca¡e. Butrer thinks that ageism is a thinry
disguised arrempr to avoid the personar reality of human aging and dearh.

Summary

It is clear from the foregoing that a growing erderry popuration with a concurrenr increase
in psychiatric problems, will require the development of more services to meet the
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demand. Shifts in attitudes and values that have led to the belief that the mentally ill

elderly are best treated in the community. It was pointed out that ba¡riers exist that make

it unlikely that the needs of the psychogeriatric population can be met by simply

extending the services of the current adult mental health programs.

In the next section, the needs of the elderly that distinguish them from younger adults will

be discussed. Common psychiatric disorders and other normative and psychosocial factors

that contribute to the need for specializes services will be described.

STATEMENT OF THE NEED FOR PSYCHOGERIATRIC SERVICES

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ELDERLY POPULATION

In 1991 Health and Welfare Canada published a report, "Mental Health Problems Among

Canada's Seniors: Demographic And Epidemiologic Considerations", that integrated

prevalence rates for mental disorder among seniors with demographic trends. Their

findings included:

According to the 1986 Canada Census figures, 10.77o of the Canadian population is over

age 65. Life expectancy for males reaching age 65 in Canada is79.9; for females,84.2,

on average. By 2006 the Canadian population as a whole will experi ence Zl%o gïowth

over 1986levels. Growth among the seniors population in total will increase even more,

however: by 62V0. The 65 - 7 4 age group will grow 38Vo, while the number of people
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over 75 will double in the same period. The 75+ group is the most frail and subjecr ro

more chronic diseases than other groups.

Eight per cent of Canadian elders live in institutions, with twice as many women as men

in long tenn care facilities; at75 and over, this ratio almost reaches 3 to 1. There is a

strong linea¡ relationship between age and institutionalization.

PREVALENCE OF MENTAL DISORDERS

The Canadian Medical Association (1987) stated that at any given momenr, approximately

30Vo of Canadian seniors require mental health services. In the United States estimates

place total prevalence of mental disorders at lTVo (Kramer, German, et. al., 1985). Health

and Welfare Canada (1991E) places the prevalence rate ar.257o and used this figure to

estimate elderly mental health cases in Canada from 1981 to 2006 (Table I). Gurland and

Cross, 1982 suggest that 15 - 20Vo of the elderly may be in need of psychiatric services.

Blazer et. al. (1982) reported that 5-I0Vo of seniors in the community suffer from severe

psychiatric impairment and another 10 - 40Vo suffer from mild to moderate impairment.
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Table 1

Estimated Elderly Mental Health Cases, Canada
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The Organizing Committee, Canadian Consensus Conference on the Assessment of

Dementia, (1991), based on a study by Evans, Funkenstein, Alberts et al, (1989), state that

approximately ll%o of those over 65 years of age and up to 407o of those over age 85

suffer from a type of dementia. Gurland and Cross, (1982), in an American study, found

that 7.5Vo of all elderly suffer from progressive dementia; and about two-thirds of these

reside in the community.

A North Carolina study using a stratified random sample of community elderly over age

65 found that approximately 7Vo of those srudied had definite cognitive impairment

(Blazer and Maddox, 1982).

Roberts, et. â1., (1989) investigated cognitive impairment in a study of elderly

Saskatchewan residents living in community and long term care facilities. They found

that the prevalence of clinically significant cognitive impairment increases with age and

with the dependency level in long terïn care facilities, and that 7.8Vo of the elderly

population have cognitive impairment.

Rovner, et. al. (1986), of Baltimore, Maryland, using a standardized interview, found that

94Vo of a random sample of 180 residents at a large intermediate-care nursing home had

mental disorders, according to DSM III-R criteria, with dementia the most common

diagnosis. Toff and Sallet,(1986) found a prevalence of dementia in long terrn care

institutions at about 50Vo Of these, 707o have a primary degenerative demenria of the

Alzheimer's type.
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NEED FOR SPECIALIZF,D SERVICES FOR THB PSYCHOGERIATRIC CLIENT

Specialized expertise and skills are necessary in diagnosing and treating the

psychogeriatric client due to the complex and multiple etiology of psychogeriatric illness

(Health and welfa¡e Canada 1988b). A basic principle of psychogeriatric assessment is

that the cause of the problem does not necessarily lie in the client alone, and she/he must

be seen in the context of her/his social and physical environment. The biological,

psychological, social, functional and environmental factors are intimately enmeshed, and

these strands must be unravelled for a complete understanding of the client,s functioning.

This section will describe the most common mental disorders afflicting the elderly, and

then discuss some general issues that are important to consider in the assessment and

treatment of the psychogeriatric client. The benef,rts of a multidisciplinary psychogeriatric

team in addressing rhese issues will be highlighted.

COMMON PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS AF'FECTING THE ELDERLY

DEMENTIA

Dementia was defined by the Organizing Committee, Canadian Consensus Conference on

the Assessment of Dementia, (1991) as a clinical syndrome of usually progressive,

cognitive deterioration that eventually causes functional impairment developing over

months and years. Deficits occur in intelligence, memory, affect, judgment, orientation

and visual/spatial skills, and involve all facets of cognition. Marrin, (19g7), Lazerus,

(1988) and spar and LaRue,(1990) have all described rhe common symproms of dementia.
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The Organizing Committee, Canadian Consensus Conference on the Assessment of

Dementia, (1991) stated that since dementia primarily affticts old people, especially those

of 85 years of age, the absolute number of cases will continue to increase well into the

next century. In part this is due to a small baby boom that occurred be¡veen 1918 and

L930 (Humphrey 1986). This accounts for the large proportion of people ages 62 - 74

years in the current population .As these people age we can expect a higher number of

cases of the mental disorders of late life, especially dementia to occur in the L990's.

Dementia is one of the most important conditions because it requires a disproportionate

amount of medical care and caregiver support.

Dementia is a disorder in itself, but there are many conditions that can mimic or co-exist

with dementia. Conditions that can mimic dementia area aphasia, dysarthria, psychosis,

blindness, deafoess and amnesia; delirium and dementia often co-exist as do dementia

and depression (Organizing Committee, Canadian Consensus Conference on the

Assessment of Dementia, 1991).

Dementia victims are a major challenge to care for, be it by elderly spouses, community

services or long term care facilities. Affective and psychotic symptoms occur in 30 - 40

7o of Nzheimer Dementia patients, (Wragg and Jeste, 1989). Teri et. al. (1988) found that

88Vo of the elderly with severe cognitive impairment have associated problem behaviours.

Difficult behaviours such as wandering, aggression, hoarding, intractability,and

restlessness at night can make these clients diffTcult to live with. Martin (1987¡ describes
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changes in personality, emotions and behaviours that a¡e difficult to adapt to. Caregivers

must be diligent and anticipate behaviours that might harm the client or orhers. It is

imperative to rule out all treatable conditions that mimic dementia, and to treat all

conditions, (in the broadest sense), overlaying a diagnosis of dementia.

V/hile dementia is progressive and irreversible, behavioral disturbances that occur can

frequently be treated and this will improve the quality of life for both patients and

caregivers.

As it is generally the spouse who provides care for dementia victims in the community,

it is an elderly caregiver who is usually faced with the burden of dealing with this

devastating illness (Zanq 1987).

Many dementia victims have no family caregiver, and remain at home at risk, supported

by community support systems and informal caregivers. Robertson and Reisner (Ig82),

found that demented elderly persons living alone were more vulnerable to death or

institutionalization than those living with family. Psychogeriatric reams are frequently

consulted by other health care professionals to assess the risks of demented clients living

alone. The balance between the client's right to independence/autonomy must be weighed

against risk to himself and others, with no standardized method of evaluation. The

perspectives, knowledge and skills of a number of disciplines are required to examine the
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strengths and weaknesses of the client, in the context of both the environment and social

system in which he lives, in order to determine the most appropriate care.

Most clients will ultimately require institutionalization. The behaviours of the demented

individual - wandering into others' rooms, inappropriate touching, rummaging through

others' belongings - may be difficult for other residents to tolerate. Outside his own

home, the demented victim cannot rely on overlearned behaviours, the familiarity of his

usual surroundings and thus usually functions at a lower level than previously. The

increased sensory input of the institution and the demand to adapt to institutional norms

of behaviour may be stressful for this client. Caregivers, both formal and informal, often

have very little information or education about dementia, and frequently have difficulty

providing appropriate care. This often leads to the inappropriare use of physical and

chemical restraints, or unnecessary referrals to emergency rooms or psychiatric units.

It is clear that the full range of knowledge and skills represented on a psychogeriatric

team are necessar-y to assess the complex array of biopsychosocial and environmental

factors that contribute to the demented client's ability to function at an optimal level.

These clients are best assessed in the familia¡ environment of home, and home

assessments are a cornerstone of psychogeriatric service. lnterventions ranging from

medical, pharmaceutical, behavioral , environmental and caregiver education and support

may all be necessary to support the client's living situation, be it alone, with family or

in a long terrn care facility.
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DEPRESSION

Depression is one of the most common psychiatric disorders seen in the elderly. It is

often overlooked as there is a tendency by both clients and caregivers to ascribe such

symptoms as sadness, social withdrawal or memory loss to normal aging or normal

reactions to being old.

Health and Welfare Canada, 199lE) reports that a large American epidemiologic survey

found that 8Vo of community dwelling seniors suffered from depression that required

clinical intervention, and another LgVo suffered dysphoric symptoms. In another American

study advancing age was found to increase the risk of depression, with 15.57o of persons

over age 80 clinically depressed. (Kay, Henderson et al, 1985).

Suicide, while seen by some as voluntary euthanasia, is most often seen as an outcome

of severe depression and loneliness. During 1986, I37o of the total number of suicides

in Canada were committed by people over 65 (Health and \ilelfare Canada, 1991E).

Weiss, (1968 p. 7aÐ found the major factors in the high suicide rare among elderly

Americans to be "isolation, along with depreciating socio-cultural attitudes, low socio-

economic status with loss of psychologically and socially rewarding occupation, biological

decline and clinically recognized psychiatric disorders."
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Accurate detectiolt of depression irr old age can be cornplicated by nìarìy factors. Some

features of normal aging overlap with cornplaints of depression ancl with changes

associated with normal bereavernent (Spar and LaRue, 1990). Sonle physical illnesses

can cause depression (Spa¡ altd LaRue, 1990). Sorne rnedications can cause depression

(Spar and LaRue, 1990, McCullough, 1991). Delusional depressions occur in which

delusional thinking occurs alolrg with other signs of <lepressio¡ (Wasyle¡ki et al, 1987).

McCullough, (1991) discusses typical presentations of clepression in old age. He states

that depression can be masked as pseudo-dement.ia, somatization or anxiety/initabitity,

and that it nray be an underlyirrg factor in pain syndronres and alcohol abuse. ge also

notes that depression may be a prinrary or secorrclary synìptonr of a concomita¡t rnedical

condition such as thyroid disease and occult neoplasrn. Losses are conrmon with the

elderly, and distinguishing between nonnal charrges associated with bereavernent, and

depression, nrây be diflicult (Wasylenki er al, l9g7).

Depression often presetlts differently in the elderly than in yourrger adults.

Hypochondriasis is a prominent feature and agitation rnore commonly occurs with the

elderly than with younger adults (Wasylenki et. al., 1987). Masked depressions occur

whereby 'rhe client does not identify depressed rnood, but rather cornplains of reduced

energy' listlessness alld increased fatigue. Both the clierrt and the caregiver rnay attribute

these symptolns to aging. Pain of unknown origin often rnasks depression, but once the
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pain becomes chronic, it is increasingly difficult to distinguish its effect on the patient

with signs of depression.

Meats, et. al., (1991), McCullough, (1991), Keane, er. al., (1988), and Gurland, (1991),

all point out that depression in the elderly is treatable but early diagnosis is important, as

after two years, it becomes difficult to distinguish depression from physical illnesses and

pain management.

Accurate diagnosis is essential to the provision of appropriate treatment of depression. It

is apparent that a multidisciplinary team approach is required to assess depression in the

elderly. Specialized psychogeriatric expertise is needed to "tease out" underlying treatable

causes of depression (i.e. grieving, social factors, physical disorders, medications etc.),

and to recognize masked clinical depressions. Where a clinical depression is diagnosed,

interventions reflect the skills of a number of disciplines, and may include medications,

ECT, medical treatment of physical disorders, psychotherapy, emotional suppoft and

augmentation of the social support system. A psychogeriatric team assesses both the

client, and the client within the social system, and is in an ideal position to assess and

treat this complex disorder.

DELIRIUM

Sirois, 1988, states that delirium accounted for l37o of hospitalized patients referred for

medical or surgical consultation, the majority of whom were elderly.
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An estimated 30 - 507o of elderly individuals admitted to acure care facilities will develop

an acute confusional state for which there are multiple biopsychosocial causes (Mattice,

198e).

Beresin, (1988), of Massachusetts, describes delirium as the most common a¡d serious

mental disorder in old age heralding death, and 25Vo of afflicted elderly parienrs die

within one month of entry to hospital. Delirium is cha¡acteristically a transient disorder,

which usually results in full recovery, provided it is rapidly diagnosed and treated. He

cites biological variables, psychological variables and environmental variables that

predispose a patient to delirium, and lists organic causes of delirium.

Lipowski (1989) of Toronto, states that, "the factors that predispose the elderly to

delirium include aging processes in the brain, structural brain disease, a reduced capacity

for homeostatic regulation, and hence a resistance to stress. The impairment of vision and

hearing, a high prevalence of chronic diseases, reduced resistance to acute diseases and

age-related changes in the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics of drugs. Sleep loss,

sensory deprivation, sensory overload and psychosocial stress, bereavement or relocation

to an unfamilia¡ environment are common precipitants to delirium."

In summary, delirium is a medical emergency and requires prompt medical, (usually acute

care hospital), treatment, but is often unrecognized (Beresin, 1988, Lipowski, 1989).
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Early detection and prevention through sensitivity to predisposing factors can prevent

hospitalization and perhaps even death. Non-medical psychogeriatric team members can

be trained to recognize these factors as well as the signs and symptoms of delirium, thus

providing a screen for medical team members who are often only consul[ants to the

psychogeriatric team. The availability of a physician to the psychogeriatric team is

crucial in identifying delirium and ensuring timely intervention.

PARANOID DISORDERS

Silver, (1986) of Toronto, Ontario, reported that a community survey found as many as

47o of the population over age 65 residing in the community demonstrated significant

paranoid ideation. While their numbers are small their impact on others is significant.

Paranoid disorders in old age include:

Organic syndromes with delusions

dementia with delusions

delirium with delusions

organic delusional disorders

Late paraphrenia

Major affective disorders with mood congruent disorders

Paranoid personality disorders

Pa¡anoid recluse syndrome

(Silver, 1986)
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The essential features of paranoid disorders are delusions

"which can't be accepted by people of the same class, education, Íace, and period of life

as the person who expresses it, and which can't be changed by logical argument or

evidence"

(Anderson and Trethowan, 1973)

Visual impairment occurs in 257o, and hearing impairment in 507o of people with late

paraphrenia (Silver,1986). Social isolation is associated with paranoid symptoms,

(Wasylenki, 1987).

Examples of persecutory delusions include beliefs that one is being spied upon, stolen

from, cheated, talked against, drugged, or poisoned. These can be very disturbing to the

client, and also to those in the social suppor"t system who often suffer from thei¡

accusation. These clients are usually brought to the attention of the medical or mental

health systems by others who are upset by their behaviours, or by the police. Wasylenki

identifies treatment as a combination of psychotherapy, reducing the threat from the

environment, correction of sensory deficits and antipsychotic drugs. He also notes that

treatment, especially in-patient, is very difficult due to the client's extreme suspiciousness.

The role of a psychogeriatric team is

contributing factors, both physical and

involved in assessment and treatment.

important in determining underlying causes and

social. The skills of a number of disciplines are

A major emphasis is working with the client's
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social support network to increase understanding and tolerance of the client's behaviour,

and to stabilize the system to enable the client to remain in as stable an environment as

possible.

IMPORTANT ISSUES TO BE AWARE OF IN WORKING WITH

PSYCHOGERIATRIC CLIENT:

As noted earlier a psychogeriatric assessment includes much more than the dignosis of

psychiatric disorder. It should be clear from the discussion of the cofftmon psychiaric

disorders that afflict the elderly, that psychosocial factors and normative Eansitions can

have major impacts on the elders' mental health. The following provides a discussion of

important issues that those working in the ñeld of psychogeriatrics must be knowledgable

about and sensitive to in their work.

CAREGIVERS

Most elderly people live in rhe community (Clark, r98i, Lazerus, 198s). Ca¡e, when

required, is usually provided by family, most often by an elderly spouse or a daughter.

Bergman, (1978), Robertson and Reisner, (1982) and Brodey, (1981) indicate family

caregivers provide a great deal of care to the cognitively impaired elderly.

Bergman, (1978) showed that the most important factor effecting a person's viability in

the community was family support.
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The presence of an older person requiring care is frequently a source of stress in the

family, particularly on the primary caregiver. Anxiety, guilt, fatigue, physical illness,

restricted social contacts and depression are often the hallmark of an adult caring for an

elderly relative, according to Clark, (1987). The stress of caregiving for dementing

clients, in particular, is well documented in the lirerature, (Zant, 1987). The ca¡e of

dementia clients is especially difficult, as the caregiver must come to terïns with the loss

of the personality/individuality/companionship of the spouse and develop a relationship

with a constantly changing, downward spiralling victim.

Elderly caregivers are just as subject to chronic, degenerative and acute disease processes

as is the person to whom they provide care. Often they become socially isolated through

as a result of the care giving responsibilities and at risk for depression (Health and

Welfare Canada, 1991E).

Brodaty and Hadzi-Pavlovic, as reported in Jones, (1991) found high psychological

morbidity was associated with living with a demented individual, parricularly a spouse

with demanding problem behaviour. Poor care of physicat health, social isolation,

dissatisfaction with social supports, greater use of psychoropic medication and a

deteriorated marital relationship, were all associated with living with a demented spouse.

Clark,(1987) states that caregivers have five primary needs: emotional support, education,

support groups, information and community resources, and relief from the caregiving role
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when the burden becomes onerous.

Health and Welfare Canada, (1988b), describe the needs of family caregivers for

information, education, support services, emotional support and counselling.

Psychogeriatric teams are frequently asked to assess the cognitive functioning of

demented individuals and to suggest ways that they can be optimally managed in the

home. Caregivers often become the focus of the intervention, once the client has been

assessed. For example, a client who has been assessed with severe cognitive impairment

may receive no direct interventions by the psychogeriatric team. Instead, the focus may

be on educating the caregiver about the limitations of the client, coaching on approaches

to take in interacting with the client, and the provision of counselling to help deal with

some of the frustrations and feelings commonly experienced by caregivers. (While this

discussion has focused on family caregivers, caregivers in long tenn care facilities often

require very similar education and support to provide optimal care to the demented,

(Health and Welfare Canada, 1991b). Interventions with family caregivers may also focus

on developing a prosthetic social network for the caregiver and\or client, that enables each

to meet some of their own social and emotional needs, thus prolonging the ability to

provide care for the client.

It is obvious that the skills of several disciplines , and in particular those of the physician,

occupational therapist and social worker, are essential in accurately assessing the
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demented client's abilities, limitations and environment in order to provide the caregiver

with effective management strategies. The skills of the social worker a¡e utilized in

assessing the needs of the caregiver, the adequacy of the social supports, facilitating the

resolution of difficult feelings related to caregiving and providing emorional support thar

enables the caregiver to balance their needs with those of the patienr.

These are legitimate roles for a psychogeriatric team as they enable the ca-regiver to

maintain the client in the community, by preventing caregiver burnout that would lead to

earlier institutionalization of the client; (or in the case of facility caregivers, transfer to

acute care). If elderly caregivers' needs are not addressed we are in danger of abusing

them as "free" labour.

SOCIAL NETWORK AND SOCIAL SUPPORT

Changes that normally occur in the elderly person's own life and in their social network

can predispose them to mental illness, particularly depression, and it necessary that those

working with the elderly are sensitive to this process. (Health and Welfare, 1991E).

Because of the normal losses of aging and illness-related losses, the elderly may be

considered in a process of continual grief (Harrison, 1987). Recent bereavement, social

isolation, low socio-economic status and stressful life events are all risk factors that make

elderly persons vulnerable to mental health problems, (Health and V/elfa¡e, 1991E).

Lawton, (1983) suggests that loneliness and social isolation contribute to poor mental
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health' cla¡k and Perry, (19s7) state that people experiencing a number of major changes
within a short period of time are likely to suffer from ill hearth as a consequence. They
state that the increased rate of changes/losses with which the elderry must cope, may tax
their abiliry to adapt and cope with each change.

The elderly experience many changes in their social network due to aging. Retirement
for most occurs at age 65' It represents changes in role, changes in the structure of day
to day life, a reduced income, ross of a peer group, a, of which must be adapted to.
Roadburg' (19s5) found that income and physical health are the two most critical
elements in predicting successful aging and retirement. He arso found that approximately
30vo of individuals encounter difficurties in adapting ro retiremenr.

After retirement readiustment in the marital system must occur, as the coupre spend much
more of their time together' This may or may not be a positive experience, depending
on the mariral history.

widowhood is a major life event which effects one's self concept, serf esteem and the
loss of a spouse may be very difficult to cope with. some srategies, such as support
$oups for widows, strengthening the family and social networks, and easy access to
social support systems are useful in preventing breakdown and promoting better
adaptation (Lopata, 1979, Roadburg, 19g5, Marrin, lggT).
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At a time when the elderly are most in need of peer support their circle of mentally and

physically intact cohorts diminishes. A fact of aging is that the elderly person's social

network of peers is undergoing similar changes to those of the self. Spouses, friends and

siblings will be lost to death, debilitating diseases, physical impairments and/or cognitive

dysfunction. People will make geographical moves to better climates or to be closer to

children. Some will become caregivers.

An important task for those working with psychogeriatric clients is to help them navigate

the losses and transitions when these jeopardize their mental health; to reconnect them to

their social network or develop a prosthetic social network; and to educate caregivers

about the social losses associated with aging and the impact the cumulative effects of

these may have on the client's morale.

MEDICATION

Because of the chronic and acute conditions found in the elderly, they have generally

been prescribed a number of medications. Polypharmacy is frequently a problem with the

elderly. Martin, 1987, states that those over 65 years receive over 25Vo of prescription

drugs, averaging 3 - 4 per person. In addition, he notes that over the counter medications

are used much more frequently by elderly people than by younger adults.

Physiological changes in the elderly which effect their responses to drugs are alterations

in absorption, distribution, detoxification and excretion of drugs (Martin, 1987). The
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elderly have an increased vulnerability to side effects. The combinarion of polypharmacy

and altered physiology increases the risk in the elderly person experiencing side effects

or toxicity of a drug and negative interactions between drugs (Spar and LaRue, 1990).

Non-compliance (defined as failure to take medications according to instructions, and

includes never having purchased prescriptions, premature discontinuation, using an

incorrect dosage [high or low] or dosage schedule, or taking drugs for wrong indications)

in taking medications occurs with 25 - 60Vo of elderly parients (Martin, 1987). When the

physician is unaware of the patient's non-compliance, it may be felt that the current

regime is inadequate and dosage is increased or medications changed. Often, non-

compliance comes to light when a caregiver takes over dispensing the medication. For

the flust time the client experiences the effects of all the prescribed medications, and this

may be result in delirium caused by drug toxicity, or a number of side effects.

The need for those working with psychogeriatric clients to have a working knowledge of

common medications used by clients and the problems associated with them, can not be

under-estimated.

An important role for a psychogeriatric team is assessing the clients ' medication regime,

and their compliance with the regime, and providing recommendations and education

to family physicians. There is also a role for educating orher professional and family

caregivers about medication as well. While these roles are generally filled by medical
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team members, other team members need sufficient cross training to gather appropriate

data and provide basic monitoring of medication use and education to clients.

NORMAL AGING

It is important that those working with psychogeriatric clients are aware of changes

associated with normal aging so that they do not confuse them with pathology, nor

pathological symptoms to normal aging. A knowledge of chronic diseases associated with

age, and the residual effects of acute diseases are also important to understand.

"Normal aging is the condition in which previous functional efficiency has been lost and

the capacity for restitution progressively impaired" (Wasylenki er. al., 1987, p. 29). Old

age is a time of loss and adaptation. The elderly are faced with changes associated with

normal aging, some degree of loss of acuity in all five senses, diminishment of flexible

intelligence, slowed reaction time, benign memory loss, and a decline in physical strength

(wasylenki, et. al., 1987, Spar and LaRue, 1990, and Lazerus, 1988). Inevitably, the

elderly experience changes in their physical appea-rance: graying hair, wrinkles, sagging

muscles, that in our youth-orientated society may be defined as unattractive and have a

negative effect on self esteem.

Soni (1988) reports that peripheral sensory deficits a¡e associated with the onser of

delusions and perceptual errors, sometimes hallucinogenic in nature. An unrecognized or
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under-estimated hearing deficit can lead those involved with the client to attribute

communication problems to dementia. Hearing loss has social consequences, and a vicious

circle of decreased social participation and interaction may lead to isolation and

suspiciousness that can progress to paranoia (Clark & Perry, 1987). Cooper, et. al., (1976)

cite the role of deafness as a predisposing influence on late life paranoid states. Gurland,

(1991) reports thât deafness is about three times more frequent in elderly persons with a

late onset, paranoid disorder than in age matched controls.

The elderly suffer from more chronic diseases than younger adults (Statistics Canada,

1990). These may produce a variety of symptoms--discomfort, loss of stamina, vigour

and mobility, to which they must adapt. These symptoms may also mask other disorders

such as depression.

As aging occurs, there is an increased vulnerability to degenerative diseases such as

arthritis and coronary arteriosclerosis (Wasylenki et. al., 1987). Many elderly suffer from

disabilities that may linlit their ability to carry out former activities of daily living. This

may have an impact on their ability to socialize in the community, or on their ability to

remain at home. As a result of acute disease processes, the elderly may be left with

residual effects which negatively affect their lives, i.e. a stroke that leaves a speech

impairment and hemiparesis will affect the client's ability to interact socially and to care

for himself.
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SUMMARY

It appears clea¡ that the skills of a number of tlisciplines are neerletl to distinguish the

effects of normal aging from pathological synrptonrs in order to intervene appropriately

and effectively at the physical , environrnental arrcl social levels, thereby enabling clients

to realize their full potential. An additional role is to raise the awareness of and provide

education to other health care professionals and caregivers about the interplay of these

complex issues and their inrpact on lhe elderly.

The literature tlìus fa¡ has explored some of the factors that have led to the development

of community psychogeriatric outreach programs, the neecls of the elderly for specialized

mental health sewices, and the inrportance of rnulticlisciplinary tearns in providing these

services.

I'he question renlaining is how can psychogeriatric services best be orgalrized to ensure

that the elderly receive melrtal health services when required? T'he next section will

exatnine theoretical models proposed for the delivery of psychogeriatric services, and

descriptions of Canadian community psychogeriatric outreach prograrìrs, in the literatu-re.
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CHAPTER 2

ORGANIZATION of PSYCHOGBRIA'I'RIC SBRVICBS

Both the United States and the United Kingdorn have consi<lerably lorrger histories in the

provision of commultity mental health services to the elclerly than does Canada. Each

country, in respoltse to its own experience has <leveloped a different approach to the

organization of psychogeriatric services. Both these approaches will be described as

Canada has borrowed frorn each in organizing services for the elderly rnentally ill.

American Model for organization of psychogeriatric services

In 1971 theGroup for the Advancement of Psychiatry (G.A.P.) produce<l a report tirled

"The Aged and Conlmunity Mental t{ealth: A Guide to Program Developnrent". This

report resulted from a recognition that in spite of a grcwing aging population and the

prevalence of mental illness irl late life, the el<lerly under-utilized nrental health services.

The American model reflects a social model of providing health care to the elderly.

Underlying this model is a belief that illness a¡ises frorn shorrages irr vital supplies such

as vitamins, social roles and intimate relations usually provided by farnily life. Although

services are generally housed withirr a hospital, the cornrnunity is the prirnary locus of

treatment. Efforts are directed at strengthening tlre cornrrrunity's social support system in

order to avoid inappropriate institutionalization of the elclerly. Tte neecl for a broad range
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of institutional alld community services to meet the rreeds of the elderly is recognized.

The development of consultation services is stressed, in order to help those who work

with the elderly to develop positive attitudes, clinical skills and knowleclge about caring

for the rnentally ill elderly. A range of treatments are provided, and psychiatric nurses

supported by psychiatrists a¡e seen as the ideal teanì to provide services. llonre visits a¡e

deemed crucial to a comprehensive psychogeriatric assessment.

British Model for the organization of psycrrogeriat.ric services

In 1971 the Society of Clinical Psychiatrists in Britain published a set of guidelines

entitled, "'l'he Orgatrization of Psychogeriatrics", that arldressed the need for rnental health

services by a growing aging population.

The British model has a more nletlical emphasis in the provision of llealth care to the

elderly. 'l'here is a greater focus on lhe "hancls orr" irrdividual assess¡ìerìt, diagnosis and

treatment of clients, than in the Arnerican rnodel. 'l'he Anlericans, while certainly

recognizing the need to assess, diagnose and treat individuals, have tended to place a

greater focus on the deficits in the comrnunity that contribute to individual pathology, and

to direct efforts on conilnunity development/consultation to arneliorate these deficits, than

have the British.ln Britain, mental hospitals have tradirionally housed the psychogeriaric

population, whereas in the U.S., community resources,(i.e. long term care facilities) have

more usually been utilized. Itl Britain, services telrcl to be orga¡ized a¡ound a

Psychogeriatric assessment unit, which nowadays is usually in a general hospital. The
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British nlodel emphasizes the rnultiple etiology of psychogeriatric illness ancl the need for

rapid assessûìent to avoid inappropriate placenrent. Ilome visits and the use of a

multidisciplinary tealn, (comprised of a psychogeriatrician, psychiatric nurses,

occupational therapists and psychologists), are central to psychogeriatric services in this

model. In a 1989 review of the care of elderly people with mental illness, the Royal

Colleges of Physicians and Psychiatrists identified tlrree broad principles they believe

must underlie the delivery of services to the rnentally ill elderly. (l) Services, based on

a defined ta-rget population within a specific geographic catchnrenr areas, should

encompass a wide range of conuttunity and institutional programs to nreet the complex

needs of the elderly. (2) Flexibility in all sectors of the health ca¡e systenr is needed to

ensure the easy transfer and flow of patients basetl on tlleir needs, rather than on what is

available at the motnent. (3) Caregivers need to be supported in order ro prevenr a

breakdown of their ability to provide support to psychogeriatric clients.

In summary, the Anlerican and British rnodels differ prirnarily in enrphasis with the

American model being more preventative, consultative, arrd community based, and the

British model being more tnedically oriented and institutionally based. T'his undoubtably

relates to the funding and organization of the health care systenr in each country, which

in part may have detennined the respective social and medical focus of the American and

British models.
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canadian Models for the organization of psyclrogeriatric services

Components of both the Arnerican and British nrodels for the organization of

psychogeriatric services have been incorporated into Canadian rnodels for providing

Psychogeriatric services to the cornmunity. A description of a Canadian rnodel is found

in the Guidelines for Comprehensive Services to Elclerly Persons with psychiatric

Disorders, (Health and Welfare Canada, 1988b). Goldstein (1980), Wasylenki (lgBZ,

1984, 1987), Rodenberg, (1985), Ilarris et. al. (1990) and Shulrnan (1991) ¡ave all

attempted to articulate their visions of the important elenrents of psychogeriatric care. To

a greater or lesser degree they have all suggested ways tlrat psychogeriatric services

should be organized, albeit they focus on different levels of organization. 'l'hese models

will be discussed below, in chronological order. Sirnilarities and differences between the

Canadian models, and the relationship to the Anrerican and British rnodels will be

highlighted. The limitarions of each model will be notecl.

Goldstein (1980) of Queensway-Carleton Hospital in Ottawa,onrario discusses social

issues in Geriatric Psychiatry and advocates that psychogeriatric specialists have a

responsibility to become involved in all areas of their parienr's lives, due to the frequent

overlap of social, psychologic and rnedical problerrrs that affect them. tle describes the

roles of the psychogeriatric specialist as educator, consultant, clinician arrd change agent.

He argues that the promotion of support services in the cornmunity, alrd tlre coordination

of these services, is an irnportant role for psychogerian-ic specialists. His opinions reflect

the underlying philosophy of the Arnerican model. I.lowever, like the British, Goldstein
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describes the conlerstone of good psychogeriatric care as a psychogeriatric inpatient

treatrnent and assessment unit with a rnulti-disciplirrary teanr. In cornnrorì with both the

American and Britislt models he believes that honle visits to the elderly for assessment

purposes are very itnportant, and that a broad range of comrnunity and institutional

services are needed to provide a complete continuunr of care. Coldstein stresses that the

impact of the client's illness orì the fanúly caregiver should be a crucial part of a

comprehensive psychogeriatric assessrnent. Iìe also iclentifies a neecl for specialized

daycare for the dernented.

lilasylenki, of the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry irr 'l'ororrto, Ontario, proposes a model

with a strong community focus and is nrost closely aligned with the social rnodel for the

delivery of health ca¡e services that unrlerlies the Arnerican model. (Wasylenki, lg8l,

1984, 1987).

In common with the British model and Goldstein, however, Wasylenki visualizes a

psychogeriat¡ic assessment unit as the centre of a well coordinated network of institutional

resources. In keeping with the American model a prirrrary focus of this network would

be to " stimulate, develop, support and consult to a spectrum of community services

whose objectives include strengthening social supports and preserving independence in

the elderly", (Wasylenki, 1982 p. l9). Like the Anrericans as well, Wasylenki proposes

that consultation, liaison services, education, linritecl direct patient care and help in

developing programs , should be provided to the corruuunity; (i.e. agencies, long term
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care facilities, lrospitals, senior's housing); in order to ensure a<lequate arrd appropriate

care for the elderly. Because Wasylenki believes that the elderly rnentally ill population

is faced with fragrnented , uncoordinated and often cornpetitive and unresponsive services,

case managenìent is seen as a core function of any psychogeriatric service.

Wasylenki shares, with the Arnericalr and British nroclels and Goldstein, a belief in the

need for home visits and for a cotnprehensive spectrum of resources to enable the elderly

to remain in the community.

As with the other tnodels discussed a comprehensive psychogeriatric assessment is

advocated by Wasylenki. In addition, however, he notes the need for a functional or

rehabilitative component as part of the assessnrent. 'l'his aspect of the assessrnent focuses

on skill strengths and deficits thât relate to the delnancls of the client's environment. He

also believes that helping family caregivers deal with the srress of caring for inrpaired

farnily metnbers is an irnportant activity for psychogeriatric professionals.

Wasylenki, as with the American model, suggests that the ideal tearn to provide

psychogeriatric services, is nurses with the support of a psychiatrist - rhat is to say,

usually only the nurses actually see the clients. (The Anrerican model, however, speaks

of 2 year diploma psychiaric nurses while Wasylenki refers to clinical nurse specialists

with trainillg at the Master's level in Psychiatry). Witlr the stress placed on community

developmellt atld liaison, in both these models, the lreed for the skills alrd knorvledge of

other disciplines in these areas would seem self-eviclent. It is therefore surprising that the
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essential core tealtts proposed are so linlited. Wasylenki argues that nurses, who are in

receipt of nluch of the consultative services, accept consultations nìore reaclily from other

nurses, and therefore nurses are tlìe rnost appropriate collsultants. In spite of this

argument, the training and education to nurses and others that the Anrerican model and

\#asylenki deem important, would be broadened an<J enricherl by the inclusion of other

disciplines with varied, non-rnedical perspectives.

Rodenberg, (1985) of Kingstorr, Ontario, believes that the ca¡e of the nrentally ill elderly

requires a reorganization of the <lelivery of mental health services. I-le identified a lack

of compreltettsive medical and psychosocial assessrnent ailned at the prcper placenrent of

the mentally ill elderly, as a nrajor deficit in the currerìr systern. 'Ihis results in poor

discharge planning that keeps some patients in acute care beds longer than they require,

and inappropriate placement of others in long ternì care facilities rhat lack adequate

facilities, staffing and expertise to manage their c¿ue. IIe proposes tlìat psychogeriaric

teams, headed by physicians with specialized trainirrg be housed in acute care hospitals.

These teams would provide assessnìent, reatnrent, aclvice on social supports and

assistance in decisions regarding. optirnal placement of clients, to both the community and

hospital He proposed that specialized psychogeriatric assessrnent units be established, as

a resource to the team. He suggested that the role of long tenn ca¡e facilities in providing

care to the elderly be rationalized, and that specialized facilities be developed for the care

of difficult to manage rnentally irnpaired elderly. f Ie further noted the neecl for sufficient

specially trained staff to provide services throughout the continuum, and urged that
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geriatric and psychogeriatric training be a part of undergraduate curriculum of physicians

and other health care professions. Rodenberg's model is both medically and institutionally

oriented, and most closely reflects the British model.

In 1983, as a result of an initiative taken by the Mental Health Division, Health and

Welfare Canada,'and the Section on Geriatric Psychiatry of the Canadian Psychiatric

Association, the development of guidelines outlining the essential components of

comprehensive service for elderly people identified as clients or potential clients of mental

health services, was undertaken. Guidelines for Comprehensive Services to Elderly

Persons With Psvchiatric Disorders resulted in 1988. This report recognizes that services

and resources are unevenly distributed across the country, and that there are many cultural

and regional differences that necessitate individualized program and service development;

it is therefore not a blueprint, but a collection of guiding principles. The "Guidelines"

have been widely adopted by the provincial governments in planning programs and

services for the elderly with mental health problems.

The "Guidelines" discussed the principles of good psychogeriatric care; outlined the

essential components, function and services of a comprehensive psychogeriatric service;

defined the content of a biopsychosocial psychogeriatric assessment;and identified

management and treatment options. Like the previous models the Guidelines stressed the

need for home visits, a multidisciplinary team approach; (ideally made up of a

psychiatrist, a nurse, a social worker, an occupational therapist and possibly a
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psychologist); and care for the caregivers. In addition, the need to support facility

caregivers was identified. In cornmon with Wasylenki, the need for the coordination of

services and resources, and case management, to avoid fragmelrtation of care were

stressed in the "Guidelines". Linkages between policy and planning, resources, programs

and services, and information were suggestecl in order to ensure coordination and

collaboration at all levels of the care systenr. 'Ihe use of catcllnrent areas, (borrowed from

the British), a single entry delivery systern, case rììanagenrent ancl registries were

discussed as mechallisms of coordination. In additiorr, lhe "Guidelines" rellect a social

model of providing cate to the mentally ill elderly, as illustrated by the assertion that a

comprehensive psychogeriatric assessment rnust illvolve a systematic search for

remediable physical, social and nrental deficits, and go beyond medical diagnosis to look

at functional abilities within the lifestyle, social ancl environrnental contexts in which the

elderly person lives.

Harris et. al., of the Joseph Brant Mernorial Hospital in Burlington, Onrario (1990), in

writing about the evaluation of a cornrnunity Psychogeriatric outreach prograrn, also raìse

some issues related to the organization of this type of service. 'I'he objectives and services

provided by their progranì a¡e consistent with the "Gui<!elines". The service is located in

a general hospital, but does not have designated inpatient psychogeriatric beds. A

tnultidisciplinary team is used, consisting of a registered nurse, a social

worker/coordinator, and a part time psychiatrist, nraking this a broader team than

suggested in the American nlodel or by Wasylenki. Ho¡re visits are seerì as an essential
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component of assessment. In common with the other models too, the need for a broad

continuum of resources/services for the elderly is recognized. The needs of family

caregivers are acknowledged and addressed as was also the case with Goldstein,

\ù/asylenki, and the "Guidelines". They also acknowledge the need to provide raining to

long term ca¡e facility staff. A medical-psycho-social approach to assessment and

treaünent is adheied to, as is done by all models discussed ro this point.
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Table 2

Patient and Non-Patient Services

Issue Options

Direct Patient Services - Assessment
- Consultation

written and verbal reports
- Treatment

counselling
rnedication
education
behaviour mânagetnent
community support
rnedico-legal advice
placentent assistance
crisis intervention
case coordination

- Follow-up

Non-Patients Service - Teaching
- Resea¡ch
- Community Developnrent

and Consultation

Source: Harris et al. 1990, p. 215

Harris et. al. identify the typical range of patient arrd non-patient services commonly

offered by a psychogeriatric ourreach service. (See 'l'able 2).

The authors point out that a number of different service rnodels are possible , but that in

the choice of a particular rnodel , the needs and resources in the conrrnunity rnust be

considered , as well as the relationship with existirrg agencies, a point also rnade in the

"Guidelines".

l,'t
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Table 3 presents the components of a psychogeriatric service as seen by Harris et. al. The

authors question the ability of a team to function effectively if there is no psychiatrist, or

she/he is available only on a consultative basis. This stance is different than Wasylenki's,

where the psychiatrist is given a less clinical role, essentially consulting to the team,

generally without actually seeing the client. Harris et. al. 's, approach suggests a primary

focus of the program is the medical-psychiatric diagnosis and treatment of clients.

The authors, however, perceive the distinction between a medical model and social model

of care for the elderly, and institution vs. community as false dichotomies. They believe

that comprehensive models that cross boundaries rather than define boundaries are more

useful in designing services.
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The Cornponents

Continuum of Services
(Community Need Assessmerrt)

Service Settings

Staffing

Funding

Table 3

of a Psychogeriatric Sel'vice

In-[Ionle Services
aSsessrnent/treatment

home care
respite care

Out-Patient Services
Day l{ospital/Day Care
Respite Care/Floliday Relief
Acute Ill-Patient Ca¡e

designated beds
liaison consultation

Residential Care
Chronic Ca¡e

- Teaching Hospital
- Community llospital
- Hosted by Comrnunity Agency
- Separate Conlrnunity Agency
- Psychiatric Ilospital

- Psychiatry
- Nursing
- Social Work
- Psychology
- Occupatiorral'l'herapy
- Clerical Support
- Other Medical

fanrily physician
geriatrician
general internist/
neurologist

- Global/Core Budget
- Ex-Global/Special Budget
- Private
- Fee for Service
- Non Profit Agency

Source: Harris et al. 1990, p.216
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Shulman, of Sunnybrook Health Science Centre, in Toronto, has developed a model

derived in large part from the British model, and reflects the medical model for providing

health care services to the elderly. As a result of his review of the guiding principles

underlying psychogeriatric ca¡e in the U.K.; and the recent trends and innovations that he

observed in the U.K., Shulman (1991) has proposed a model of a regionalized network

of health care delîvery, for Canada. This model includes the integration of hospital-based

and community-based services with well defined catchment areas, ta-rget systems and

areas of responsibility. A regional network, as he conceptualizes it, would ensure

appropriate links between the community and hospital, and provide a bridge between

acute and chronic care facilities/systems, thereby ensuring an effective and efficient use

of health resources.

Shulman presents a new concept. In his view the full range of community social services,

chronicÄong term care services and acute care services should come under a common

administrative authority, to overcome the problems of fragmentation, competition and

disassociation between the different services. He distinguishes between mental health and

psychiatric services, although he does not defîne either term. Community based services

in Shulman's model,provide mental health services rather than psychiatric services, and

have a social focus rather than a medical focus. The community based services provide

case management, education, health promotion, and help with the early identification of

individuals who need mental health services via a multi-disciplinary team that would

include primary physicians. Daycares would be provided by the communiry programs.
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Ilospital based services ill this model provide ps),chiatric services with a nleclical focus.

When hospital resources are rìecess¿ìry, Shuhnarr believes that the hospital based team

should take over case management. This inclucles patients who require assessment or

treatment, day hospital ca¡e or coordination of rrredical investigations and consultations.

As with Goldstein, Wasylenki, the Guidelines and flarris et. al. the needs of farnily

caregivers are acknowledged and addressed by Shulrnan. 'l'he inrportarrce of honre visits;

a multidisciplinary team (although he doesn't i<lentify the core disciplines required); a bio-

psycho-social approach to assessnìent; and the necessity of a continuunr of institutional

and community resources to support the elderly; ¿re elenlents in Shulman's nlodel sha¡ed

with all the models thus far reviewed. It seerns lrowever, that in Shulnran's nrodel the

hospital-medical system, (and therefore physiciarrs), would oversee the cornplete range of

institutional and community resources for the elderly, and indirectly at least, control

access to alld frorn all colrìponents of the systerìì. 'l'he criteria by which he sees

responsibility for case managetnent being tralrsferred to hospital from comnrunity,

suggests that with this model in place there would be a higher incidence of in-patient

assessment and treatment. This nright lead to increased rates of institutionalization as once

the elderly a¡e taken out of their comrnunity setting their social support system can

rapidly collapse (Wasylenki, er. al. lgST).

It must be noted that all the nrodels discussed are desig^ed for

or large urban centres, and require many resources, which a¡e

entire nations, provinces,

usually only found in big
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cities. Only in the " Guidelines" was there relerence rnacle to the difficulties that might

exist in resource poor arcas. It was suggested that in these situations existing services

could incorporate the principles of good psychogeriatric care (irlentified in the

"Guidelines"), in the care of the rnentally ill elderly.

Table 4 provides, in chart fornr, a sulnrnary of the key elenrents i<lentifìed in each of the

models.
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In sumtnary, the theoretical models in the literature indicate a continuilrg evolution and

refinement in the conceptualization of how the service delivery system should be

organized to ensure that the elderly receive rnental health services thal take into account

their unique needs. The models all reflect a mixture of both the social and rnedical models

of care. AII rnodels stress the cornplex etiology of psychogeriarric problenrs, and endorse

comprehensive biopsychosocial assessments, horne visits, nrultidisciplinary tearns, a range

of services, and a continuum o[ commulrity and institutional resources, to address these

needs. There is some variatiort in the disciplines considered essential to deliver services,

and 4 team "types" were identifiecl. The rnain difference between the models are the

emphasis, and the degree to which they have elaborated on different aspects/components

of prograrn/service developnrent.

The development of an "ideal model" for a community psychogeriatric outreach program,

derived from the literature, is one of the objectives of this practicurn. lt is intended to

extract the common elements of all models, and to use the widest range of services and

continuum of resources that were described in the theoretical rnodels. The social model

of care will be stressed, as it seems to best address tlre needs of the psychogeriaric client.

Prior to presenting the "ideal model", however, descriptions

psychogeriatric outreach teanrs described in the literature, will

of

be

Canadian community

reviewed.
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

Relatively few descriptions of Canadian community psychogeriatric outreach teams were

found in the literature. Only Canadian programs will be reviewed because of the major

differences in health care policy, funding and infrastruture between Canada and other

countries. Each Canadian program found in the literature will be briefly described and the

demographic, diagnostic and program data each program reports will be compiled in a

chart at the end of this section for ease of comparison. Limitations of each program will

be identified, and their strengths will be taken into account in the development of the

"Ideal Model" for a community psychogeriatric team, to be proposed.

Houston, (1983) describes an outreach program in Hamilton, Ontario that was based on

an in-patient unit. Inclusion criteria are that the client must be 65 or over, and certifiable

under the Mental Health Act. The team consisted of a psychiatrist and a social worker

who did assessments together at the request of family physicians, public health or V.O.N.

nurses, home care workers, nursing homes, medical superintendents, hospitals, social

workers and homes for the aged. The reasons for referral were most commonly confusion,

wandering, destructive behaviour, depressed or suicidal behaviour and suspiciousness.

Houston describes the value of making home visits and the importance of assessing the

physical and social environment as part of a comprehensive psychogeriatric assessment.

This program gave support to families and referral sources by suggesting management

strategies; arranging placement in nursing home, homes for the aged, day care centres or

respite. It was felt that these interventions prevented inappropriate institutionalization and
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the demoralization and more rapid deterioration that would occur when the patient was

removed from familiar cues.

The fact that clients had to be certifiable under the Mental Health Act suggests thar this

progffim saw a narrower range of psychogeriatric clients than is usual.

Wasylenki (1984) describes a conununity based psychogeriatric program, based on the

recommendations of the American Group for the Advancement of psychiatry, and

designed to meet the needs of psychiatrically impaired elderly by providing a multiplicity

of indirect services to cornmunity caregivers. The team is comprised of a psychiatrist and

two clinical nurse specialists in psychiatry. Wasylenki discusses the choice of the mix

of multi-disciplinary progr¿rm staff and states that he has found a psychiatrist working

with a senior nurse clinician is an ideal relationship.

The team provides consultation, education, collaboration and coordination to individuals

and agencies dealing directly with the elderly client. The program is funded by the Adult

Community Mental Health Program branch. The service provides all four types of mental

health consultation as defîned by Caplan, (1970). The majority of consultations a¡e client-

centred. The client is seen by one of the consultants in his home, always in the presence

of the consultee. A comprehensive psychogeriatric assessment is carried out and

recommendations for ongoing management are made. Six months after consultations were
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rtone, data was collected o¡r corrsultation or,.o,r',", arrrl the results are discussed by the

author.

Education is provided by this prograrn. A for¡lal course in clinical geriatric psychiany

is offered. courses on nonnal aging, depressio. in tlre elclerly, late life demerrtiâs, acute

confusional states, reaction to chronic illness, pararroi<J states, rnedications and the elderly,

assessment and managenre't principles and farrrily support groups, are also provided.

A collaborative relationship has been established with c.o.'l'.A, the conrrnunity

occupational 'rherapy Association and srpport prograrls for relatives of demented

patients, activatiorr prograrns in nursing hornes antl senior citizens' residence, and naining

sessions for contrnurrity practitioners have been cteveloped.

An intportant coordinating activity involves tnernbership orr inter-agency cornnrittee and

counsels and active support and leadership in the creation ofcoordinatirrg sub cornnúttees

dealing with the needs of the elderly. 'I'his prograr. is designed ro produce a nrultiplier

effect and as much as possible the responsibility for treatrnent aud case nranagernent is

left in the hands of the referral source.wasylenki (19g4) argues in favor of an indirect

service nrodel over the deveroprnent of direct service caseroads, as a better use of

fesources.
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As was noted in the discussion of \ü/asylenki's model in the foregoing chapter, this

program seems limited in it's ability to do all it sets out to, by it's reliance on only nurses

and psychiatrists as the core team.

Wargon et. al. (1987) describe the first three years of a community outreach service at

the Sunnybrook Óommunity Psychiatric Services for the Elderly, a general urd teaching

hospital,in Toronto, Ontario. Psychogeriatric assessment and treatment was provided by

a multi-disciplinary team, with home visits an integral part of the assessment. A primary

goal was to maintain the cognitively impaired individual in familiar surroundings for as

long as was appropriate, and to avoid premature institutionalization of clients.

The team consists of one consultant and one resident geriatric psychiatrist, two social

workers, one nurse and one O.T. Referrals to the program are taken from a variety of

sources but the involvement of the patient's medical doctor is requested. Home

assessment is done by a psychiatrist and other team member. Family and other

professionals known to the patient are encouraged to be available. Assessment comprises

a comprehensive review of the psychosocial factors, physical functioning, and neuro-

psychiatric status of the patient. Each professional on the team offers assessment and

follow-up services needed from counselling to case management to completing forms.

Each is available to other team members as a consultant and resource person. Other

services provided are support to patients and caregivers, information about resources,

direction through the health care system and monitoring. In addition to the direct service
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component basic to the prograrn, consultation and eclucation are provicled to staff in

extended care residential settings and other cornnrunity agencies. In-service educational

progranls have been developed for several settirìgs. Working relatiorrships have been

established with a number of residential settings in which the tlust that has developed

through protnpt response and orrgoing follow-un by the tearn has allowed for an

acceptance of sotrle difficult patients who might nof have been adrnitted otherwise.

Wargon et al discuss cases wfiere no psychiarric diagrroses were rrrade, alrd illdicate that

in a number of these cases medical problems were found to be the urrderlying cause of

behavior. They make a case that this denronstrates the value of having a psychiatrist rnake

the illitial assessnlent to iclentify the problern. 'l'hey believe that this srrategy âlso

promotes acceptatlce of recotnmendations by prirtrary care physicians and fanlilies.

Services ranged from short-tenn contact to arïange adrnissiolr to hospital, to long-term

contact, some going on for three years or nrore. 'l'he average length of service provided

by the progratlì is six ntoltths. Support to ¡ratients arr<l falnilies is proviclecl in virtually all

cases' individually as well through support groups for relatives. Infonnation and assistance

with placemettt occupied the second largest share of service tirne to fa'rilies. Referrals

to other service are the next nìost frequent services of the team in descending order. It

was felt that l5 hours of staff times was probably needed for assessnrent, record keeping,

referrals to other agencies, discussion and review with tearn and sessions with patients

and/or caregiver. The Sunnybrook Community Psychiarric for the Elderly has a reciprocal

relationship with other departrnents or Sunnytrrook Medical Centre. 'l'he advantâge to

patients, according to them, is being able to enlist the specialized services of the hospital,
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having access to the full range of medical, surgical and psychiatric services available,

including emergency services. This is beneficial an<l they say, essential for the frail

elderly who often have multiple health problerns.

A major disadvantage of this quite conrprehensive rnoclel, is the contention that the

psychiatrist should see all patients before other tearn nrenrbers, and essentially triage the

cases. This is expensive as psychiatrists are a nruch rnore costly resource than other health

care professionals. On a Canada wicle basis, psyclriatrists with specialized expertise with

the elderly a¡e in very short supply, particulaily in srnaller centres, (Flealth and Welfare

Canada, 1988b). It would nrake nrore econornic sense for other disciplirres, well trained

in psychogeriatrics, to do the initial assessnrent ancl consult with the psychiatrist when

necessa-ry. This program empltasizes a medical rather than a social rnodel of care. The

social rnodel is more appropriate to the ca¡e of the psychogeriatric client, given the many

non-medical determinants that contribute to their problems, as was rliscussed in the

previous chapter.

Harris et' al. (1990) describe the psychogeriatric outreach service at Joseph Grant

Mernorial Hospital, a comnlunity non-teaching hospital, in Burlington, ontario. The goals

of their service are to provicle a high quality, cornprelrensive and cornrnunity orientated

psychogeriatric service, to ntaintain the elderly within their own homes and to reduce

institutionalization- This prograln has fìve objectives: the assessnrent of patients in

consultation with the referring sources; the treatnrent and follow-up of selected patients;
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education of patients, families, professional students in the community; community

development by assisting in the coordination of existing services and developing these

services; research and cooperation with other centres.

The service is structured as a community outreach in-patient service within the

Department of Psychiatry. There are no designated beds. Staffing consists of a social

worker, coordinaior, a registered nurse and a part-time psychiatrist. This program uses

DSM III-R as a diagnostic framework. The range of services is a reflection of a

multidisciplinary biopsychosocial approach using as needed the social worker, the nurse

and the psychiatrist. Support, counselling and education to family members is considered

an essential part of the service. Harris et al noted the need for some form of legally

related advice in about 257o of the cases, either determining competency or providing

advice on obtaining a power of attorney. Though crisis intervention is not a stated part

of the service, 3Vo of the patients were provided with this service.

This program provided education to patients and family and a placement for nursing

students. It provided instruction in a number of professional development programs both

in the hospital and community.

Team members are active on boards or committees of the Mental Health Association, the

Alzheimer's Society, the District Health Council and the region's Elderly Services

Advisory Committee. These provide an forum to address specific issues and to maintain

a liaison with agencies. Although research has not been a major part of the service, the

program cooperates with other research centres. A focus for the team has been evaluation
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of the program. This tearn was able to corn¡rare their statistics to a ¡ul'ber of sinlilar

services. With one exception, the ratios of orgarric nrental disorder and affective disorder

was reasonably consisteltt. Econonric evaluatiolr of the service rvas unclertaken by an

M'B'A. student. He concluded that the cost to the lrospital alternative to the comrnunity

service was 65Vo greater than the cornmunity progrant.

Harris et. al. point out a nutnber of issues in the developrnent and evaluation of a

community psychogeriatric service that need to be considered: corìrrnunity needs

assessment; choice of service nrodel; choice of professional staff; choice of target

population: source of referral; role of fanrily physician: the issue of institutionalization;

the issue of limited resources: crisis intervention and ernergency services; and problems

of evaluation. 1'hey also state that any psychogeriatric team rrìust have adequate

psychiatric support. They question the ability ol'the reanr to functiorr aclequately if the

psychiatric corltpotìettt is olrly on a consultative basis or non-existelrt.

The isssues that Harris et. a.l raise a¡e indeed inrportant to consider in developing

community psychogeriatric services. Research into the what kinds of professional staff

and service rnodels provide the best service to the elclerly is non-existant. Evaluation of

programs that measure the impact of community psychogeriatric teams on clients mental

health, and their ability to <lelay or prevent institutionalization, a¡e also rare in the

literature. cole, (1989),has suggested some approaches to these gaps in the body of

knowledge' Community needs assessrnents shoukl indeed be undertaken befrlre services
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are established, and this would address the issues ol' appropriate target group, referral

sources, resources available to the elderly, and gaps ill services, (ltealth and Welfare

Canada, 1988b). It is widely accepted that the gerreral practioner has an irnportant and

central role in providing nrental health services ro rhe elclerly, (Health and Welfare

Canada, 1988b). The questioll of whether or not a cor¡rrnunity psychogeriatric team carì

function adequately with a consulting psychiatrist, or with no psychiatric input, is

debatable. In large part this would depend on tlìe skills and experierrce of other team

members; well trained mental health professiorrals in collaberation with physicians with

an interest ill psychogeriatrics, rnay be able to quite adequately assess and treat the

psychogeriatric client' Psychiatric diagrrosis is only one component of pychogeriatric care.

In the Riverview Hospital Report to the Conrmunity (1991) an elderly outreac¡ program

in Penticton, B.C. is described. 1'his progranr serves people over rhe age of 65 and

provides contprehensive assessrììents, treatnrent reconrrnendations alld follow-up c¿Ìre to

those with organic and functiorral psychiatric illness. T'he team also provides support and

educatiolt for caregivers, working both in comnrunities and long ternr care facilities. The

team consists of a full time nurse, social worker, clerk steno and a part-tirne psychiatrist.

One of the objectives of the prograrn is to preverìr avoidable admissions to lrospital by

providing assessnìent, consultation and support in the community.

Grauer et. al. (1991) report on a psychogeriatric horne care tearn at the Mortimer B.

Davis Jewish General tlospital, Montreal, Quebec. f'his teanr evolvecl from a well
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established psycirogeriatric clinic which is an out-parienr facility of the Departrnent of

Psychiatry at the hospital. I'he clillic is nrulri-clisciptinary and provicles psychiatric

evaluation and treatment of patients aged 65 ancl older. Patients are referred to the clinic

from hospital clinics, emergetìcy rooms, crisis service, psychiatric in-patierìt service and

hospital social agettcies and comrnunity physicians. Despite the focus on community

outreach by this clinic, agencies, farnilies ancl physicians often referred patients who were

unable to come to the clinic. It was therefore felt that the visits to their honre might avoid

emergency room visits and a honle care team was established. Staffirrg consists of a full

time nurse coordinator, a part-tinre psychiatrist, a half-tirne social worker, arr occupational

therapist and a secretary. fIonre visits are carriect out by one or rnore nlenìbers of the

team' The team is based in the hospital. Teanr collferences to discuss referred cases and

patient management ensure nrulticlisciplinary irrput. 'l'he assignment of roles for team

members is "never rigid or stereotyped" (Grauer, l99l). Interventions were clivided into

four categories; enìergency hospitalization for psyclriatric, physical or social reasons;

psychiatric nursing and social irttervention for patients who are in need of nursing, social

intervention and psychiatric treatment on an out-patient basis; nursing and social

intervention for patients with social problerns which required such nreasures as relocation,

placement in a foster home or help with disturbed farnily relationships. T'his program

seems to be treatment orieltted, reflects a nredical model, and lacks the

educational\consultative and cortrnrunity developrrrent conìponents that woul<l broaden the

skillsVnowledge of those caring for the elderly.
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SUMMARY:

In summary these programs all endorse home visits, biopsychosocial assessments and

multidisciplinary teams. There are 4 main team "types", and there is some variation in the

range of services provided. Table 5 provides a summary of the similarities and differences

between the programs described above, and presents the catchment and target population

characteristics thât were reported.
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CHAPTER 3

MODEL FOR AN IDBAL COMMUNITY PSYCHOGERIATRIC

OUTREACH TEAM

To this point the need for psychogeriatric services has been demonstrated, through a

review of the literature that focused on the prevalence of mental health disorders that

affect the elderly, and factors that impact on their mental health. A number of areas that

are important to be aware of in working with the psychogeriatric client were discussed,

as were the benefits of a team approach. Theoretical models and program descriptions in

the Canadian literature were reviewed, with strengths and limitations identified.

The following discussion outlines the elementsÆactors, derived from the literature review,

that should be part of an ideal model for a community psychogeriatric outreach program.

The survey will determine how closely existing services meet this ideal.

SOCIAL MODEL OF CARE

The model for community psychogeriatric outreach teams should have a social, rather

than only a medical focus. " Mental Health For Canadians: Striking A Balance", (Health

and V/elfare Canada, 1988E), distinguishes between a mental disorder and a mental health

problem. A mental health disorder is def,ined as, "a recognized, medically diagnosable
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illness that results in significant impairment of an individual's cognitive, affective or

relational abilities," (Health and Welfare Canada, 1988E, p. 8). A menhl health problem

is defined as a disruption in the interactions between rhe individual, the group, and the

environment. It may result from within the individual, (physical or mental illness, or

inadequate coping skills); or from external causes, (environment, or relationship

dynamics),(Health and Welfa¡e Canada 1988E). In chapter rwo, many facrors that can

impinge on the mental health of the elderly were discussed.

A social model provides a framework for considering all the internal and external factors

that contribute to mental health problems, and interventions that may be medical,

psychological, social or environmental. This model provides a much broader view of

mental health problems than does the medical model which focuses primarily on mental

disorders: it does however encompass the medical focus. psychogeriatrics is the social

model of care in practise, as distinguished from geriatric psychiatry which reflects the

medical model.

BIOPSYCHOSOCIAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Assessment is the cornerstone of appropriate psychogeriatric service, and biopsychosocial

environmental assessment should be provided by community psychogeriatric outreach

teams. The "Guidelines" (Health and V/elfare Canada 1988b p.10), provide a description

of the components of a comprehensive psychogeriatric assessment, as follows:
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Medical history and plrysical exanrinatiorr

Psychiatric history and evaluation, with ernphasis on nrental state and

cognitive functioning

Review of prescription

Assessment of capacity

and weaknesses)

Assessment of domestic

and weaknesses)

and non-¡rrescription medication

for self-care and activities of daily Iivirrg (strengths

situatioll, social lletwork alld resources (strengths

The medical component of a psychogeriatric assessrnent is like peelirrg an onion - ,,it is

necessary first to clear away the physical, and the iatrogenic causes of syrnptorns such as

medicatiorls. Next a search for acute illnesses or acute exacerbation of clrronic illness is

made. The potential contributing role of chronic illness which may be srable or suddenly

progressive, is also looked for. Finally, the insolence of nonnal age-related changes

which evolve to different degrees over tinle in rnarry organ systems, but which together

can progressively encroach an overall homeostatic integrity, a¡e considered." (Lazerus,

1988 p. 141).

The client's pre-morbid personality and past personal ancl farnilial psychiatric history must

be examined for any contribution tlrey might nrake to the current problenr. A rnental

status examination with a special focus on cognitive furrctiorring is u¡rdertaken. A critical

area of assessment is the detennination or exclusion of clernentia. It is irnportant to rule
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out treatable conditions that may present as dementia, and to search for treatable

conditions superimposed on a dementia. (Health and Welfare Canada, 1gggb).

An assessment of the social environment is an important aspect of a psychogeriatric

assessment. Social environment includes the family network, the social support system

(which could be friends, neighbours, ethnic associations, religious groups, etc)., socio-

economic status, vulnerability to abuse, as well the nature, quality and security of the

physical environment available to the individual. This aspect of the assessment also

reviews the life events and experiences, coping skills, resources and roles that the elder

has. Careful attention must be paid to the relationship between the elder and those who

are caring for them, be it family members at home, or institutional caregivers. Difficult

behaviours may result from dynamics between the elder and caregivers, or be

misunderstandings based on inaccurate assessment of the elder's abilities, combined with

lack of training on the caregiver's part. The caregiving environment can be either

positive or negative for the elder, but must be assessed (Brody, 19s5).

A functional assessment is very important because a medical diagnosis does not tell what

the client is able to do. The abilities in a wide range of activities of daily living, such as

self care, mobility, household tasks and social interaction must be assessed. A functional

assessment must focus not only on the def,rcits in skills that a person has, but also on the

strengths and resources that can be adapted in order to enable the person to function at

optimum independence. For example a demented client might function quite well in a
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rely on old rnelnory and over-learned behaviours,

would likely functioll at a lower level.

An environmental assessment pays close attention to the physical environment in which

the client resides, in order to assess the match between the client's abilities and the

demands of the environtnent. An environmental assessnrent looks at the physical

characteristics of the client's resitlence, especially those related to safety. 'I'his is an

especially itttportant part of the psychogeriatric assessnìent when denrentia is present. [n

a docu¡nent entitled " Designing Facilities for People with Dernentia, (Health and Welfare

Canada", l99le), it is noted that special attention to the physical and social environment

of cognitively impaired elderly catr maintain and/crr increase their functional capacity, self-

respect, and dignity. Stotsky, (1972) describes the irnportance of environrnental therapy

in effecting the onset and course of a disorder by assisting socialization, affecting

accessibility to treattnent, or producirrg isolation, clepression and alie¡atio¡.

Given the complex intermeshing of factors that conrribute

by the elderly, it is clea¡ly beyond rhe realm of any one

problems, thus necessitating a tearn approach.

INTERDISCIPLINARY TBAM APPROACTI

The importance of an effective interdisciplinary teanr

summarized by Skelton, (1986). An interdisciplinary

to the problenrs experienced

discipline to sort out these

approach in geriatric services is

teanr approach nlakes the most
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efficient use of a variety of disciplines, and is least invasive to the client.

There are some arguments against a team approach, (Brill,1976). However, as pointed

out by Kane, (1975) arguments against teamwork tend to concentrate on the

malfunctioning team, and these pitfalls may be avoided by "healthy" team. It has been

observed that health care professionals generally do not receive training in the

functioning of interdisciplinary teams, and that teams can only make use of the skills and

experience of all members when the relationships on the team are cooperative and

collaborative. (McGrath, 1988).

It is quite unrealistic to expect each discipline to see each client, on the basis of expense

and time constraints. It would also be quite an overwhelming experience for the client.

As well, it may be that not all disciplines are always necessary in each case.

Smith, 1990 discusses the relative merits of interdisciplinary team model over the

multidisciplinary team model. The interdisciplinary team model, he states, has the

advantage of each team member developing his own data, then meeting to discuss and

integrate it, develop priorities, set goals and create methods to reach these goals. The

relevance of data that crosses disciplinary lines is recognized. Team suggestions are

developed into comprehensive treatment plans. He states that the interdisciplinary team

balances care in such as way as to move it from purely medical orientation towards

including psychosocial aspects to a greater degree. The interdisciplinary team is a holistic
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approach that deals with problems in the biopsychosocial environmental framework, and

encourages problem solving and individualized treatment planning.

Case conferences where all referrals and new cases a.re discussed, and the ongoing review

of cases is undertaken, are imperative in ensuring interdisciplinary input into all cases.

Using a team approach leads to cross-training and by necessity, the roles must overlap to

some extent (Thomas 1985, Bailey l9s0). However, the team should not be

transdisciplinary, (meaning that roles overlap completely, with, for example, the social

worker taking on the function of the doctor, or the occupational therapist taking on the

function of the social worker). This leads to less thorough and accurate assessments. Each

discipline has specific skills and expertise, and a particular perspective which it brings to

the assessment process. It is necessary to maintain discipline-specific thinking; the use

of a team becomes redundant if all parties are rhinking alike. Cases should be assigned

on the basis of expertise a¡d skill, which is often discipline specific;( eg marital therapy

is more usually provided by social workers than by occupational therapists.)

Each discipline should, however, be able to screen for other disciplines so that one person

can do the initial assessment. Team members should be familia¡ with the skills and areas

of interest of the other disciplines, and able to gather enough information for other

disciplines from which they will decide whether or nor they need to be involved. For

example, if the social worker does the initial assessment, information about the medical

and psychiatric history as well as medications, should be gathered and brought back to
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the team. The geriatric psychiatrist should be able to review this informarion and develop

some hypotheses from it and decide whether or not to see the client.

It must be borne in mind that it is simpler to screen for some disciplines (eg occupational

therapy) than for others, (eg social work) where the data sought is often less obvious and

its observation intimately associated with the discipline-specific assessment and treatment

skills.

Ideally the social worker and another discipline appropriate to the specific case should do

the initial assessment visit together. It has been argued that the geriatric psychiatrist has

an overarching knowledge of the other disciplines' knowledge base, and should therefore

screen elderly clients and point to areas that need further assessment and the involvement

of other disciplines, (Wargon et al, 1987). This is a compelling argument when the

cardinal rule of a psychogeriatric assessment is to first rule out the physiological factors

contributing to the presenting problem. However geriatric psychiatrists are in very short

supply in Canada, and expensive, making such a plan unrealistic. The argument for

geriatric psychiatrists screening clients does not apply to orher physicians.

TEAM COMPOSITION

The core team members, in order to reflect the broad range of problems and needs of the

psychogeriatric client, should be a geriatric psychiatrist, a sociai worker, and a nurse.

Consulting team members should be an occupational therapist and a neuropsychologist.
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It is acknowledged that there is an overlapping of knowledge and skills of the various

disciplines, and the following is intended only ro highlight the unique contribution of each

discipline.

Geriatric Psychiatrist

The geriatric psychiatrist brings to the team the ability to evaluate the physiological,

pharmacological and biological factors that can contribute to the elderly person's

symptoms, as well as knowledge of acute and chronic diseases that may occur. An

important role for the geriatric psychiatrist is making recommendations to the client's

family practitioner about medication regimes, laboratory tests and other physical

investigations. Ideally, the geriatric psychiatrist should have access to in-patient hospital

beds, when required.

If a geriatric psychiatrist cannot be recruited a geriatrician would be a very good second

choice.

Social lVorker

A social worker is necessary on a psychogeriatric team to provide the psychosocial

assessment that is so important in understanding the elderly in the context of their earlier

life events and current social system. The social worker is invaluable in identifying

clients' strengths and enabling thefu participation in the helping process. Assessing the

strength and weaknesses of the clients' social support system; advocacy; assessing the
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dynamics between the caregivers and the elderly client an<! providilrg courrselling to both

parties in negotiating some of the transitions, (i.e. placernent in a rrursirrg horne), and

helping each to work through feelings associated with rlreir caregiving/caregiver roles, are

also importaltt functiotts of the social worker. As well, the social worker frequently

provides individual or family counselling to the caregivers in order to enable thern to

provide optimal care, whiclt balances the needs of all. Social workers zu'e also inrportant

in linking the client to appropriate cornrnunity resources.

NURSES

Nurses trained at the baccalaureate level a¡e able to assess the client's understanding of

the medication regitne and the irnpact of illnesses. I'hey are able to provide education to

clients and caregivers in understandirrg clisease processes, normal aging and nredications.

When elderly a¡e in facilities, they are able to provi<le nurse to nurse consultations around

care planning for the client, tltat are relevant ancl rron-threatening. 'l'[ey are able to

monitor the patient's compliance to nledication regirnes and observe them for side effects.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS

Occupational therapists have an irnportant role to play, although their specific skills a¡e

not necessary in all situations. Basic environrnental assessrnents can be undertaken by

other disciplines. The occupational therapist is able to assess the client's functional

abilities. Assessment may be of client's mobility, spatial/perceptual skills, and activities

of daily living. Through greâter understanding of the strerrgths and deficits that the elderly
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client has, more appropriate care planning is possible. l.he occupational t¡erapist looks

at the cliellt within the context of his physical environrnent, ancl detennines whether

changes a¡e needed in the physical environmerìt to conrperìsate for the deficits t¡at rnay

exist. For instance, a client ttray be socially isolated because of stairs in the home that

prevent hirrl frotn getting out due to rnobility problerrrs - the installation of a rarnp may

be nlost helpful to this client. occupational therapists provide infonnatiorr to caregivers,

including other team members, that ensure a nìore realistic unclersta¡rdirrg of the

capabilities and limitations of the client such that appropriate tea[nent plans are nlade.

The occupational therapist also looks at the safety of the client's physical environment,

and ntay rnake reconrnrendations for charrges.

NEUROPSYCHOLOGTST

Basic cognitive assessment and screening can be undertaken by all disciplines on the

psychogeriatric teanì. Neuropsychologists are orrly required when rnore precise

investigations to detennine diagnosis and treatnìent are necessary. 'l'hey can provide

testing that can be very helpful in pinpointing the source of an apparent cognitive

intpainnent, the degree of the intpairment, and can elaborate on the inrplications o¡ day

to day life and functioning of such an inrpainnent. Neuropsychological testing can be

most helpful in differentiating organically based cognitive impairrnent, for instance, from

personality or affective disorclers, in conrplex cases. The infonnation that the

neuropsychologist can provide to the team on cognitive functionirrg is i¡rportant in

developing appropriate care plans.
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HOME VISMS

The importance of home visits in psychogeriatric assessment and treatment is well

documented; (Health and Welfare Canada, 19888; Wasylenki et al, 1984; Simon, 1984

and Jones, 1991). It is often diff,rcult for elderly clients and/or their caregivers to come

to the office of health care professionals. (Patterson, 1976). The home visit overcomes

this barrier to service. As well, the home visit provides a wealth of information for the

assessor. Interactions between the client and caregiver can be observed, as can be the

appropriateness and safety of the environment. It can be observed how a caregiver is

coping with the realities of providing care. Indicators of how well the person is able to

manage are revealed, (eg. food in the cupboards or not, the accessibiliry of the bathroom,

etc.). The assessor is also able to see the elderly person with all his possessions around

him/her, if helshe is in the community. This provides another dimension entirely of the

client, giving him an individuality and history that might otherwise nor be apparenr.

(Wargon et al 1987). In facility settings, the elderly usually have so few personal

belongings, this is not as true. However, in a facility setting, the context,(i.e. the type of

residence, the noise level, the available activities, and the attitudes of caregivers), can all

be observed.

By interviewing the client in his home environment, the assessor is likely to see the client

at optimal functioning, because, firstly, he is comfortable in his own territory, and

secondly, he has leamed to adapt over time to this familia¡ environment, ald in the case

of cognitive impairment, might present quite differently than if in a new and unfamiliar
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environmellt. The airn of most community psychogeriatric prograrns is to maintain the

elderly in their owlt homes as long as this is beneficial for them. Without home visits,

it is much rnore difficult to determine the feasibility of such a plan with any accuracy.

Home visits should be made by the social worker as two major functions a-re to acquire

an understanding of the client as a unique indiviclual, and to assess the social environment

in which he lives.

INTAKE PROCESS

In some psychogeriaric outreach programs, referrals are only possible through

physicians. In other models referrals are also taken from the client, family, community

professionals, and facility staff. An open referral systern may create the problern of

inappropriate referrals due to lack of technical understandirrg of psychogeriatric problems.

Flowever, a referral system that is open to only plrysicians can be quite narow, in terms

of the type of problems referred and what is expectetJ, e.g limited to requests for medical

consultations, often with the geriatric psychiatrist orrly. The problenrs that the elderly

psychogeriatric client face are rnultiple, and not only rnedical. An open referral system

assures that the reasons for referral will be quite broad, and there is more likely to be

identification of potential social causes for the psychogeriatric problern, such as

bereavement or social isolation.
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The general practitioner is, of course, a central player in providirìg care to the elderly

person, as the tearn physician never takes over the prirnary ca¡e of the cliellt. The team

physician does ttot, as a rule, do physical exanrinations, order lab tests or provide

rnedication. Rather, the physician serves as a consultant to the client's farnily doctor. It

is irnperative that family doctors be involved in assessments, as tlìey have accurate

information about the medical/psychiarric history of the client. I'heir cooperation is

essential in providing further nredical worku¡rs or rnaking charrges irl nrerlical treatment

that might be recommended by the tearn. Often the fanrily physician is the only means

of entry for tlle client to acute ca¡e where the tearn physician doesn't have admission

privileges.

Target Group

Many prograrns use DSM-IIIR (Anrerican Psychiat¡ic Associarion, 1989) as a diagnostic

framework for psychogeriatric problems. This a usefiul system in diagnosing psychiatric

illness, and the standardized criteria rnake it a useful research tool; it also plays a

significant role in the distribution of fiscal resources in the nlental health field

(Kutchins and Kirk, 19S8). Kutchins and Kirk reported rhat an Arnerican survey of

psychiatrists found that DSM-III "focused on sigrrs and symptoms so rnuch that it

detracts frotn understanding"; that only lTVo of Arnerican psychologists were

satisfìed with it; and that social workers rejected the ¡redicalization of mental disorders

and thougltt that DSM-III placed nredical labels orr psyclrosocial problerns. Many

frorn all three groups did not find Axis IV and V useful. Bassetr and Beisser (1991)
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in a Canadian study found that psychiatrists only used Axis IV and V 2OVo of the

time. The diagnosis of psychiatric illness and medical illness is not, as has been

discussed, the total extent of a psychogeriatric assessment. Axis IV and V have

limited usefulness as they do not accurately reflect the unique stressors or complex

functioning of the elderly. Therefore while DSM-III-R , Axis I, II, and III should be used,

the formulation should also specihcally comment on the social and environmental factors

that contribute to the problem. This will ensure a superior description of the "complete"

problem, and be more comprehensible to unsophisticated referral sources.

Cases should not be limited to those with Axis I or II psychiatric diagnoses only. Blazer

and Naddox, (1982) argue that functional impairment in menral health is an indicator of

need for community mental health service, rather than the presence of specific psychiatric

illness. Thei¡ findings indicated that mentally impaired elderly require services to help

them function in a¡eas such as medical evaluation and treatment, social interaction,

nursing care and physical therapy. They stated that among the elderly, mental health

impairment was usually accompanied by functional impairment in other areas, social and

economic resources, physical health and activities of daily living. They suggest that a

geriatric mental health program should not be limited ro the treatment of mental illness,

but should be prepared to help the mentally ill elderly with other types of problems, as

well.

Early Detection and Intervention as Prevention of Mental Illness

The preventative nature of early intervention has not been well documented. The
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"Guidelines", (Flealth and Welfare Canada, 1988b), suggest that health promotion and

early interventioll are intportant functions of psychogeriatric services. Risk factors for

mental health problems in seniors have been identified, such as rccent bereavenrent, social

isolation, physical disability or poor health, low soc:io-econornic status,stressful life events,

long-tenn hypnotic drug use, sensory deficits arrd genetic vulnerability, (Health and

Welfare Canada, l99lE).

Research related to depression nrakes a strong argurììerìt for working with clients who a¡e

caregivers, socially isolated or bereaved, to prevent clinical depression. For example,

Gallagher et al (1989) founcl that falnily caregivers of persons with rlenrentia are prone

to develop clinically diagnosable depression. Gurland, (1991), reviewed the Iiterature to

determine precedettce for depression. [Ie states that in <Jepression arr<l old age there is a

strong clinical inrpression and some research eviclence (Murphy, lgBZ) that negative life

events, such as bereavement often precipitate the e¡risocles of depressive sy¡rpton]s.

Persons without significant others with whom they can share tlroughts ancl feelings are

particularly vulnerable to depression. Ile cites 'l'unrer and Noh, (1988), who found in a

study that illcluded elderly with disabilities, that lite evetìts, chronic strain and social

support had independent effects on depression. Earlier in this report tlre relatiorrship of

non-medical and non-psychiatric factors to deliriunì were noted.

"The prornotion of rnental health involves

strategies which (a) contribute towards the

a broad range of issues, but it illcludes those

preverrtiolr of mental illness, and (b) promote
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and maintain an individual sense of general well being. Mental health promotion appea.rs

to be a 3-stage process: (1) primary prevention - any strategy that attempts to eliminate

factors which cause mental disorder; (2) secondary prevention - activities involving early

detection and prompt, appropriate treatment of disorders so that they do not become more

serious; (3) Tertiary prevention--the rehabilitation of an individual after an illness so that

he or she will live independently and with minimal disabilities." (Wigdor, et. al., 1988).

Early detection and intervention where factors predispose the elderly to mental illness

should be a focus of a community psychogeriatric outreach team. The team might provide

some direct interventions, but ideally would educate other service providers (i.e. Widow's

Groups, senior's Recreation Programs), and assist them in developing programs to address

these factors. Early intervention can shorten treatment, particularly with depression.

Teaching referral sources to identify the early symptoms of mental illness and to be

sensitive to predisposing factors may ensure early interventions.

RANGE OF SERVICES

Ideally, the community psychogeriatric outreach progïam should provide a broad range

of services, both direct and indirect. Di¡ect services are assessment of the client and the

provision of treatment. Treatments might be individual, marital or family therapy, group

therapy, drug therapy, skills training, emotional support and education. There is a

legitimate role for a psychogeriatric outreach program in working with family caregivers,

when the primary aim of most programs is to maintain elderly clients in their home as

long as beneficial. Failure to address caregiver needs will, in all likelihood,
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hasten the breakdown of the caregiving situation, and the likelihood of the client's

institutionalization. Additionally, as was noted earlier, caregiving is associated with higher

psychological morbidity, (Brodaty and Hadzi-Pavlovic, 1991). Neglect of caregiver needs

may "create" an additional client. Where community resources exist for providing non-

psychiatric emotional and mental health counselling to caregivers, referrals may be made

to those resources. The reality is, however, that in many communities sufficient

affordable resources to meet these needs simply do not exist.

Psychogeriatric outreach programs also have a valuable role to play in providing indirect

services, such as consultation to others who a¡e involved in the ca¡e of the elderly client.

Efforts can be directed to assisting care providers to develop a sophisticated understanding

of the emotional needs of behaviorally disordered clients and the meaning of symptoms.

As helpers better comprehend the meaning of the patient's communications, they can

satisfy such needs for the patients and reduce the degree of behavioral disturbance

(Stotsky, 1972).

After assessing the client, the psychogeriatric team develops a treatment plan that is often

carried out, in part, by other involved professionals or informal caregivers. It is important

that a consultation not be simply a written document, but that personal contact is made

with the consultees to ensure their understanding of the recommendations. Their

cooperation must be elicited as the recommendations must take into account the resources

available and the realistic limitations of the caregiving sysrem, (eg. understaffing in long
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terrn care facilities), (Health and V/elfare Canada, 19888). Consultation about an

individual client can assist in enabling caregivers to understand the reality of the client's

siruation and to adopt realistic plans and expectarions.

Indi¡ect consultations are at times useful in long term caÍe settings. In this instance the

clients are not seen, but their cha¡ts may be reviewed, problems are discussed and the

consultee provided with education and understanding about the general issues and

concerns related to the particular client. The indirect consultation liaison function is part

of educating caregivers, and leads to generalizing what is learned to other cases.

Formal education is another indirect service that can be offered by psychogeriatric

outreach programs. There are few psychogeriatric specialists in Canada and the people

who tend to be looking after the psychogeriatric client are often uninformed family

caregivers and long term care facility staff. These caregivers are generally non-

professional and lack training and expertise in the management of psychogeriatric

problems. The common problem behaviour disorders identified by Jeste and Krull, (1991),

by Rovner and Rabins, (1985), clarke, er. al, (19g1) and Rovner, er. al., (19g6), are

ubiquitous. Rovner and Rabins, (1985), Schulman, (1991) and the Health and Welfa¡e

Canada (1988b) and Clarke, et. al., (1931) all express the need for professionals in rhe

field of psychogeriatrics to provide advice, help, rraining and supporr for both family

caregivers and staff in long terrn care facilities.
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Psychogeriatric teams have an inrportant role in providing caregivers with infonnation

about nonnal aging, about conrrnon psychogeriatric clisorders, an<l about cognitive

impainneltt. As well, hands-on training about tlre day to clay rnarìagernent of behavioral

disorders that result from mental health problenrs is an irnportant function irr reducing the

stress on caregivers and enablirrg them to irnprove the quality of life of clients.

COMMUNI'TY DEVBLOPMBN'I'

Psychogeriatric outreach programs were originally conceptualized as a bridge between

mental health services and geriatric services, (Ilealth alld Welfa¡e Canacla, l968b). In this

position, it is frequently possible to see gaps irr services and prograrns that do not meet

the needs of psychogeriatric clients, e.g. long ternì o¿u'e assessments that take into account

only physical need in providing home care services, thus leaving the elderly

psychogeriatric client who ntay be physically well, but cognitively irnpaired, with little

support. In matty comnlunities, tlte support to farrrily caregivers is inaclequate to meet the

need and yet it is these caregivers we rely on for the bulk of care to the rnentally

disordered elderly. Comnrultity psychogeriatric prograrns have an irnportant role in

identifying these gaps through their funders and levels of government, and joining with

other interested parties in the cotnmunity to develop resources for psychogeriatric clients,

or to adapt existing resources to better meet their rreeds, e.g. advocating t¡at the local

adult daycare have some tirne per week set aside for tlre provision of rlaycare services to

cognitively irnpaired adults.
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CONTINUUM OF SERVICES

Ideally, the community psychogeriatric program should be part of a continuum of

institutional and community resources that a¡e available to the elderly.

In-patient beds may, at times, be necessary. The psychogeriatric team does not likely

require its own in-patient beds, and in fact, there is a danger if they do so, of being

pressured to fill these beds, at times inappropriately. Instead, the team requires the ability

to access hospital beds directly, perhaps through the geriatric psychiatrist, or through

arrangements with referring physicians. Without the capacity to have elderly clients

hospitalized when the need arises, the community outreach program is not able to serve

the sickest of the sick. Delirium, for example, is a rapidly progressive condition, often a

medical emergency, and should be managed in an acute care hospital,(on a medical, rather

than on a psychiatric unit).

Frequently, the elderly require supportive environments, such as adult daycares, in which

to socialize or to learn new life skills. Ideally, clients should be integrated into existing

social programs for seniors where possible. However without assistance and support of

another person they may lack the skills or confidence to make use of these resources.

Volunteers, with special input from by the psychogeriarric ream, could be helpful in this

afea.

Transportation can be a major obstacle to the elderly attending appointments, doing

grocery shopping, attending Church or participating in social activities. Where
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cornmunities do not have an adequate transit system for the elderly, psychogeriatric

progrrims could be instrumental in encouraging the development of an alternative service

to meet this need. A prosthetic social support system may have to be devised for clients

who lack sufficient support from family and friends. Volunteer visiting services and senior

peers counsellors can be utilized. Special training of these volunteers, by the te¿Lm, may

be required as these clients are not always easy ro socialize with.

Frequently, clients who are being maintained in the home need more specialized and

tolerant home support services than can be provided by the continuing care system.

Home support workers who a¡e trained by the team about the common disorders of

psychogeriatric clients, and in approaches that they might take with them, would also be

a resource to psychogeriatric outreach programs. Respite care for caregivers is very

important in supporting caregivers. [,ong term ca¡e facility beds that accept elderly

clients with psychogeriatric problems are limited in number, and in fact, in some places

psychogeriatric problems will bar a person's entry to some long term ca¡e facilities. The

assurance that "back-up" can be provided by the team could alleviate this problem. Relief

in the home can be also be provided by home care services.

Ideally, the team should have direct access to some of these programs for their clients,

but failing that, there should be ongoing dialogue between the team and these community

resources to advocate for individual clients and to ensure that clients are not excluded
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because of lack of understanding or expertise in the management of their ca¡e. The

psychogeriatric program can function as a resource to these other services, thus facilitating

their ability to accept and manage clients with menral health problems. Additionally the

team can advocate for new services that are needed for the psychogeriatric population.

SUMMARY

In summary, then, an ideal psychogeriatric outreach program would:

1 - Adhere to a social model of care.

2 - Recognize that the diagnosis of psychiatric and medical illnesses is only part of

a complete assessment.

3 - Providecomprehensivebiopsychosocialenvironmental assessments.

4 - Provide assessment and treatment in the client's home.

5 - Consist of an interdisciplinary team composed of a geriatric psychiatrist, a social

worker and a nurse, a consulting occupational therapist and a consulting

neuropsychologist.

6 - Recognize the needs of caregivers and provide treatment and support to them as

necessary. Sometimes the caregiver becomes the client.

7 - Recognize the importance of early intervention with emotional problems.

Involvement is not limited to those only with major psychiatric disorders.

8 - Recognize that treatment may be longer than is usual with younger adults, due to

the special needs of the elderly (Spa¡ and LeRue, lggD.
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Have a referral system open to community caregivers and physicians.

Provide a range of services including direct treatment for the client, and indirect

activities such as education, consultation and community development. Time

should be made available to plan and undertake these activities.

Recognize that the elderly's support systems are often so sparse that considerable

effort may need to be expended by the team members in developing a prosthetic

network of formal and informal caregivers. This is a legitimate activity, and

should be recognized as such.

Have directly available a range of community supports and resources which can

be utilized in supporting the elderly to function at an optimal levels.

Recognize that education is important to ensure knowledgable and therapeutic care

of the client.

11-

t2-

13-

14 - Undertake research activities. It is recognized, howevr, but few staff have special

training in research, (Health and Welfare Canada, 1988b). Psychogeriatric teams

should be supported in acquiring these skills, or encouraged to develop

collaborative links with universities.

In summary' the ideal model for a community psychogeriatric outreach program

recognizes the intricate mixture of medical, social, environmental and psychological

factors that impact upon the elderly, and addresses these factors both directly and

indirectly, through use of an interdisciplinary team, and the involvement of community

resources.
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In the next sectiolt the research methocls for interviewirrg key irrforrnants will be

described, as will be the results of the key i.fornarìt survey.
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CHAPTER 4

REPORT ON THE KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEWS

This chapter will provide a description of the methodology used in selecting and

interviewing key informants, and the development of the key informant questionnaire. The

results of the interviews with key informants will be reported. The responses of the key

informants in the western provinces will first be presented. This will be followed by a

summary for each question and a separate report on the responses of the external key

informants. A summary of the major findings will conclude this chapter.

The purpose

(1)

of interviewing key informants was to:

identify any issues in the field of community psychogeriatrics that had not

been revealed through the literature review

generate ideas that would optimize the relevance of the questionnaire to

current issues in the field

identify where there is/is not consensus among key informants

identify community psychogeriatric outreach programs in each province

(2)

METHODOLOGY

The literature was sea¡ched to identify models for delivering psychogeriatric services, and

for program descriptions of community psychogeriatric outreach programs, henceforth to

(3)

(4)
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be referred to as " CPo prograrns". Key elenrents of a CPo program were identified, and

incorporated into an ideal nlodel for a community psychogeriatric outreach prograrn. An

unstructured interview fonnat for interviewirrg key informants, (Appendix I), was

developed.

Key informants were interviewed about issues they felt were meaningful and important

in the field' This informatiorl was used to design a questionnaire with the potential of

generating results relevant to current issues in the field, and that might have practical

application, (Appendix II). The information was also used in developing the',ideal model,,

described in the previous chapter.

Three key infomrants were selected from each of rhe western provinces from the names

generated, with the exception of Saskatclìewan. (This problem will be discussed below.)

Each key infortnant had a broacl overview of community psychogeriatrics in their

provitlce, bt¡t from slightly different perspectives by virtue of their positions. A geriatric

psychiatrist and representatives from the usual funders of psychogeriatric outreach

programs, i.e. Departments of l-lealth, and Mental Flealth, were interviewed.

Three people prominent in the field of psyclrogeriarrics were also interviewed; Drs.

Ma¡tin Cole, Don Wasylenki and Ken Shulman. I'hese individuals were chosen on the

basis of their having written frequently abour issues and the organization of services in

the field of psychogeriaFics. It was felt that rlrey would conr.ribute more research and



acadenÌic poi¡tts of view than the other key

psychogeriarric field as a whole. I'he fact

Canada, by chance, also provided them with

informants.

In all, 3 persons in Alberta, 3 persons in Manitoba,

Saskatchewan \ryere interviewed, and 3 persons outsicle

to be called "external key infonnants".
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infonlrants, by virtue of their study of the

that these informants all resided in eastern

a sliglrtly different perspective than the other

3 persons in 8.C., 2 persons in

the western provinces, henceforth

Appendix lll) in which

participation requested.

key informants time to

The srructured irlterview fornrat (Appendix I) designed for interviewing the key

informants was pre-tested with a geriatric psychiatrist and the fonner director of a CpO

progranl, to elìsure clarity. This led to developing a preanlble to questions I and 2.

Interviews with key infonnants were proceedecr by a retter (see

the researcher was introduced, the resea¡ch described, and their

A copy of the qrestions to be asked was attached to give the

consider the issues- Interviews were conducted by tereprrone.

It was an additional clrallenge to arrange telephone interview appointments. Although all

of the people selected were willirìg to answer the questions, some stated they could not

be quoted because of their position in govemnrents. some respondents would not agree
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to tape recording the interview. Where it was possible to tape record, the information

gathered was considerably nlore detailed.

Problems in Interviewing Key Informants

The general problems in interviewing key infonnants has already been discussed; here

only the inability to find 3 key informants, or any community psychogeriatric outreach

progranls to survey in saskatchewan will be elaborated on.

In Saskatchewan it was discovered there are no community psychogeriatric outreach

programs in existence, or incleecl any specialized progranìs or services directed at the

psychogeriatric population. A comntunity psychogeriatric outreach program was operating

in Saskatoon over I year ago, but has since closecl, apparently due to inadequate funding

to meet the needs the progranr had uncovered. Dr.[..'l'horpe, who had been the Geriatric

Psychiatrist on the [eam, was interviewed using the structured key infomrant interview

fonnat. Dr. Silzer, a Senior Policy/Prograrn Analyst with Mental Health, was also

interviewed, about current mental health services provided to persons 65 years of age and

older' IIe infonned me that the elderly are seen by the standard generic mental health

teams' lle believes it is possible that since there is no outreach ro the elderly they might

be under-serviced. The current situation is not an expression of declared government

policy , but has evolved froln a combination of fhe following factors: a grass roots

philosophy of integrated prograrnnring for anyo¡re with impairments, large geographic area

with low population density, long distances between cenfres, low population, difficulty



in recruiting specialized professionals, and budgetary resrraints within the

of social and health care.

consultarion-liaison rnodel flvasyrenki, l9g4)-indirect services

consultation, education, coordination, and collaboration to individuals and

dealing directly with the elderly.

In spite of significant efforts it was not possible to find anyone in the longterm care

system who was able or willing to be a key infornrarìt, or to generally discuss how the

care of the Psychogeriatric clients in their facilities is being managed.

Key Infilrnlant Responses

Question I

Various nlodels for delivering Psychogeriatric services to the elderly residing in the

community (including care facilities) have been clescribed in the literature:
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whole specfnìm

through

agencies

Outpatient geriarric psychiatry

in-clinic nrultidisciplinary assessrnent,

assessntent and treatment clinics, (Reifler, l9g7)

consultation to family, treatment.

Conrrnunity "oLttreach" services (Harris et al,l990) - in-home assessment,

treatment, follow-up, consultation - provided by multidisciplinary teams.
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Consultation model - in-ltome assessrnent, consultation provicled by a physician

and initiatecl by a physician: (i.e. traditional Docror to Doctor consults).

WIIAT- DO YOU TIIINK IS

PSYCIIO(;BRIAT'RIC SERVICES

TIIE IDEAI- MODEL FOR DELIVERING

TO TIIB COMMUNITY? WTIY?

There was a consensus (10 of l0) that whatever nroclel was chosen a multidisciplinary

team is essential to the provision of psychogeriatric services, due to the complexity of the

issues that ntust be assessecl and the ra¡rge o[ interventions required. All respondents

spoke of the need to do holistic or biopsychosocial ¿rssessments and of the importance of

home visits to the assessment process.

Five respondents stressed that all rnodels are appropriate at times, and the choice should

reflect the context in which the service is beilrg offered, (i.e. needs and available

resources)' l'he community "outreach" service nroclel was chosen by 3 respontlents. Two

respondents believed that the consultation-liaison mocJel is the most useful model in the

longtentr care facilities. Another respondent reported that in her experience the

consultation-liaison model is not very effective. one respondent said that none of the

models ca¡r stand alone, and an inpatient unit nrust be part of any ideal model.
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Summary:

Flome visits, biopsychosocial assessments, and rnultidisciplinary teams were key concepts

of the "icleal tnodel", iclentified by all. There was wide recognition that the choice of

model must llìeet the Iteeds of the particular target group, and take into account available

community resources. These opinions reflect tlle basic planning principle outlined in the

"Guidelines", (llealth and Welfare Canada, t938b). lr was noted earlier that these have

been adopted by the provinces to guide the plarrning of psychogeriatric services.

Exúernal Key Informant Responses:

Dr' Shr¡lntan thinks a regionalized, comprehensive nroclel of care is necessa¡y -,,good

service ca¡l't be provided on a piecemeal basis, as yor.r end up getting stuck somewhere,,.

Therefore all the service nroders rnentioned woulcl be part of the whole.

Dr' Cole stated that it is not known which model is the best, as we so far only have

opinions about their effectiveness, not evaluation.

Dr' Wasylenki believes his own rnodel is the besr, as it achieves a multiplier effect of a

specialized resource. The key to delivering services, he believes, is creating linkages

between mental health services and others that work with the elderly - LTC, and

professional and non-professional caregivers - in order to support them in their roles.

Linkages need to be created between all components of services for the elderly, at the

systems, progratn and clinical level. Consultation and education are practical ways of
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gaining access to the elderly, and breaking down barriers to mental health services for the

elderly.

Question 2

Harris et. al. (1990) describecl the typical range of patient and non-patient services

commonly offered by a Psychogeriatric service ir the comnrunity;

f)irect patient services Non_patient services

assessment

consultation

treatment

counselling

medication

education

behaviour nlanagement

community support

medico-legal advice

placement assistance

crisis intervention

case coordination

follow-up

teaching

research

community development

community consultation
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WIIICII OF'I'IIBSE SERVICES DO YOtJ T'IIINK ARE ESSENTIAL TO A

COMMUNI'TY PSYCII()GBRIATRIC ()IJ'TRBACII PROGRAM?

There was almost unanimot¡s agreernent (9 of l0) that all the services listed a¡e importanr

to a conlmunity psychogeriatric or¡treach prograrn.

Seven respondents stressed that they felt one of the most essentiat services is the

provision of training to professionals, paraprofessionals and families.

Five respondents believed comrnunity developmerìt, cornmunity consultation and research

are importartt to the field of Psychogeriatrics, trut that on a cornmunity psychogeriaric

outreach teatu these activities tended to be pushecl aside due to the pressures of direct

patient services and teaching. One respondent notecl that it is difficult to find staff who

are skilled and interested in all areas of service.

Four respondents stated they also felt inpatient assessment and treatment beds a¡e

essential to a comprehensive service.

Four respondents stated they felt the assessment of clients was the most important direct

patient service provided.



Two respondents said they believecl that t¡eatment was a valuable

was tinre limited so that it dicl not consume all teanr resources.
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service, but only if it

one respottdent felt that a community team shoulcl not be providing crisis intervention,

medico-legal advice or placernent assistance, and questioned the usefulness of behaviour

ma¡ragenìent and counselling.

Summary

With the exception of one, all respondents endorsed all the services listed. There was a

greater stress placed on the provision of indirect services than on direct services. All key

infomrants have input into the ¡rlanning of psychogeriatric services, and may be trying to

achieve the rnultiplier effect o[ scarce resources, advocated by Wasylenki, (19g4).

External Key Informant Responses:

Dr' Sht¡lnlan stated that all the services listed shot¡l<l be provided, but not necessarily by

the community psychogeriatric outreach progranr. l'heir job is, he said, is to ensure

everything is done, but it nray, for example, be clone by the hospital team.

Dr' Cole stated that Harris's description of what services a program should offer are all

important, btrt it is not known if any of them actually benefit those they set out to serve.
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Dr' Wasylenki stated that consultation, educatio¡r, coordination, commurrity consultation

and commtrnity development are the essential services tlrat should be offered. Assessment

should only be undertaken in very complex cases. 'l'reatment should be provided by those

already involved in providing care ro the client.

2ß - WIIAT STAFFING RESOURCES DO YOU

PROVIDING TIIB SERVICBS T'ITAT' Y()U

Only 9 out of 10 respondents answered this quesrion.

There was cor'plete consensus among the respondents that

on a comm'nity Psychogeriarric ourreach team are a social

TTIINK ARB ESSENTIAL

IDENTIFIED?

IN

the core disciplines required

worker and a nurse.

Seven respoltdeltts believed that a

Of the dissenters, one believed the

while anotller would prefer to use

geriatric psychiatrist should be part of the core team.

geriatric psychiatrist should only consult to the team,

a geriatrician.

Seven respondents indicated that if a Geriarric Psyclriatrist was not available that a G.p.

with special training and/or interest in Psychogeriatrics would be the next choice.

Four responclents would include an O.T. as part of the core team; 4 would have them

available for consultation onry; one had no experierce of o.T.,s.
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Three respondents stated that they had not founcl psychologists useful on the team, but

might very occasionally lìse them as consultarìts orl complex behavioral programs; 4

would use them on the team;2 respondents hacl no experience with psychologists in the

field.

one respondent would like to see public health nurses linked to rhe team; another

mentioned physiotherapy ; anotlrer suggested geriatricians, a third suggested a G.p. with

special training.

Summary

The majority of the respondents would endorse the team composition proposed in the

"ideal model".

External Key Informant Responses:

Dr' Shulrnan stated that as marty disciplines as possible should be involved in providing

care to the psychogeriarric client - social workers, O.T.s, nurses, physicians, speech-

language pathologists, audiologists, etc.

Dr' Cole believes that all disciplines are importanr, but it is not known which discipline

does what best.
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Dr' Wasylenki stated that case managers who can work independently and are able to

support those who provide services to the elderly are essential. A team approach is

necessary in the community, lte said, and while access to different areas of expertise is

required' a large rnultidisciplinary team is not essential - consultants can be used as

required.

Question 3

A large part of the work of Psychogeriatric outreach Teams is assessing clients and

providing diagnoses.

WIIA'T DIAGNOST'IC SYSTEM DO YOIJ BELIEVE SIIOULD BE USED

FOR T'IIE PSYCIIO(;BRIATRIC CI,IENI'? WHAT SYS,TBM DO YOU

USE? IS IT ADBQUATB?

Four responderìts (all Psychiatrists) use DSM-lll-R, br¡t none rhink it is an ideal reporting

system, as frequently it is not unclerstood by the referral source. Two only find Axis I-llI

useful; another felt that only Axis V was not usefr¡l for the elderly. one commented that

she found Axis v very helpful. All commented that there needed to be more specific

criteria for organic disorders. Two find the V cocles useful and use them more frequently

than with younger people.

Two other respondents also statecl they did nor find the DSM-lilR a good reporting

system' 'rhree respondents pointert out that DSM-lll-R focuses only on diagnoses, which
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is only a piece of a psychogeriatric assessmenr. 1'hey felt more focus should be on skills

and the client's ability to function in a given setrirrg.'l'wo respondents felt that psychiatric

Iabels could be ba¡riers to receiving services,(i.e. rrursing horne placenrent), and would

not reconìr¡lend DSM III-R for that reason.

Summary:

DSM [lI-R was the only diagnostic system me¡rtioned by respondents, but none felt it was

entirely suitable for diagnosing psychogeriatric disorders.

External Key Inforrnant Responses:

Dr' Shul¡rlan finds DSM III-R very limited, especially Axis V, with demented clients in

particular. tlospital based anil medical services should likely use it, he believes, but

community based teamsVgencies shouldn't as it is not appropriate to the people they

interface with. tle doesn't believe it is possible to reflect the quality of life of client or

caregivers in DSM III-R.

Dr. Cole uses DSM III-R.

Dr' Wasylenki finds DSM III-R Axis I useful, but stated that the main issue is that the

referral sources understand the consultation results.
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Question 4

In an ideal world a cotttint¡uru of services would be available to the psychogeriatric client

residing in the community:

- community outreach services

- psychogeriatric day care

- psychogeriatric day hospital

- psychogeriatric inpatient assessment a.d treatment unit

- respite services

- caregiver (family) supporr

- home support service

- psychogeriatric boarding homes/guest homes

- psychogeriatric long ternr/personal ca¡e becls

- psychogeriatric chronic carelmental health

beds

- education to caregivers (family and staff)

A - WIIA'I SBRVICES DO YOU TIIINK AIIE ESSENTIAI, TO PROVIDING

ADEQUATE CARB T'O PSYCTIO(ìERIATRIC CLIENTS IN TIIE

COMMUNITY?

There were 9 respondents to this question. Six responilents felt that all the listed services

are essenfial except for Mental Ilealth beds. Tlrey felt that the reason these beds have
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been used is that longterm ca¡e facilities have been unwilling or insufficiently supported

to ca¡e for psychogeriatric clients with difficurt behaviours.

Three respondents believed that all the listed sen,ices, including Mental Health beds, a¡e

essential to providing adequate psychogeriatric care.

Five respondents stated that tlrey felt an additiclnal service, that of coordinating all the

mentioned services, was imperative.

Two respondents stated that where possible all conununity services for the elderly should

be integrated, as otherwise there was a stigma attached to the client.

Two respolìdelìts stressecl the inrportance of caregiver (fanrily) support in providing an

adequate service to psychogeriatric clients.

One respondent suggested that an additional service should be provided, that of a non-

hospit'al based crisis stabilization unit. Anorlrer would like to see crisis intervention

services added.

Summary:

The majority of respondents felt that mental healtlr beds were not needed for the elderly,

that instead tlrey should be integrated into mainstream services for the elderly. This



consensus reflects some of the social trends, discusserl

developnrent of psychogeriatric services. Coorilination

was stressed by over half the respondents.

in chapter 2, that

of all the services
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have led to the

for the elderly

External Key Informant Responses:

Dr' Shulnlan stated that all the services listecl are irnportant, but they need to be

connected under a common adnrinistrative unlbrella.

Dr' Cole stated that there is not enough knowledge abor¡t the impact of services/programs

to know which are really essential.

Dr' Wasylenki stated that all the services listed are inr¡rortant, but they rnust be linked and

care coordinated.

4B - WÍIAT SERVICBS ARB AVAILABI,E T'O TIIE PSYCTTOGERIATRIC

CLIEN'T IN YOUR PROVINCE?

There are no specialized services available to the psychogeriatric clients in Saskatchewan.

All other respondents (9) stated that all of the listed services a¡e available in their

province, but only on a regional basis. This means that in large urban cenres all services

exist, but they generally have catchment area boundaries that lirnit access to clients within
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these boundaries - sometimes covering only part of a city. In nrral areas the range of

available services is often quite lintited.

One respondent stated that so far there has been little demand for more services in the

rural areas' She speculated that where there is a lower population there is also a smaller

nun.¡ber of difficult psychogeriatric clients, and these could therefore be managed in the

general geriatric service continuum.

Summary:

The consensus is that all services are available in 3 ¡rrovinces, but not to all, depending

on where in the province people live. Rural areas have fewer services than urban areas.

External Key Informant Responses:

All infornlants stated that all tlte services are available in their region; Dr. Cole added thar

they are not equally available ro all.

4C . WIIA'T ARB TIIE GREATEST OBS'TACLES T'O PROVIDING

COMI\{UNI'TY PSYCIIOGBRIATRIC CARIì TO TIIE ELDERLY IN YOUR

PROVINCE?

Six respondents stated that insuflicient funding is a major obstacle to providing

psychogeriatric care to clients in the community.
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Six respondents identified lack of specialized education and training in psychogeriatrics

for professionals and paraprofessionals as an olrstacle to good care. Three of these

respondents tlrentioned the difficulty in attracting people to the field, prirnarily due to Iow

status.

Four respondents thought that lack

that allows sonle clients to "fall in

of cooperation and/or coordination between agencies

the cracks" is a rnajor obstacle to adequate care.

Three respondents stated that distances

is an obstacle to providing comnrunity

between service sites in northenl

psychogeriatric services.

and rural areas

Three respondents stated that neither the conti.ui.g care

facilities were designed with the psychogeriarric crie't in

provision of appropriate care to them difficult.

Ageisnr cor¡rbined with the stigma

by 3 respondents.

One respondent felt that the

of awareness of options and

Alberta.

of nrental illness was identified as a pervasive obstacre

system nor the cunent cÍlre

mind, therefore making the

lack of a consumer driven system, along with a general lack

services, are barriers to providing adequate care to clients in
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Summary:

Funding, lack of knowledgable personnel irr

between services were the 3 nlain obstacles

majority of respondents.

Dr. Cole believes that the greatest obstacle is lack

there is an absence of knowledge about what the

impact they have.

the field of psychogeriarrics, and gaps

to psychogeriatric care identified by the

of evaluative research. He noted that

different services really do and what

External Key Informant Responses:

I)r' Shtllmarì stated that adrninistrative issues are a greater obstacle than finances - i.e.

lack of cooperation between programs, barriers that prevent people from getting services.

He believes tlìat before anyone can ask for ¡-¡rore rnoney, or even say that more is

needed, it must be demonstrated that current funcls are being used effectively. IIe stated

that an additional obstacle to providing services is that some psychiafrists don,t consider

dementia a psychiatric disorcler.

Dr' Wasylenki identified that a lack of effective linkages between the various componenrs

of the conlinuunr, and poorly coordinated care are the greatest obstacles. He advocates

the creation of a system of care that is comprehensive and has a single entry point.
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Question 5

Some people have suggested that there are major issues still to be addressed in providing

cotnmunity Psyclrogeriatric services, such as support for family caregivers; education for

long temr care/homecare staff; lack of trainecl health care professionals; need for

evaluation of treatments, service ilelivery systerììs, and programs; implications of a

growing aging population and a declining populario¡r in rhe rniddle years; and implications

of the divorce rate and women in paid employment to caregiving. you may be able to

identify other inrportant issues.

WIIAT DO YOU TIIINK ARE TIIE MA.TOR ISSUES\CIIALLENGES IN

Ï.IIE FIBLD OF COMMUNITY PSYCII0(;BRIATRICS?

While there was unanintous agreernent that all the clrallenges listed were important and

worthy of investigation, there was cosiderable clisagreenrent as to which was the most

important. Three respondents stated ageism is a nrajor challenge; they also stated that the

living conditions in which the elderly are expecrecl to live reflect society,s attitude

towards the old. 'fwo respondents felt that the challenge is more fundamental than ageism,

that society must decide how r¡luch ca¡e it wants to provide to al of its, members,

including the elderly.

A lack of physicians trained in psychogeriatrics was arì issue identified by 3 respondents.
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one respondent felt that physicians require better compensation for caring for

institutionalized elderly.

Needs of employed caregivers; abuse of residents in care facilities; medication

abuse/misuse; lack of incentives for caregivers to look after family members; the right of

society to expect families to provide care; abuse of caregiving staff by psychogeriatric

clients; the right of professionals in the field to clerennine whether or not clients should

remain in the community; and poorly developect and coordinated community resources,

were all brotrglrt up by resportdents as major issues still to be adilressed in the field of

community psychogeriatrics.

Summary:

while all respondents endorsed the importance of the clrallenges listed, they added many

more.

External Key Informant Responses:

Dr' Shulman believes that the needs of fanrily caregivers must be addressed, and

innovative ways to improve their qualiry of life found for them, as well as for those they

are caring for' He suggested alternatives to hospital based programs; i.e travelling

daycares instead of hospital bases day cares. I'le also suggested that alternative forms of

respite that don't remove the client from the honre, such as sitter services need to be

developed' tle believes that community based ancl hospital based services within the
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community should be coordinated. Ile believes that alternatives to long term care facilities

need to be explored. tle calls for evaluation tllat determines which a¡e the most cost-

effective services rhat also positively irnpact on c¡uality of life.

Dr' Cole stated that effective services/service clelivery models need to be identified

through careful evaluation, using control groups.

Dr. Wasylenki stated that the grearest

creates effecrive linkages betwee¡l all

the developmenr of single entry point

challenge is ro plan a service delivery system that

service providers. Effective case coordination and

system of care are required, he believes.

Question 6

As you know, I will be surveying community Psychogeriatric outreach teams in western

Canada in order ro develop a typology of prograrns.

A - WIIAT ARE YOU MOST INTEREST'BD IN KNOWING ABOUT THESE

PROGRAMS?

Eight respondents would like to know whether or not programs have been evaluated or

if any have outcome measures.

Four respondents want to know how other programs ¿ìIe operationalized. Three

respondents asked for information on the characteristics and diagnoses of clients being

seen' Two questiorls were asked about physicians: Does the geriarric psychiarrist see each
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client? Does the family physician have to agree ro a referral ro rlìe psychogeriatric

outreach progranl? 'l-wo respo¡ìdents would like to know what kind of data progïams

gather' Two responclents woulcl like to know about team cornposition, staff numbers, and

caseload size' Two respoltdents would like to know how psychogeriatric services a¡e

coordinated' one respondent wants to know if prograrns have waiting lists, and how rhese

are managecl' C)ne respondent would like to know if any programs íì.re consumer driven.

one respondent would Iike to know what problerììs otlìer programs have encountered and

how these were solved.

Summary:

The majority of respondents would like to know if programs have been evaluated, and are

interested in staffing issues and operationalization of psychogeriarric progams. These

interests reflect their positions as program planners.

External Key Informant Responses:

Dr. shuhran would like to know about organizatio'ar stnrcture,

data on utilization, standards of service, number of clients served, appropriate caseload

size, disciplines on the team, how waiting lists are managed, client turnover and intake

method of programs.

Dr. Cole is not interested in

outcomes - if clients receive

process or what programs say they do. FIe is interested

a seryice how do they benefi/not benefit?

ln
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Dr' Wasylenki is interested in whom progranrs serve, both targets ancl referral sources,

and in what ntodels of care are being utilizecl.

6B - IIOW WOULD YOU SUGGEST I MI(;IIT ßEST COLLEC'T DATA FROM

C()MMUNITY PSYCHOGERIATRIC ()UT'REACTI PROGRAMS?

Most respondents suggested that I ask each progranr for their annual statistic, (client and

prograrn).

Two respotldents suggested I approach the provincial government for clemographic and

diagnostic informatiorl relatecl to the elderly.

External Key Informant Responses:

Dr' Shulman suggested data coulcl be best collectecl by visiting each program and asking

what they do, what sort of clata they collect alld how.

Dr' Cole suggested that programs be asked for outconre data - how do they know they

are having an irnpact?

Dr' Wasylenki suggested that the survey be canied out as planned, perhaps adding , ,

' telephone interviews.
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Question 7

IF YOU IIAD A COUPI,E OF MII,I,I0N DOLLARS TO SPEND ON

TMPROVING SBRVICES FOR PSYCIIO(ìBRIATRIC CLIEN'TS IN TTIE

coMMUNITy, WIIAT WOULD yOU SPEND IT. ON?

Five respolldents would spend money on creating a coordinated, comprehensive single

point entry system.

Five respondents would spend on educating people -professionals, paraprofessionals.

Four respondents would spend lìroney on increasing the number of community based

psychogeriarric teanrs.

Three respondents would spend rnoney on researclring psychogeriatric services.

Two respondents would provide nrore support to farnily caregivers.

Two respondents would expand staffing in long tenn care facilities.

Two respondents would increase current outreach services so that crises could be

responded ro quickly.

One respondent would enhance existing services.
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One respondent would extend multidisciplinary psychogeriatric outreach services to small

acute care hospitals.

Summary

The majority of respondents would spend money on enhancing or increasing current

services; the development of a single entry point system and education were 2 a¡es

especially focused on. These responses echo the responses given to the question asked

about important services to be provided by psychogeriatric programs, and address some

of the obstacles to providing services they identified earlier.

External Key Informant Responses:

Dr. Shulman stated that Ontario is bankrupt - it is necessary, he said, to evaluate all that

is being done and ensure that programs are effective before more money is spent. He

believes that quality of life has to be part of any evaluation as effectiveness is not just a

crass money issue.

Dr. cole would spend all the money on the evaluation of existing progËms.

Dr. Wasylenki would invest in the development of community care teams that use the

consultation model. He would also invest in the development of a coordinated

comprehensive, single entry point system.
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CONCLUSIONS:

Key Informanfs In Western provinces:

There is broad collsensus ott many of the questions. Respondents support the proposed

"ideal model", in regard to team composition, the importance of biopsychosocial

assessments, ltome visits, the range of services tlrat should be provided, the needs of

caregivers, the continuum of services needecl for psychogeriatric clients, and the

limitatio¡rs of DSM III-R as a diagnostic sysrem. Respondents identified the need for

integration of services for the psychogeriatric client within the mainstream of geriatric

services' and commented on regional disparities in the availability of services. The major

obstacles to providing psychogeriatric services were iclentified chiefly as funding, gaps

in services and lack of personnel knowledgable about psychogeriatrics. They would

address these obstacles by improving and expancling current psychogeriatric programs.

They worrld Iike to see prograltìs evaluatecl and are irrterested in the sraffing and operation

of programs. Finally, they identified many challenges still to be addressed in the field of
psychogeriatrics.

External Key Informants:

The extemal key informants, especially Dr. cole, stated that need for evaluation of
existing psychogeriatric progranrs and services is pararnount, and that until this is done

many of the questions can not be answered with assurance. Most of the answers given by

Drs' shullna¡l a¡rd wasylenki reflected the points they made in the development of their
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models for psychogeriarric services, discussed in chapter 3.

As much as possible, the responses of the key informants were used in developing the

questionnaire utilized in the survey of community psychogeriatric ot¡treach programs in

western canada, which will be reported on in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF THE RBSULTS OF TTIE SURVEY OF PROGRAMS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter will present the results of the suruey of 28 community psychogeriatric

outreach programs in western Canada. The quesrions asked in the survey were derived

from the literature review ancl the findings of the key infonnant survey. The survey

methodology, developrnent of the survey questionnaire and the measures undertaken to

analyze the data a¡e described.

METIIODOLOGY

Key informants were asked fcrr the names of psychogeriatric outreach programs in their

provinces, and a comprehensive list was obtainerl. Programs had to meet the basic criteria

of being in operation 6 months oI' nìore, and provicling mental health services exclusively

to the elderly population. The time criterion was chosen to ensure that teams had been in

operation long enough to have developed a reasonable client base from which they could

draw data. The second criterion was meant to exclude programs that were only providing

an extension of their ust¡al service to the elclerly, (e.g. Adult Mental Health teams,

hospit'al out-patient departmertts), as opposed to services specif,rcally designed to meet the

needs of psychogeriatric clients. One potential survey site was eliminated as it did not

meet the first criterion.
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Following the completion of the key infonnant interviews, a questionnaire was designed

to send or¡t to tlte prograln clirectors of psychogeriatric ouEeach programs in western

Canada ( Appendix II).

The questionnaire focused o¡r the following areas:

Program development ancl structure

Staffing

Referral sources

Services

Program outcomes

Catchment a¡ea characteristics.

Client characteristics

The questionnaire wâs pre-tested with the fornler director of a Cpo program and a current

director of a CPo program' (both programs with which the writer has a large degree of

familiarity), to ensure intenìal validity. Thirty-one Cpo programs were sent a

questionlìaire: l4 in British Colurnbia, 8 in Alberta, and 9 in Manitoba. prior to sending

out the questionnaire telephone contact was made with all but 5 potential respondents, in

order to explain the research and e¡rlist their participation. potential respondents were

promised a report of the research results, with their program's cha¡acteristics identified

so they cotrld compare their program to others. This was followed with a formal lener

describing the ptrrpose of the research in more detail. Respondenrs were provided with

a self-addressecl, stamped envelope and asked to return the questionnaire within 2 weeks.
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At the end of 4 weeks l7 c¡uestionnaires had beerl returned. Those persons who had not

conlpleted the qtrestionnaire were sent reminders by nrail. In some cases, people had been

away on holiday; in others, they just "hadn't gotterì around to it". Three weeks later 3

questionnaires were outstanding, all from prograrns where a personal contact had not been

made' In total 28 questionnaires were completed and rerurned; 90Vo of those sent out. The

high rate of return is indicative of the interest CPO programs have in knowing more about

how services are being provided elsewhere. Appendix IV provides the names and

addresses of the CPO programs that were surveyecl.

Analysis of the Data

Some of the data a¡e qualitative, and

educatio¡r, research, service changes,

community practice issues).

will be reported on as such (i.e. mandate, objectives,

problems in delivering psychogeriatric services, and

The level of meastlrement for some of the data is nominal and ordinal, for which non-

parametric statistics will be used. In orcler to determine relationships between categorical

variables and other categoricar variables, chi square tests will be used.

I'he level of measurement for some of the data is interval for which parametric statistics

were used. Correlatiorls were used to determine the significance of relationships between

va¡iables' For categorical variables, the means of interval variables for different categories

were comllared ttsing t-tests. Frequency tables, nìeans, medians ,range, modes, standard
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deviations and quartiles, (usittg Box and Whisker), were calculated on the variables

identified.

Where interval variables demonstrate extreme values or outliers, statistics were determined

with and with out the extreme values. Significance were reported only if it appeared both

with and without the extreme values.

only results with a significance of less than I in 20, (p<0.05) were reported.

Individual progranìs are nor identified in this report,

would be undesirable if this report were used as

progranls, given the limitations of the results.

LIMITATIONS

It is possible that in spite of

met the criteria for inclusion

the readership will be varied. It

means of criticizing particular

efforts that there are programs missed that would have

the survey.

as

a

all

in

Quality of the data

Respondents, while provicling the most accurate data they could, were often limited by

the mechallisms in place within their programs for routinely gathering data. A number

of respondents commented on a lack or limitation in the data they had available, and
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less than 1O0Vo.
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result, the reliability is

Some of the qttestions asked respondents to estimate data if they had to, weakening the

reliability of the data. It is not known when or how respondents estimated, or to which

questions.

Some of the questions, such as how often cornpliance with recommendations was

achieved, were answered sutrjectively, but these answers were freated as quantitative data.

Given this, the results must be treated with caution.

The questionnaire was not pretestecl on

decision was made to avoicl elirninating

a sample of programs to ensure validity. This

any programs fronr the survey.

Questionnaire Design

The qtrestio¡rnaire was very long, (8 pages), and time consuming for respondents to

complete' This may have been why 3 progranìs contacted did not participate in the

survey' As well, the length of the questionnaire may have led to some respondents not

providing as detailed responses as they might otherwise have done, due to the overall

amount of time required. 'fwo respondents, in fact, made this comment.
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A list of operational definitions would have been helpful to respondents and increased the

likelihood of all respondent irìterpreting the r¡'estio.s in the same way.

DIFFICULT'IES WITII PART'ICULAR QUEST.IONS

Funding

The questiott about funding was not detailed enough to be useful. programs should have

been asked for a break down of their budgets, (i.e. staff salaries, sessional fees, and

operating costs).

Time Base

Respondents were asked to report the longest period for which they had a complete client

profile' It was hoped that this answer would be the same as the tirne period for which

they provided client data, bt¡t this was not always the case and the data provided proved

unusable for this pr¡rpose.

Team Philosophy

Respondents were asked if their prcgrams adhered to a rnultidisciplinary team philosophy,

rather than asking if they adhered to an irìterdisciplinary model. This was an error, as in

the "Ideal Model", an interdisciplinary team model was proposed, and existing programs

were to be compared to the moclel.
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Staffing

This questiorì was not clear enouglr, and

rather than with FTEs.

led to some respondents answering with "ticks',

Use of I'inle

This question was incorrectly answered by some programs and their data could not be

used' It had been expected that the respondents would assume that all components

together in the 2 categories should reflect their rotal (l00vo) program activity; instead

some provitled the informaticlrl for direct and non-patient services as separate entities,

each addingto l00%o. 'I'he data ¡nust in any evenr be viewed with caution, as while the

question asked for the amount of program tir'e spent on direct and non-patient services,

it failed to ask what proportion of their total work tirne this represents: - i.e. how much

progranì tirne is spent on other activities such as aclministration, telephone calls, report

writing, case conferences, travel, etc.? Travel tinre, specifically, might have had an impact

on tlìe number of cases opened, the length of tinle cases were kept open, average case

load size, etc.

Exclusion Criteria

It would have been useful to ask respondents what exclusion criteria they used in

screening for their progmms.
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Competency

It would have been of interest to find out if prograrns assess legal competency as part of

their services, as where they do so this might involve consiclerable time, that would be

taken from other areas of service.

Chronically Mentally Ill

It would have been interesting to determine if programs provide their services to the

chronically rnentally ill, and if so, what percentage of their case loads were comprised of

this group.

Use of The Geriatric psychiatrist

This question, derived from the interests of some key informants, was unclear, and did

not provide the information sought - what reasons programs' had for their use of the

geriatric psychiatrist. It was also intended to use the results to detemrine, indirectly,

whether or not the programs were more reflective of rnedical or social models. A specifirc

question should have been asked to gather this information.

Diagnoses

The list of possible diagnoses inch¡ded physicar crisorders,

have, and wo'kl overlap with the psychiatric diag'oses in the

physical disorder category was excluded from the results for

which most elderly people

psychogeriarric client. The

this reason.
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The list of possible diagnoses were meant to be mutually exclusive, with all categories

adding trp to 1007o: as some programs had totals larger than l00Z4 the expectation was

not made clea¡.

Reasons For Referral

Programs were asked to give, by percentage, tlìe most common reasons for referral, with

all reasons adding up to l00vo. The question was not clear enough, with some programs,

totals being more than lO\Vo.

Formal Links to Community Resources

The definition of "formal links" was not clear, and rnay have led to inaccurate results.

Physicians

It would have been useft¡l to have asked respondents whether or not a physician,s referral

was needed to access their program. If they were required, the number of referrals

received frorn physicians woulcl be abnormally inflated.

Acute Care Beds in Catchnlent

This question was unclear, with some programs only reporting on geriatric and psychian:ic

beds, and others on all types of acute ca¡e beds.

PRESENTATION OF TIIE DATA

Essentially the presentation of the results follows the order of the survey questions,

(Appendix 2). The reporr is tlrus divided into l0 nrain sections :
Program Context and Development
Staffing
Refenal System
Services
Assessment
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Catchment Area Characteristics
Clienr Demographics
Diagnoses
Program outcomes
Practice lssues

I- PROGRAM CONTEXT and DEVELOPMBN.I

Length of T'ime in Operation _ (OpTIME)

Programs varied in the length of time they had been in operation, ranging from 6 montlìs

to l0 years. 'I'he average length of time in operation was 37 months; the medi an 27

months.

FIGURB I
I-ENGTIT OF'[IME IN OPERA'I.ION (OPTIME)

OPTIME Months in operarion
Counr Midpoint

.I

E

r:t

.T

-

I....+....I....+....1....+....1....+....1....+....1
0246810

llistogram Frequency

Valid Cases 28 Missing Cases 0

(¡ I 1.00
7 21.00
3 31.00
4 41.fi)
2 51.00
2 61.00
I 71.00
0 81.00
I 91.00
0 101.00
l 1l1.00
r 120.00
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As the operation time was not nomlally distributed, (i.e. was skewed to the left), the data

were logarithlnically transformed of to produce a mores normal distribution. r

FIGURE 2
LENGT'II OF TIME LOGARITTIMICALI.Y TRANSFORMED (OTTTIMLOG)

OPTTMLOG
Count Midpoint

4 2.04
2 2.54
7 3.04
I 3.s4
5 4.04
3 4.54

-:I

L...+....I....+....t....+....1....+....1....+....1
0246810

llistogram Frequency

Valid Cases ZB Missing Cases 0

A t-test confirmecl that programs in Manitoba have bee¡l in operation significantly longer,

(49 mo.), than programs in British Columbia, (16.5 mo), (p<.001).

TABLB 6

-

I

TIME IN OPERATION ßY PROVINCE

6 - l8
MONTIIS

t9-36
MONTTIS

3 YEARS +

ALBERTA

- 
tAll sttbsequent references to time in operation refer to logarithmically transformed

data.
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It should be noted that in B.C. the development of community psychogeriatric programs

is relatively recent; most are in a formative stage of development and still evolving.

Two thirds of the "oldest" programs a¡e in Manitoba, but the "oldest,, program is in

Alberta.

TABLE 7

In Manitoba the majority of programs (6 of 9) are funded by Manitoba Health Services

Commission;(3 through tnng terrn care services, (LTC) and 3 by hospital services); the

remaining 3 are funded by Mental Health. In British Columbia mosr (9 of 14) programs

are funded by Mental Health. In Alberta, most (3 of 5) programs are funded by LTC.

lnter-provincial differences in funding were significant (p<0.01) by chi-squared test.

Budget:

Only fifteen of the twenty-eight programs provided information about their annual budget.

Budgets ranged from 97,000 - $1,010,000 with a mean of $23g,160 and a median of

PROVINCE BY FUNDER

FUNDER MANITOBA BRITISH
COLUMBIA

ALBERTA TOTAL

LTC2 J I J 7

HOSP. J 4 I I
MENTAL
HEALTH

J 9 1 l3

TOTAL 9 L4 5 28

2LTC 
=[,ong Term Care division of Deparrment of Health.
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6162,222' These data are limited and cannot be readily compared, in that the budget

amount is not broken down into conrponents. Ill solne cases the budget amount represents

staff salaries only; in other cases start-up costs and/or operational costs were given. Some

included sal¿ried physicians; sorne included physicians costs to insurance plans, others did

not.

Funding was reported to be secure for all programs, although three reported that their

funding is regularly reviewed.

Catchment Area

Five of 28 programs provide their service to nrral areas only, l2 to urban areas only and

l1 to mixed rural/urban areas.

Programs with urban catchments have been in operation longer, (36 mo.), than programs

with a mixed carchmenrs, (16 rno.) This difference is significant by r-tesr, (p<.05).

Physical Location of programs:

l7 programs are located in cornnlunity offices

6 programs are located in LTC facilities

2 programs are located in acute care hospitals

I program is located in an extended care hospital

I prograrn is divided between a community office and a LTC facility

1 program is divided between a community office a¡ld an acute care hospital.
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Mandate

Nineteen programs, (including all of the

services to both long term care facilities,

14 programs in B.C.) are

(LTC), and cornmunity.

mandated to provide

Six progranls are mandated to provide service only to LTC. AII these programs a-re

funded by Long Term Care and are evenly split between Manitoba and Alberta.

Three programs are mandated to provide services only to the community, not to LTC: 2

a¡e in Manitoba and I in Alberta. (The Manitoba programs are funded by Mental Hea¡h

and Hospital services, respectively; the prograrn in Alberta is funded by Mental Health).

Funders

TABLE S

A chi square test of relationship between funder and mandate, was

found to be significant at p<.001.

FUNDER BY MANI)ATE

[Iospital Mental
Ilealth

LTC Only

Community Only

LTC & Community

Total
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Services To Acute Care Hospitals

TABLE 9

Thirteen of 26 programs that provided information about their mandate in relation to acute

care hospitals reported that they provide their services to hospitals.

only 3 of 11 urban programs a¡e mandated to provide service to acute care hospitals. All

5 programs with rural catchment areas provide service to acute care hospitals. Half of

the programs with mixed catchment areas provided services to acute care hospitals and

half did not.

A chi-square test of relationship between catchment type and acute care hospital mandate

was significanr ar p<.001.

Programs in rural a¡eas all provide services to acute care hospitals; urban programs do

not usually do so. This may reflect that there are usually fewer alternative resources

available in rural ileas than in urban, or less rigid boundaries between those that exist.

SERVICES TO HOSPITALS BY CATCHMENT TYPE

CATCHMENT TYPE YES NO TOTAL
URBAN 3 8 ll
MIXED 5 5 10

RURAL 5 0 5

TOTAL t3 I3 26



Prosram Obiectives

One of the aims of the survey was to gather

respondents provided some information, but

provided. (Appendix 4).

Eight programs reported that one

psychogeriatric clients, which they

infonnation about

with a wide range
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program objectives. All

in the amount of detail

All programs are dedicated to providing assessnrent, slrort-term follow-up and treatment,

and consultation to referral sources.

All prograrns share an objective of providing eclucation, (either formally or informally),

to families and to professiottal caregivers. Five programs, four of which serve only LTC

facilities, reported that they place a gïeater enrphasis on consultation and education of

caregivers than on treatment of clients. Their purpose is to create more appropriate and

infomled care of all psychogeriar¡ic clients, reflecting the "multiplier approach,, advocated

by Wasylenki, (1987). Two programs, both sited i¡l acure care hospitals and hea¿ed by

geriatric psychiatrists, reported that one of their objectives is to provide education to

medical students and other under-graduates in health care professions.

Twelve progranìs reported that one of their objectives is to participate in the development

of enhanced or rew community services for the psychogeriatric popuration.

of

do

their pu4roses is to coordinate services for

through liasoning and nerworking with other
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agencies/professionals involved in the care of their clients. Seven programs reported that

one of their objectives is to reduce inappropriate or premature admissions to acute c¿ue

hospitals' Seven programs described one of their purposes as supporting the caregivers

of clients, through education or counselling. Six programs reported that one of their

objectives is to engage in research. Four programs that have a provincial mental

institution in their area stated that they are involved in the adrnission and discharge of

their clients to rhese facilities.

The following table summarizes program objectives.

TABLE 10

PROGRAM OIIJEC'TIVES

PROGRAM OBJECI'IVES NT]MBER

ASSESSMENT

TREAT'MENT

FOLLOW-UP

EDUCA'|ION

CONSULTATION

COMMUNITY SERVICES

COORDINATE SERVICES for
PSYCI]OGERIATRIC CLIENl'S

REDUCE ADMISSIONS

CAREGIVER SUPPORT

RESEARCTì

ADMIT/DISCTìARGE to MENTAL
HOSPITAL
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In the chapter, "Model for an Ideal Community Psychogeriat¡ic Outreach Team,,, it was

proposed that programs should provide a wide range of services that included assessment

and treatlnent of clients, support to caregivers, consultation, education, and community

developrnent. With the exceptions of caregiver support and community development, all

programs have an objective of providing this range of services. It could be argued that

all programs do in fact provicle caregiver support indirectly through consultation and

education. As noted above, l2 programs a¡e involved in community development. As

would be expected, none of these programs provides their services only to LTC facilities.

There appears to be no relationship between objectives and funder, province, catchment

type, type of team or size of team. Whether or not progïams a¡e achieving their objectives

will be explored under "progranr Activity" later in this chapter.

Team Philosophy

All 28 respondents report that they subscribe to a rnultidisciplinary team philosophy. In

25 programs this occurs primarily through the use of case conferences where all cases a¡e

routinely discussed, and the diagnoses made with the input of all disciplines. In 6 of these

programs it was reported that initial assessments are usually conducte d by 2 disciplines.

In 3 progranls the team discusses only problem cases in case conferences. This reflects

a unidisciplinary approach to service, where the clinician assigned to a case only consults

with other disciplines as needed.
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II. STAFFING

Team Coordinator

Twenty-fìve of 28 teams reported having a tearn coorclinator. The discipline of the team

coordinator was as follows;

14 - nurse ( of these 14 nurses, I is an R.N.,2 are M.N,s,3 are B.N's, and g are

R.P.N.'s.)

5 - psychologisr

3 - geriatric psychiatrist as team coordinator

3 - social worker

Eighteen of the 25 teams indicated that the tearn coordinator carried a clinical caseload.

The percentage of their time spent on clinical work ranged from 5Vo to l007o with a mean

of 58Vo, and a median of 65Vo.

Current Clinical Team Composition:

Clinical team was defined to include only staff who carried cases, and therefore excluded

the time team coordinators spent on administration, and consultants.
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FIGURE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF CLINICAL TBAM STZE

el.,fNTEAl,t Case-carrlers
Count Hidpoint

2
10

6
4
2
L
0
2
0
L

ñ3.6
4.6
5.6
6.6
7.6
8.6
9.6

IIIIr
I:TI

46
Hlstogram Frequency

Valid Cases 28 Missing Cases

ClinicaVcore teÍrms ranged in size from .1 -- 10.0 FTE, with a mean of 3.2 FTE and a

median of 23 FTE. If two extremely large tcanìs are removed, the mean is 2.8, and the

median 2.2.

Clinical teams composed of physicians, nurses, social workers and I or more other

discipline a¡e almost twice as large, (mean 3.3), as those composed of only physicians,

nurses, and social workers, (mean 1.8). This difference is significant by t-test, (p<.05).

Clinical teams in urban catchments a¡e 2.25 times larger, (mean 3.6), than those in rural

catchments, (mean 1.6). This difference is significant by t-test, p<.05).
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All programs reported on the disciplines representecl on their core tearns, by FTE, as

follows:

TABLE II

DISCPLINBS ON CLTNTCAL .r.EAllt (N = 28)

DISCIPLINE NUMBER of
PROGRAMS

RANGE (FTE)

NURSE ALL

R.N. 9 .2-4
R.P.N. t2 l-3
B.N. l0 | -2.5
M.N. 5 .6- I

SOCIAL WORKER t9 l. - 3

PSYCHOLOGISTS l0 .2-2
OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPISTS

9 .5-l

GERIATRIC
PSYCHIATRTSTS

8 .2-2

GENERAL
PRACTITIONERS

5 .2 - 2.5

OTTIER * 4

GERIATzuCIANS 2 l- I

ACTIVITY V/ORKER I I

* 2 clinical counsellors, 1 dance therapist, I physiotherapist
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Consultants to the Team

Twenty-one programs reported having consultants. Consultants attended case conferences,

and saw clients only at the request of the teanr, for specific needs.

Eighteen progralns had physicians as consultants. Of these, I I were geriatric psychiatrists;

6 were general psychiatrists; 4 were geriatricians; and 4 were general practitioners. Six

programs had rnore than I nledical discipline as consultants. Four programs reported

psychologists as consultants;2 programs reported o.T.'s as corìsultants; 2 programs

reported other disciplines as consulra¡ts( I BN, I Behaviour specialist).3

Total Team

In 2 cases respondents had "ticked off"

ticks were arbitrarily assigned a value

total.

consultants rarher than giving the actual FTE. The

of .2 I7l'8, and included in calculating the team

The total team' (including, clinical staff, corìsultarìts and the tearn coordinator,s

adminisration time) ranged in size from .8 - 12Fl'F-, with a mean of 4.2j, anda median

of 3'25' When 2 extremely large teants are rernovecl, the mean is 3.7 , andthe median 2.9.

3The above lisr
consultant.

is not mutually exclusive - sorne programs have more than one
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DISTRIBUTTON OF TOTAL TBAM SIZE
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FIGURE 4

TEAMTOT Total Team + Consultants (FTE)
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Histogram Frequency

valld Cases 28 l"lissing Cases 0

Use of the Geriatric Psychiatrist

Nine programs have no access to a geriatric psychiatrist - 6 of these have access to a

general psychiatrist. The remaining 3 have no input from psychiatrists on either the core

team or as consultants. These have access to other physicians.

The 25 progfirms with access to psychiatrists reported on how they use psychiatric input.

In most (17) prognms the psychiatrist only sees clients at the request of the team; in 4
:

programs the psychiatrist generally sees all clients first, and in the remaining 4 programs
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the psychiatrist generally sees all the clients, after the other tearn 
'rer'bers 

have begun

the assessment. Four respollclents volunteerecl that as the team develçped rnore skills in

assessment and diagnosis, and the psychiatrist developecl confidence in their cornpetence,

there was a tendency to involve the geriatric psychiatrist less in "hands on ', assess¡nents

of cases, instead relying on indirect consultations.

Respondents were asked how the use of the psychiatrist was detennined; 23 programs

answered this question; l0 statecl their use of the psychiatrist was related to the

availability of the resource; 8 programs stated their use of the psychiatrist was related to

a philosophical orientation. 'l'he rernaining 5 progranìs reported other reaso¡s for how

they choose ro use the Geriatric psychiatrist;

"they are only used when other disciplines can not manage tlre problem,,

"occasionally at the specific request o[ the referrirrg agent"(2)

"they are used as consultants when the case is particularly difficult to ma¡age or

where medications need to be reviewed" (2)

COMPOSITION of TEAMS

Four types of teams were derived from the literature review, and programs were

categorized by these team types in order to detennilre how tearn co¡ìposition relates to

funder, nrandate, catchment area , services, recomr¡enclations ancl other va¡iables.

Consultants were not included in the team types, except in the case of physicians. This
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alldecision was made because while few programs have physicians on the core team,

programs have them as consultants. This is not true for other disciplines.

Team Type

10 - (A) Physician(s), Nurse(s), Social Worker(s), and OT(s) and\or psychologist(s)

9 - (B) Physician(s), Nurse(s), Social Worker(s)

5 - (C) Physician(s), Nurse(s)

4 - (D) Physician(s), Nurse(s),OT(s) or psychologist(s)

The first category represents the "ideal team" as discussed in the literature review.

Four of the five Alberta programs do not have a social worker. Two of these programs

are in large urban centres where it might be expected social workers would be available,

so the lack of a social worker appears to be a choice.

Three of the five physician/nurse teams provide service solely to LTC facilities. It may

be as Wasylenki(1987) discussed, that nurses are seen as being most able to gain the trust

of LTC staff, which is primarily nursing. This hypothesis is supported by the finding that

the two other physician/nurse teams are located in hospitals and led by geriatric

psychiatrists.
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Two of the three teams that provide services solely to the comnrunity lack a social

worker; both of these a¡e in urban areas, so again it would appear that the absence of a

social worker is a choice.

A chi square test of relationslrip between teanr cornposition and nrandate was found to be

significant, (p<.05).This nray indicate that team conrposition is deten'ined by mandate.

Ideal Team

The program respondents were asked what disciplines would be represented on their ideal

team.

Twenty-five of 28 programs would like to enlarge their teams. (T'he renrainder would only

change composition).

All programs wanted a nurse on their team; and nrost would like rnore clegree nurses than

they currently have.

The ideal team differs in composition from the current clinical teanì, and would be larger.

The mean of the ideal teanl would be 6.1 FTE, and the nredian 5.5 F.TE, compared to the

mean (4.2) and median (3.2) of rhe current torar rearn.



DISCIPLINES ON IDEAL TEAM

DISCIPLINE NUMBER of
PROGRAMS

RANGE (F'rE)

NURSE

R.N. l0 l-3
R.P.N. l5 1-3
B.N. il l-3
M.N. 7 t-2

SOCIAL WORKER 2l .5-3
OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPISTS

24 .5-2

GERIATRIC
PSYCHIATRISTS

23 .2-2

PSYCHOLOGISTS 20 5- I

GERIATRICIANS t4 .5- I

GENERAL PRACTITIONER 6 .4-4
ACTTVITY WORKER 5 I

GENERAL PSYCHIATRIST 2 .5

DIETTCIAN 2

BEHAVIOUR SPECIALIST I

CASE AIDS

RECREATIONAL
THERAPIST

I
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Ï.ABLB 12

If teams were able to achieve their ideal, all but one would confonn to the ,,ideal 
team,,

as discussed in the literature review. T'his exception is a prograrn tlìat provides its
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services to LTC facilities only, and currently has a social worker orr the tearn who they

would replace with a behavioral specialist. 'Ihis prograrn reported they receive 75vo of

their referrals for behaviour problems, and that behaviour managerììent is the most

frequent type of recommendation they make. 'l'hey see an RpN, psychologist and

behavioral specialist as the nìost appropriate disciplines ro serve their target group.

III. REFERRAL SYSTEM

Referral Sources

Respondents were asked for the percentage of their clients referred by various sources;

Averaging all 28 programs together, the most colnrììon sources of refen.al, in declining

order, are listed below;

32Vo - Long Term Care (Range 0_l00%o)

23Vo - Family Docror (Range O_[nqo)

237o - other community professio'ars (Rang e 0-g7vo)

9Vo - Acute Ca¡e Facility (Range 0_30Vo)

4Vo - Family (Range O-lgTo)

4Vo - Conmunity Agencies (Ralge 0_23To)

2Vo - O¡her (Range O_ljEo)

2Vo - Client (Range O_llEo)
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The data were collapsed to create 4 categories as follows.

1 - LT'C = 507o or more [-ong f'erm Care Referrals

2 - Medical = 507o or more Farnily Doctor or Acute Care Facilities Referrals

3 - Cornmunity = (507o or more Conlmunity Referrals) = Other Community

Professionals or Fanlily or Conrmunity Agencies or Client or other Referrals

4 - Mixed = none of the above

TABLB 13

Eleven programs receive referrals primarily fror¡l cor¡rrnunity sources. Eight of these

programs a¡e funded by Mental Health and 3 by hospitals.

REFERRAL SOURCE I]Y FUNDER

FUNDER Mixed LTC Medical Conrrnunity Total

Hospital 2 I 2 3 8

Mental

Health

I 0 4 I 13

LTC I 6 0 0 7

TOTAL 4 7 6 u 28
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Seven programs receive referrals prirnarily from L'l'C facilities. with one exception these

programs are lnandated to provide service to L'l'C facilities onlv alr<J a¡e funded by l_nng

Term Care' T'he exception is rnandated to serve a designated nunrber of LTC facilities

within its catchment area, as well as the communit¡,.

Six programs receive referrals prirnarily frorn rnedical sources; 4 of these are funded by

Mental Health and 2 by hospitals. Five of these have a geriatric psychiarrist or geriatrician

as part of thei¡ core tearn.

Four programs, (all in BC), 2 funded by Hospital, one by Mental tlealth and one by a

LTC - Mental Health partnership), receive the nrajority of their refen-als from a fairly

even distribution of all categories of referrar sources, (nrixed).

Programs furlded by LT'C receive the rnajority of leferrals froln L'l'C facilities, and

programs funded by Mental Health receive the rnajority of their referrals frorn informal

community sources.

A chi- squ¿ue test of the relationship between

significant at p<.01.

funder and major referral source was
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Ï'ABLE 14

A chi-squared test of the relatiorship between rnardate and prirnary

referal source, was found to be significant at p<.001.

TABLB 15

RBFBRRAL SOURCE I}Y IVTANDAT'E

MANDATE Mixed LTC Medical Cornrnunity Total
Ltc Only 0 6 0 0 6

Community Only 0 0 2 3

LTC &
Comrnunity

4 I -5 9 19

TO'TAL 4 7 6 lt 28

REFBRRAL SOURCII BY PROVINCB

MANDATE Mixed LTC IVledical Conrrnunity Total
Alberta 0 3 I 5

British Colurnbia 4 0 2 8 t4
Manitoba 0 4 3 2 9

TOTAL 4 7 6 lt 28
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In B'C' the primary sources of referrals are the cornmunity and "mixed',, while Manitoba

and Alberta's referrals conìe prinrarily frorn Ll'c and rneclical sources.

A chi-square test of the relationship between prirnary referral source and province was

found to be significant at p<.05. This is not surprising as it has already been reported that

significant relationships exist between province and nrandate, and fu¡rder and mandate.

In sumrnary there are relationships between prirrrary referral source and funder, mandate

and province' Programs receive the majority of their referrals from the sector that they

are mandated to serve; the furlder detennines the nrandate and this is reflected by the

primary source of referral for their programs; the prinrary source of referrals is associated

with province, just as are funclers and mandate.

Reasons firr Referrat

Respondents were asked to report on tlìe reasons for which clients were referred to their

program' by percentage of cases. Twenty-six prograrns answere<l this question. Some

programs' reasons for referral totalled more tharì l00vo; the data for these programs was

recalculated to add up to 1007o. In descending order the most coÍrunon reasons for

referral, for all progrÍrms, are listed as follows:

Behaviour
Cognitive Impairment
Possible Depression\Suicidal Ideation
Other
Caregiver Burnout
MaritalÆamily Problem
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Confl ict with caregivers/others
Grief
Social Withdrawal
Conunun ication Difficulties

Data were collapsed to create 3 groups, ard progranìs were put into the group where they

received the majority of referrals.

I - Coglritive hnpairment\Behaviour = Behaviour + Cognitive Inrpairment

2 - Depressiorl = Possible Depression\Suiciclal l<leation + Grief + Social Withdrawal

3 - Other = Other + Caregiver Burnout + Ma¡ital/Family problern + Conflict with

Caregivers/Others + Communication Difficulties

of the 26 progranls that provided data, the rnajority (19) gave the most conünon reasons

for referral as "cogn iti ve impairmen t/beh aviour,,.

Four progratns reported the ntost common reasons fior referral as a mixture of ',cognitive

impairment/behaviour" and "depression".

Th¡ee programs reported the rnost cornmon reasons for referral as "<lepression',. All of

these are funded by Hospital, and two of them are led by geriatric psychiatrists.

Six programs funded by LTC and rnandated to provicle services only to LTC facilities fell

into the "cognitive irnpairment/bellaviour" category. L'l'c facilities are where it would be

expected that the highest proportion of cognitively impaired elderly would reside. The
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remaining prograrns (13) all provicle service to both L'l'C facilities a¡d comrnuniry.

A chi-square test of the relationship between reasorì for referral and funder was found to

be significant, p<.05. A significant relationship between funder and nran<lare was already

reported; programs appear to receive the majority of referrals from t¡ose they are

mandated by funders to serve.

TABLE 16

IV. SERVICES

Program Activity

Respondertts were asked to estimate the percentage of program time spent on direct and

indirect services, by specific categories as listerl below. only 2l responses could be used

as some programs had misunderstood the question, as was discussed in "Limitations,,.

FUNDER I}Y REASON FOII REFERRAL

REASON for REFERRAL Ilospital Mental
llealth

Cognitive
Impairment/Behaviour
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DIREC'I CLIEN"I' SERVICBS: (DCSÏ')

Assessment (ATIME)

Treatment (TTIME)

Consultatiort to caregivers (CtlME)

Direct service to fanrily (e.g. counsellirrg) (D1'lME)

NON-PAT'IENT SERVICBS (NPST)

Education (ETIME)

Research (RTIME)

Comrnunity Devcloprnent (CDTIME)

Cornmunity Consultation (CCl-lME)

Direct Client Services (DCS'[)

Time spent on direct client services by the 23 prograrrìs reporting data in tltis arca rartged

lrom 65Vo - 927o, with a tnean a¡td ntedian of 807o'

FIGURE 5

DISTRIBUTION OF TIME SPBNT' ON

DIRECT CLIENT SBRVICBS (DCST)
DCST Count MidPoint

5 72Jo I

s 77Jo I2 82.50 I

s 87.50 I

5 e2.m I

I....+....I....+....I....+..'.I...'+....1..'.+....1
012345

Histogram FrcquencY

Velid C¡scs 23 Missing Cases 5 .t



The range and mean for

(N=23) are as follows:

each of the categories
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that cornprise direct services to clients,

TABLE 17

Within this category, eleven progratns spend the greatest single portion of thei¡ tirne

providing assesslnent services - (rnean 33.6vo, range 30 - 60To, N=ll). Three progr¿rms

spend the greatest single portion of their direct service tinre in proviclirrg treannent -

(mean Sovo, ranfle 45 - 55vo, N=3 ).One progranr lhat serves only L'l'C facilities, does

not provide treaünent. There was llo commonality anìong the way the remaining six

programs spend their time.

PROPORT'ION OF TIME SPENT IN DIRECT' SERVICE CAT.AGORIBS

SERVICE Mean(%o) Rarrge(7o)

Assessrnent

Consultation to Caregivers

Direct Services to Family
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Non-patient services (NPSI')

Twenty-three programs provided information on the percentage of tirne they spent on

non-patient services. The range was 8 - 35Vo, with a rnean of 2OVo, ancl a rnedian of 2lLo.

FIGURE 6

DIS'TRIBUTION OF TIME SPENT ON NON_PA]'IENT SERVICES (NPST)

NPST
Count Midpoint

-|trT

2 20j0 1-

6 10.50
4 15.50

5 2-5.50

5 30.s0
I 3s.00 l-:

I....+....I....+....1....+....I....+....1....+....1
0246810

Histogram Frequency

Valid Cases 23 Missing Cases 5

The range and means for the specific categories, (N=23), that cornprise indirect services

to clients are as follows (see T'able lg, next page):
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TABLE 18

within the non-patient service category, five progranrs spent most of their non-patient

time providing education, witrr a mean of 3ovo, and a range of l0 - 25vo, (N=5). There

was no commonality in how the renlaining progranìs spent their non-patient service time.

Programs spent the least time in research, with I programs of 2l reporting from I - SVo,

(N=8), of non-patient service tinre in this area, the rernainder no tirne.

PROPORTION OF TIME SPENT IN INDIRBC'I SBRVICE CiÏTEGORIES

SERVICES Mean(Vo) Range(7o)

Community Development

Community Consultation
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Consultation to Caregivers alld Education 'I'ilne

Consultation and education are two important services that should be provided by the

"ideal" contmunity psychogeriatric team, as discussecl in "Ideal Model,,. 'I'hey are time

consuming services that may not or may not be lillked to specific cases, but will affect

time spent on other progranl activities.

Consultation and education were combined for 2l programs to detennine if there was a

relationship between tirne spent in these a¡eas and the presence of a waiting list, the

length of time programs have been in operation, average case load size, the length of tirne

cases are kept open, mandate, teamtype, or cli¡rical/core tearn size.

FIGURE 7

DISTRIBUTION OF TIME SPENT ON CONSUL'|ATrOÌ\\EDUCAI.rON (COEDTTME)

COEDTIME Time in consult/educn
Count Midpoint

I 6.50 1-.2 I 1.50
4 r 6.-504 zt.so
2 2(t.5{)
3 3 l.sO
0 36.50
4 4 t.s0
I 45.00

r

I...
0

Valid Cases Zl

-:n
.+....I....+....1....+....I....+....1....+....1

12345
Histograrrr Frequency

Missing Cases 7

The range was 4 - 45Vo of prograrn time, with a nìean or24Vo and a meclian of 20Vo.
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There was a significant, (p<.0.5), positive correlatiorr, (r =.4g33, between the percent of

referrals received frorn L'r'c arrd medicar sources and the arnourìt of tirne spent in

consultation and education. programs that receive tleir referrals prirnarily from

cornmunity sources' spend trre rowest proportion of their time on c.lrsurtation/education.

It may be that it is rnore feasible to provide consultation\education ro LTC facilities,

where there is a staff onsite ancl able to carry out recornendations.

Education

All programs state that as part of their mandate they provide education to farnily and,/or

professional caregivers. Education is provideti by programs only to the conrrnunity if they

only provide service to conrnrunity; to LTC onry if they only provide service to LTC.

Education is provided to couìrnunity and L'rc if trrey are rnandated to provide service to

both a¡eas.

Twenty-five programs providecr lists of educationar topics they cover. 'r'he range of topics

is broad but the major areas are specific rnentar health disorders of the erderry,.

management of difficult behaviours, assessnlerìt skiüs, and nonnar aging and transitions.

caregiver needs' st¡ess and coping skilrs are arso offe¡ed by a nunrber of programs. A

complete listing of the educational topics reported by prograrns rnay be found in

Appendix 5.

Four programs provide fonnalized training prograrns that are repeated, but the majority
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develop " new " education/training for each tilget group. Two programs have written

pamphlets about psychiatric conditions for lay populations.

Research

Nine programs report that they have engaged in resea¡ch. Fou¡ programs have mandates

which specifically state that research is an objective; only 2 of these reported doing

research' The remaining 6 programs that are pursuing research are doing so as a result

of staff interest. Areas of research cited are listed in Appendix 6.

Satisfaction With The tVay Time Is Distributed

Of the 28 respondents to this question, 10 are satisfied with the way their time is spent,

while 18 respondents would like to change the way their time is used. Of these, 1g

respondents, 17 stated how they would change their distribution of services. Of these 17,

4 would increase direct services, and 13 would increase indirect services; specifically:

8 - would increase time spent in research

8 - would increase time spent in education

3 - would increase time spent in community development

3 - would increase time spent in caregiver support

I - would increase time spent in ind.irect services generaily

I - would increase time in community consultation

I - would increase time spent in prevention

* Some programs reported more than I category in which they would like to increase

their services.



In describing how they would redisrribure

programs are echoing the opinions of key

indirect services.
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the time spent on various service activities,

informants who stressed the importance of

Obstacles To Attering The Way Time Is Distributed

Respondents were asked what obstacles prevented them from changing their disribution

of services as they wished. While 20 programs identified obstacles, some mentioned

more than one. The following obstacles, all of which relate to lack of resources, were

named:

10 - lack of staff
7 - direct service demands utilized ail availabre time
6 - lack of funds
2 - lack of staff inrerest in changing
1 - excessive travel time
I - lack of agency supporr

Service Changes

Respondents were asked to comment on the way their programs had changed, or planned

to change. Seventeen programs answered this question, and detailed responses are listed

in Appendix 7.

Seven programs stated that the amount of service provided and their focus has changed

as a result of changes in directives from their funders, or changes in their funding.
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scvcn progr¡rms..statcd that ttrcy intcncl fo i¡rcrc¡r.sc rllcir .stafflng so tlrat thcy could nlorc

complctcly achicvc thcir mandatc, panicularly in tlrc arcas of trcatmcnt and cducation-

Average C¡sclo¡ds

Two prngrams statcd that thcy do not havc cascloacls :ts thcy providc a consulta¡ion

scrvicc only. Thc rómaining 26 prognrns rcportccl that cascload sizcs rangcd,from I to

25 cascs.pcr FTE; wirh a mcan of 78, and a nrcclinn of 30. If onc program with an

.cxtncmely high cascload was rcmovcd, thc mca¡r is 26rand tlìc mrÅian27,5.

FIGURE 8

DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE CASE LOADS (ACL)
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Data were collapsed to determine if relationships existed between average case load and

core/clinical team size, the amount of time spent on consultation and education, referral

source or reasons for referrals. Programs with an average case load o129 or less, (N=15),

were put into "small" category, and those with 30 cases or more, (N=l l), into the ,,latge,,

category.

With 2 exceptions, of the 8 programs with 3 or more FTE on the clinical team, all had

small case loads. Teams with fewer than 3 FTE on their clinical team were just as likely

to have large caseloads as small ones. The relationship between the size of the clinical

team and the average case load size was found to be significant, (p<.05) by a chi square

test' The largest teams may spend more time on internal case consultation and

collaboration than small teams, and thus carry fewer cases per FTE.

TABLE T9

AVERAGE CASE LOAD BY CLINICAL TEAM

CLINICAL TEAM SIZE

Average Case Load Size
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The average case loads of teams composed of physicians, nurses and an O.T or

Psychologist a¡e 3.5 times larger,(mean 36.5), than average case loads of teams composed

of only physicians and nurses, (mean 10.5). This difference is significant, (p<.01), by t-

test.

The average case load of teams composed of physicians, nurses, social workers and an

O.T. or psychologist are 2.7 times larger, (mean 27.4), than those of teams composed of

only physicians and nurses, (mean 10.5). This difference is significant by t-resr, (p<.01).

The average case loads of programs with urban catchments are 2.5 times larger, (mean

30.9), than the average case loads of teams with rural catchments, (mean 12.5). This

difference is significant, (p<.05), by t-test.

The average case load size of programs funded by Mental Health ne 1.7 times larger,

(mean 33.5), than those funded by hospitals, (mean 19.8). This difference is significant

by t-test, (p<.05).

Average Length of Time Cases are Opened

Twenty-three programs responded to this question. Two programs stated that they do not

carry caseloads. It was possible to determine the length of time cases were opened for

2 programs that did not provide this information by calculating it from their average case

load size: (Length of time cases opened = Average case load size x Clinical team size x

52 weeks, divided by Number of cases opened per year). The range was 4 - I lg weeks,
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with a mean of 22.5 weeks, and a median of 18 weeks. Hatf of the pro$ams keep cases

open between 12 and 23 weeks. If one program with an extremely long period of keeping

cases open is removed the mean is 1g.5, and the median 17.

FIGURE 9

DISTRIBUTION OF LENGTH OF TIME CASES OPEN (CSEOPN)

CSEOPN Avg. time case open (weeks)
Count Midpoint

e e.00 
I

7 19.00
6 29.00
I 39.00
I 49.00
0 59.00
0 69.00
0 79.00
0 89.00
0 99.00
0 109.00
I 118.00
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Histogram Frequency

Valid Cases 25 Missing Cases 3

Data were collapsed into two categories. Programs that keep cases open less than lg

weeks were categorized as "short", (N=12), while those that kept cases open 18 weeks or

longer were categorized as "long", (N=13). With the exception of 4 programs, 2 of which

provide their service only to community, all programs that fell into the long category had

large average case load sizes, and all but 2 that fell into the short category had small

cases loads. A chi-square test of the relationship between average case load size and the
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length of time cases are open was found to be signihcant, (p = <.05). perhaps when case

loads are large, service is less time intensive; that is to say there may have to be longer

time periods between contact with individual clients, it may take longer to complete

assessment documentation, etc.

TABLE 20

The length of time cases are kept open is 3.3 times longer in British Columbia, (mean 20

weeks), than in Alberta, (mean 6 weeks). This difference is significant by r-test, (p<.û01).

It was reported earlier that B.C. programs receive the majority of referrals from the

community sources' while Alberta programs receive theirs primarily from LTC sources.

It may be possible to close cases more quickly in LTC facilities where there is a staff in

place to carry out recomendations.

LENGTH OF TIME CASES OPEN BY AVERAGE CASE
LOAD

LENGTIT OF TrME CASES OPEN (WEEKS)
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Waiting List

Only 10 pro$ams of 28 reported having a waiting list, with a range of I - 4 weeks wait,

the median 3 weeks, and the average 2.6 weeks. There was no relationship betweenhaving

a waiting list and the mandate, catchment aÍea, size of the core/clinical team, the length

of time cases were kept open, the average case load size, or the amount of time spent on

consultation and education.

Prioritization of Cases

Eighteen programs reported on how cases are prioritized:

11 - by apparent urgency

6 - by date of referral and apparent urgency

1 - by date of referral

Problems in Delivering psychogeriatric Services

The program respondents were asked to identify problems that they have encountered in

providing psychogeriatric services, and how they have overcome them. Twenty progïams

responded to this question, but only 9 programs provided any information on their efforts

to overcome problems. Responses are listed in Appendix g.

Eleven programs reported that they have had difficulties in developing effective linkages

with other components of the continuum of care, (both communiry and institutional), for

clients. They cited lack of coordination, mistrust of others and fragmentation of services

as reasons for these difficulties.
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Seven programs said that lack of adequate funding to provide a comprehensive service

to clients was a problem in delivering services. Five of these were funded by hospitals.

Six programs reported that the lack of specialized community and institutional resources

for their clients was a problem. Four programs stated that funders and referral sources had

unrealistic expectations of the services they could provide. Four programs reported that

they had difficulty in recruiting qualified and experienced staff, two of these were rural.

Given that psychogeriatrics is a relatively new field it is to be expected that there is a

scarcity of well-trained and experienced people in all the disciplines. It was reported in

the key informant results, that one factor in recruitment to the field is that it is seen as

having a low status.

TABLE 21

PROBLEMS IN DELIVERING PSYCHOGERIATRIC SERVICES

PROBLEM

Forming Links with Other programs

Lack of Funding; Providing Comprehensive Services

Lack of Specialized Resources

Qualified/experienced S taff
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V . ASSESSMENT

Assessment Components

All programs reported that their initial assessment included the following areas:

medical status/history

psychiatric history

social history

functional status

environmental factors

medications

mental status

current social system

All programs (N = 27) are providing comprehensive biopsychosocial environmental

assessment to their clientele.

Eight programs stated other areas that they assessed: physical assessment, behaviour (2),

old medical records, community services involved (2), competency, and neurological

assessment.

Two programs stated that they assessed risk factors in the initial assessment.

Home visits a¡e made by all progr¿rms. Twenty-seven of 28 programs reported that
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clients are routinely assessed in their home setting. The exception, an acute care hospital

based program' reported that they usually, but not always, assess clients in their residence.

Diagnostic System

Respondents were asked what diagnostic system they used in assessments. Three reported

they use no diagnostic system. Twenty-two stated they use DSMIII-R. Two programs

use a combination of DSM-III-R and a holistic biopsychosocial model for assessmenr; one

did not respond to the question.

Respondents were asked to state whether or not they found the system they used

adequate. or 27 respondents, 12 found their system adequate, 6 did not answer, and 9

(all users of DSM-I[-R) did not find their system adequate, primarily expressing

dissatisfaction with Axis IV and V. (A detailed list of inadequacies is provided in

Appendix 9).

Testing fnstruments

Respondents were asked to identify instruments they use as part of client assessment. All

programs answered this question:
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TABLE 22

Eighteen progra.ms identified other testing/screening instruments used as required. These

are listed in Appendix 10.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS

TNSTRUMENT NEVER

USED

ONLY if

REQUIRED

ALWAYS

USED

FOLSTEIN MINI MENTAL STATE 8 20

GERIATRIC DEPRESSION SCALE 6 t9 ^̂t

BECK DEPRESSION INVENTORY 15 t3

HAMILTON DEPRESSION SCALE 17 10 I

NOSIE SCALE 26 2

CAREBURDEN INDEX 25 3

DOARS 26 2

OTTIERS r0 18
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Recommendations

Progratns were asked to rar¡k order, by frec¡ucncy of use, a list of l3 typical

recomrnerìdations ¡nade to refcrral sources.

Overall, prograllìs ranked recorntnendations as follows, froln nlost to least frequently

rnade.

I - Investigations of Phy.sical Syrlrptonrs

2 - Phannacological

3 - Education

4 - Behaviour Managelrrerrt

5 - Social Support Systerrr Augnrentation

6 - Counselling ro Client\ndivichral p.sychorherapy

7 - Elrvironrncnlal Changcs

8 - Coun.selling ro FarnilicsVarnily herapy

9 - Referral to OrJrcr Agerrcies\Specialisrs

l0 - Inpaticrrl Âsscss¡nent ¡tn(f\()r'l'rcatl¡:cllt

ll - Group'l'herapy

12 - ECT

13 - Other
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Compliance with Recommendations

Programs were asked to estimate, by percentage, how often their recommendations were

followed by specific groups. Twenty-seven of 28 programs answered this question.

For all respondents combined, compliance for each group was estimated to be:

Community professionals 73-4Vo

Family caregivers 6g.7%o

Facility caregivers 66.3Vo

Family doctors 65.3Vo

Clients 64.gVo

There is a negative correlation, (r = -.4657, p =.017), between the number of physicians

on the team and the perceived compliance of family caregivers. This may indicate that

physicians have less confidence in family caregivers than do other disciplines.

VII- CATCHMENT AREA CHARACTERISTICS

Level of community services Available To clients In catchment

Respondents were asked to rate, on a 3 point scale, the level of 12 specific services

available to psychogeriatric clients in their community:

0 = none; 1 = Some but insufficient;2 = sufficient

The maximum sum possible for a given service (i.e. if rated, Z by all programs) is 56.

Totals ranged from 6 - 41. Results are shown on the next page.
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facility respite care

in-home respite care

psychogeriatric day- hospital

psychogeriatric day-care

psychogeriatric in-patient assess. and tx.

Iong term care facility beds

psychogeriatric group homes

geriatric assessment beds

general psychiatric beds

E.C.T.

menral hospital beds (long rerm)

extended care beds

28

25

18

24

2t

4T

6

24

36

38

23

34

Level of Resource Available to Individual programs

An index of how well-resourced each program is was obtained

given for each resource by each program.

by adding the ratings

The maximum a program could "score" services was 24 (i.e. if all services were

sufficient), the minimum 0. The range was 6 - 20, the median 14, and the mean ll.

There is a positive correlation, (r = .4gg9, p = .00g), between the availability of resources

and the length of time progïams have been in operation.
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There is a positive correlation, (r = -40gg, p <.05), between the number of physicians on

the team and the availability of resources. There are generally more resources available

in urban centres, and more physicians practising in urban ares as well.

Community Services Formally Linked To programs

Twenty- three programs identified those services from the above list to which they are

formally linked; e.g. that they have direct access to. The maximum ,,score ,, a program

could have was 12; the range was 0 - 9.; the median 2.2 md, the mean 2.

Data were collapsed into 4 groups; none = 0; low = I - 4;medium 5 - 7 ;high g _12.

Ten programs reported that they had no formal links/direct access to any of the services.

Ten programs had no formal links, t had low number of formal links, 2 a medium and

2 a high number of formal links to community services.

Looking at the rating for each service by all the programs totalled, the maximum ,,score',

possible for each service was 23. The range was 1 - 7; services ,'scoring,, r - 4 are

services that few programs are linked to, and services scoring 5 - 7 have some progïams

linked to them.
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FEW FORMAL LINKS SOME FORMAL LINKS

In-Home Respite Facility Respite

Psychogeriatric Assess/tx beds LTC beds

Psychogeriatric Day-Care Geriatric Assess/tx beds

Psychogeriatric Group Homes General psych beds

Mental Hospital Beds psychogeriatric Day Hospital

Extended Ca¡e Beds E.C.T.

Catchment Area Size

only 9 or 28 programs were able to provide information on the size of their catchment

area' Catchment area sizes varied from 20 squa.re miles to 260,000 square miles. (One

program provides its service to an entire province).

Catchment Population

Twenty-four of 28 progïams provided data on the population of thei¡ catchmenr area.

Total population ranged from23,275 to 1,066,000, with a mean of 21g,504, and a med.ian

of 105,499 people.

The population of people over 65 in each catchment area ranged from 3,1 14 to 147,j762,

with a mean of 26,763, and a median of 11,340 people.
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FIGURE 10

DISTRIBUTTON OF POPULATION OVER AGE 65 (POPO)

POPO Population 65+
Count Midpoint

I:

--'r

-.

r
I:
r

r
I....+....I....+....I....+....I....+....I....+....I
048t21620

Histogram Frequency

Valid Cases 24 Missing Cases 4

As the population over age 65 was not evenly distributed, but skewed, logarithmic

transformation of the data was made to create a more normal distribution.a

13 8114.00
4 18114.00
0 28tt4.00
2 38114.00
I 48114.00
2 58114.00
I 68114.00
0 78114.00
0 88114.00
0 98114.00
0 108114.00
0118114.00
0 128t14.00
0 138114.00
t t47372.00

aAll subsequent references to population refer to logarithmically transformed data,except in the case of rates.
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FIGURE 11

DISTRIBUTION OF LOGARITHMICALLY TRANSFORMED POPULATIONOVER AGE 65+

POPOLOG
Count Midpoint

-:r

2 8.29
4 8.79
7 9.29
4 9.79
I 10.29
4 10.79
I 11.29
T 11.79

I....+....I....+....I....+....I....+....I....+....I
0246810

Histogram Frequency

Valid Cases 24 Missing Cases 4

There is a positive correlation, (r = .5706, p <.01), between the logarithm of the

population over age 65 and the number of physicians on the team. That is, the greater the

population over age 65, the greater the number of physicians.

There are positive correlations, between both the total team size, ( r = .55g, p <.01), and

the size of the clinical team' (r = .5965, p <.01), with the logarithm of the population over

the age of 65. The larger the population over age 65, the bigger the total team, and

therefore the larger the clinicar team, and the more physicians on the team.

There is a positive correlation, (r = .565, p <.01), between the availability of resources

and the logarithm of the population over age 65. urban catchments have larger
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'hispoptrlations over age 65, (tnean 22,000), than clo rt¡r¡rl catchntents, (rnean 7,000). 1

difference is significzurr, (p<.01), by r-resr.

Percent of ltopulation over age 65 per Catclunelll Area frrr Each Program

In order to make comparisons between progranrs, thc percerrtage of the population over

the age of 65 in each catchnrent area was calculatccl by clividing the catchment area

general poptrlation into the catchnrent area population over age 6-5. 'l'he range for 24

programs was 6.27o ¡o 25.3Vo with a rnediall alld n.tean of 147o.

FIGURE 12

DISTRIBUTION OF IìOPUL/\TION 65I IN EACII C¡\]'CI.IIVIENI'(PC|O)

Midpoint
rcTO

Count
2
4
2
5
5
3

I

0
0
2

7.19
9. t9

r t.t9
t3.t9
t5.t9
17.t9
r9. l9
2t.t9
2t.t9
25.t9

l-r¡¡r:E

æ
:¡l nrr¡r<rr'*r*raærrr¡r¡l

Fir.ltfllutEEtE tEl

I....+....I....+....I....+....I....+....I....+....1
01234-5

Histogram Frequency

U Missing Cascs 4Valid Cascs
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Staff Rate

The staff rate per 10,000 people over age 65 in the catchment area was determined for

24 programs by dividing the total team size (clinical team + consultants + team

coordinator's administration time) by the catchment population over the age of 65. The

range was.20 - 8.35 staff, with a mean of 2.g and a median of 2.1.

FIGURE 13

DISTRIBUTION OF STAIîF RATES PER 1O,OOO PEOPLE 65+ (STAFRATE)

STAFRATE Total Staff/10,000
Count Midpoint

4 .70
8 1.70
4 2.70
3 3.70
2 4.70
I 5.70
| 6.70
0 7.70
I 8.35

I....+....L...+....I....+....I....+....I....+....I
0246810

Histogram Frequency

Valid Cases 24 Missing Cases 4

Programs in British Columbia have a staff rate almost twice as high, (mean 2.g), than

those in Alberta, (mean 1.5). This difference is significanr by t-test, (p<.05).

There is a negative correlation, (r = -.4385, p <.05), between the staff rate and the

availability of resources. That is, areas with fewer other resources have higher staff rates.



There is a negative correlation, (r = -.691g,

65. Larger populations are associated with
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p <.001), with the size of populatiorì over age

lower staff rates.

Teams with physicians, nurses, social workers and o'l's or psychologists lrave a mean staff

rate 4 tirnes higher, (mean 4), than programs with tearns composed of physicians and

nurses only, (mean.96). T'his difference is significant by t-rest, (p<.01).

Teams cottrposed of physiciatts, nurses and social workers have staff rates 2and one half

times larger, (mean 2.5), than tltose composed of orrly physicians and nurses, (mean .96).

This is significant by t-resr, (p<.05).

TEAM RATE

The team rate per 1O,(Xn elderty people was calculatecl lor 24 progranrs by dividing the

clinical teatn sizes by the catchment area population over age 65.'l'he range was .12 -

7' with a nlean of 2, and a ntediatt of 1.7 clinical teanr rnembers per l0,u)0 elderly. If
one program with atr extremely high team rate is removect, that mean is l.g, and the

median 1.7 FIE.

sClinical 
team

coordinators spend
is defined as staff who carry cases,
on administration, and consultants.

and therefore excludes time team
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FIGURE 14

DISTRIBUTION OF TEAM RATE

TEAMRATE Clin
Count Midpoi

6 .62

ical Team/10,000
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9 t.62
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There is a positive correlation, (r = .8766, p<.001), between staff rates and team rares, as

would be expected.

There is a negative correlation, (r = -.5756, p <.01), between teÍrm rate and the logarithm

of the population over age 65.

A negative correlation,(r = -.4181, p <.05), also exists between team rate and the

availability of resources.

The team rate for programs with teams composed of physicians, nurses, social workers,

and OTs or psychologists is almost 4 times higher, (mean 2.6), than for programs with

teams composed of only physicians and nurses, (mean .7). Tlris difference is significant

by t-test, (p<.01).
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Programs that are mandated to serve both comnrurrity arrd t,'l'C facilities have a teârn rate

3'6 times higher, (mean 2), than do prograrns nranclated only to serve L'l-C facilities,

(mean .55). This difference is significanr by r_resr, (p<.01).

IDEAL TEAM RATE

The ideal team rate per 10,000 elderly was calculated by dividing tlre average ideal team

total by the catchrnent area population over age 65. 'l'he range is .6 to 253 F1.E per

10,000 elderly. The mean is 5 F'I'E ancl the median 4 F1E. T'his is approxinrately double

the actual staff rate.

Long Term Care Beds In Catchment

Twenty of 28 programs were able to provide dara

catchment area. The number of LTC beds ranged

1378 beds, and the rnedian 804 becls.

on the nuntber of LTC beds in their

fronr 85 - 4,056 beds with rhe mean

The number of LTC beds per 1,000 people over age 65 in the catchment ranged from .91

- 157, with a mean of 60, and a median of 60 beds.

Acute Care Beds In Catchment

Ten programs provided information on the number of acute care hospital beds in their

catchment a¡ea' The number of acute ca¡e becls ranged frorn 49 to 4,739,with the rnean

being 796 beds, and the median being 309 beds.
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The number of acute ca¡e becls per 1,000 people over age 65 in the catchment ranged

from .l - 8, with a nÌean and rnedian of 4.

VI[. CLIENT CITARACTERISTICS

The period of time for which programs provided data rangecl from I to 5l rnonths, with

a mean or l4'l rnoltths and a nledian of 12.0 months. These data were all annualized to

one year for comparison purposes.

Respondents reported on whether or not they felt the

representative of their prograrn's operation. Answers

¡reriod of data they reported was

were as follows (N = 28).

13 - yes
7-no
7 - don't know
I - no answer

CLIENT DEMOGRAPHICS

Number Of Clients ReferretVCases Opened

Programs were asked to report the number of clients referred and cases opened for the

period (time base) which they could provide dara. T'he number of clients referred was

provided by l8 programs and rartgecl frorn I to 684 clients per year. The nunrber of cases

opened per year was provided by 27 programs, and ranged from 8 to 6g4. 'Ihere was very

Iittle differelìce between the number of clients referred and cases opened for most

programs, indicating that very few referrals were screened out at intake.



Age Of Clients

Only 14 prograrns

range was 65 - 82

could provide

years, the rnealr

infonnation on tlìe average age

was 77 years.

FIGURE 15
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of their clients. 'fhe
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There is a positive correlation between the average age of clients and the proportion of

time teams spend on consultation to caregivers and education, (r =.73J9, p <.01). It was

noted earlier that tllere is a strong linea¡ relationship between age and institutionalization,

(IIealth and \ffelfare Canada, 1991e). It would tlrerelore be expected that older clients

rnight be more likely to be in LTC facilities, where interventions are often indirect, in the

form of consultations. Addìtionally, there is typically a high rate of organic rnental

disorders in LTC facility residents, and interventions in these cases are rnost often aimed

at rnodifying tlìeir environment and working with caregivers, a fonn of
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consultationþducation. This rnight explain the correlation between average age of clients

and proportion of time spent o' consultation a'cl education.

Sex Of Clients

25 programs provided this information. More women were seen than men by 2l

prograrns, and nrore men than women by 4 progranrs.T'wo of these progranrs have rural

catchment areas.6

Marital Sfatus

only 3 progranls were able to provicle data about their clients ma¡ital status.

Referral Rates

T'he number of referrals received per year, per 1000 people over age 65 was determined

for l8 prograrlìs. The referral rate was calculated by standardizing each program,s data

for one year and dividing it by catchment population over age 65. Refenal rates ranged

from a low of I to a high of 29 refenals per 1,000 persons 65+ in the catchmenr a-rea.

The mean was 12 per 1,000, alld the rnedian ll per 1,000.

6Two prograrns serve onry L'tc facirities, whicrr generaily
populations than male; perhaps nren are more likely to prËsent with
threatening behaviours, and are thus over-represe'ted iri referrals.

have larger female
aggressive or other
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DIS]'RIBUT]ON

Rate of referral per
Midpoint

FIGURE I6

oF REFERRAL RA'r'ES (REFRA'IE)
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There is a negative correlation between referral rates and the size of the catchment

population, ( r = -.5152, p <.05). The larger the elderly population the lower the referral

rate' Urban a¡eas have the largest el<Jerly populations. tlr urban areas there are usually a

greater variety and number of alternative services to which the elderly can be referred to.

Perhaps this leads to greater specialization by urban programs, and hence lower referral

rates.

There is a positive correlation between referral rates and

suggesting either that teams grow to meet the nu*ber

staff:population ratio atEacts rnore referrals.

tearrr rates, (r = .4856, p <.05),

of referrals, or that a higher
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Referralrateswerecollapsedinto2groups; (low=lessthanIl,n=8; lrigh=IIorover,

n = l0). Four of the 5 rural progranls that a referral rate coulcl be calculated for, had low

referral rates.

A chi-square test of the relationship between catchrnent type and referral rates was found

to be significant, p<.05.

TABLE 23

Case rate

The number of cases opened per year was provided by 23 programs. T'he case rate was

calculated by annualizing all program data and standardizing the number of new cases per

year, per 1,000 elderly in the catchment area populatiorr. Case rates ranged from I - 27,

with a mean of 10.6 cases, and a rnedian of l0 cases per 1,000 persons over age 65.

REFERRAL RATBS I}Y CA'I'CIIMBN'I' TYPB

CATCHMENT REFERRAL RATES

Less than I I ll and Over l'otal

Rural 4 0 4

Urban 2 3 5

Mixed 2 7 9

TOTAL 8 l0 l8
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FIGURE 17

DIST'RIBUTION OF CASE RA'I'ES

CASERATE Rate of new cases per I,(XX) 65+
Count Midpoint
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Histograrn Frequency
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Programs funded by hospitals have a case rate 3 tirnes higher, (mean l3), than programs

funded by LTC, (mean 4.3). This difference is sig'ifica'r by r-resr, (p<.05).

Programs nlandated to serve both cornrnunity an<J L'l'C have a case rate 4.5 tirnes higher,

(mean ll.6), than those mandated to serve only L'I'C, (rnean 2.6). This difference is

significant by t-test, (p<.05). As would be expected, programs with a broader mandate are

seeing a greater proportion of the elderly population, and thus open more cases per l,(X)0

elderly, than do programs mandated ro serve LTC facilities only.

As would be expected there is a positive correlation between referral rates and case rates,

(r=.9705,p<.001).

2 2.49
5 5.49
4 8.49
7 11.49
2 14.49
I 17.49
0 20.49
0 23.49
z 26.49
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There is a positive conelation, (r = .4126, p <.05), lretween case rates an<l team rates.

This irnplies that the larger the clinical tearn, the greater lhe nunrber of cases that are

opened per 1,000 elderly. It would be expected that as tlìe nurnber of staff is increased

there would eventually be a "levelling ofF' of the nurnber of cases opened. As the

following scattergram illustrates none of the progranìs surveyed have yet reached this

point. It would appe¿r that programs are not yet suffìciently staffed to provide all the

service required by potential psychogeriatric clients.

FIGURE I8

WESTERN CANADIAN PSYCHOGERIATR OUTREACH
Tearn Rate vs Case Rate (N-23, r-O.B.l)
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There is a negative correlation, (r = -.4528, p <.0-5), between the case rate and the size

of the population over age 65, (i.e. the larger the population the lower the case rate.)

Cases opened per year per FTE

The nurnber of cases opened per year per clinical staff FfE was detennined for 25

programs' by dividing the case rate by the team total. 1'he rarìge was 24.0 - 244.29 cases

per year per FTE, with a meatt of 66, and a median of 58 cases per ye¿ìr per FT'E. If two

programs with extremely large numbers of cases operre<l per year per FTE are removed,

the mean is 56, and the median 55.

FIGURE 19

DISTRIBUTION OF CASES OPENED PER YEAR PER F-TE (CASEYR)

CASEYR Cases per yeâr per team FTE
Count Midpoint
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Programs with teattls contposed of only physicians and nurses open alrnpst twice as many

cases per ye¿ìr per FTE, (mean 77.25), as do prograrns with teams cornposed of

physicians' nurses' social workers, and OTs or psychologists, (rnea n 42.g).'l'his difference

is signifìcant, (p<.05), by r-rest.

Physician-nurse-social worker teams open one and a half tirnes more cases per yea-r per

FTE, (mean 67 .6), than do teattts conrposed of physic:ians, rìurses, social workers and I

other discipline, (rnean 42.8).1'his difference is significant, (p<.05), by r-resr.

There were negative correlations between the nurnber of cases opened per year per FTE,

and both the staff rate, (r = -.55g, p <.05), and trre tearn rate, (r = -.5042, p <.05).

These findings may indicate the "price" of the interdisciplinary team approach; the more

disciplines, (and staffl), on the teatn, the greater the proportion of tinre s¡lent on internal

case consultation, perhaps leaviltg less time to see clients; alternatively, more time is

spent on direct service, and less on consultation.

cases opened Per year per F'I'B per l,{x}O popuration 65+

The nurnber of cases opened per year per FTE per l,(X)O 65+ was deterrnined for 23

proglÍrms' by dividing the case rate by the clinical tearn. The range was.g -13.5, with

a mean of 4'8 cases opened per year per FTE, per r,fi)O population over age 65.

Programs in núxed catchments open nrore than twice as rnany cases per year per FTE per
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1,000 people over age 65, (mean 6.28), than do progrâms in urban carchments, (mean

2.7). This is significanr by t-resr, (p<.05).

Community Referral Rate

FIGURE 20

DISTRIBUTION OF COMMUNITY REFERRAL RA'I'ES (COMMRATE)

COMMRATE Ref from cornmuniry per l,(X)O 65+
Count Midpoint
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The rate of referrals from the comrnunity was deternlined for l9 programs. (Six progrÍrms

that provide services only to Ll.C facilities were not included). The cornmunity referral

rate was calculated by annualizing the number of comnrunity referrals and dividing by the

number of elderly in the comtnunity. Communiry referral rates, (per 1000 65+), ranged

from l.l9 to 15.5, with a mean of 6.8 referrals, ancl a rnedian of 5.7 referrals.

-::

:k

.ntt

-:-:l
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Programs with mixed catchments had a community referral rare 2.3 tirnes higher, (mean

8.6), than those with rural catchrnents, (mean 3.7). 'l'his difference is significanr by r-rest,

(p<.05).

There is a positive correlation between community referral rates and team rates, (r =

'4614, P =.054), suggesting that larger teams receive rnore comrnunity referrals than do

smaller teams. Larger teams generally have a broader range of disciplines than do smaller

teatns, and perhaps referral sources perceive thenr as having more to offer than smaller,

often narrower teâms.

Long Term Care Referral Rate

I'he number of LTC referrals per 1000 LTC beds in each catchrnent area was cletennined

for l8 progrants. (Programs that provide service only to the cornmunity were not

included). The LTC referral rate was calculated by annualizing the number of LTC

referrals, and standardizing it per 1,000 LTC beds in the catchnrent area of each program.

LTC refenal rates ranged from 0 to 201, with a nlean of 65 referrals and a median of 4g

referrals per 1,000 beds. If two programs with extrernely high LTC rates are removed, the

mean is 40, and the median is 43.5.
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FIGURE 2I

DIS'TRIBUTION OF L'I'C RA'I'ES

LTCRATE Ref from LTC per 1000 LTC beds
Count Midpoint

4 10.00
3 30.00
4 50.00
2 70.00
2 90.00
I I tO.u)
0 130.00
0 150.00
0 170.00
0 190.00
2 201.49

I....+....I....+....I....+....I....+....1....+....1
012345

Histograrn Frequency

Valid Cases l8 Missing Cases l0

It is noteworthy that progtams mandated to provide services only to LTC facilities did not

have the highest LTC refenal rates; nrany prograrns that provided service to both LTC

and community had higher Lf'C referral rates.

The number of clients seen in institutions other than LTC was reported by only 3

programs.

Diagnoses

Programs were asked to report on the diagnoses they made, by percentage of caseload.

Twenty-four of 28 programs responcled to this question. T'here was overlapping of some
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diagnoses by sorne programs such that their total diagrroses totalled over lÏovo. -Ihese

data were recalculated to show each diagnostic category as a percenrage of all the

diagnoses reported by the program.

Averaging all programs data, (N = 24), the percentage for each diagnosis is as follows:

TABLE 24

DIAGNOSES REPOR'I'EI)

DIAGNOSES MEAN(70) RANGE(7o)

Organic Mental Disorders 36 l0-60

Mood Disorders 25 0-6r

o-32Psychotic & Delusional Disorders 9

Adjustrnent Problems 5 0- l5

Anxiety Disorders 5 0-26

Deleriurn 5 0-20

MaritalÆamily Disfunction 4 0-22

Personality Disorders 4 0-t I

Otherflrlo Diagnoses 3 0-40

AlcohollDrug Dependency 3 0-10
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Data were collapsed into 4 categories derived fronr the literature review: Organic, Mood,

Delusional and Other - (combination of all other tliagnoses), and prograrns were placed

into the group where they reported the highest percentage of diagnoses. f-welve progïams

were placed in the "organic" category, 5 in the "moo(t" category, none in the "delusional"

category, and 6 in the "other" category. One progranr had an even mixture of diagnoses

in organic, nlood and other.

Diagnostic Rates

Rates for each diagnostic category were calculated per lü)0 people over age 65, so that

programs could be compared to each other.

TABLE 25

DIAGNOSTIC RAT'ES

DIAGNOSES MEAN(7o) RANGE(7o)

Organic Mental Disorders 3.48 .84-10.76

Mood Disorders 2.59 0- l 1.35

Psychotic & Delusional Disorders 0.79 0-2.96

Anxiety Disorders 0.61 0-3.68

Adjustment Problerns 0.s9 0-3.03

MaritallFami ly Dysfu ncrion 0.50 0-s.13

Delerium 0.44 0-2.69

Alcohol/Drug Dependency 0.35 0-2.02

OtherAlo Diagnoses 0.28 0-5.06

Personality Disorders 0.28 0- 1.02
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T'he followirrg histograrns illust¡ate the distribuúon of selected rates of disorders per 1,000

65+.

FIGURE 22

DISTRIBUTION OF ORGAN¡C DISORDER R^1-Ë pER l00O 65-r.

ORGR/\TE
Count Midpoint¿l 1.09 l-o t.5e It z.oel-

5 2.59
2 3.W
2 3.59
2 4.W
I 4.59
I 5.09
0 5.59
0 6.09
0 6.59
0 7.æ
3 7.59
0 8.æ
0 8.59
0 9.09

r-
II-

0 e.59 l.o 10.09 l.I t0.59 l-
I....+....1....+....I....+....I....+....1....+....1
012345

tlistogram Frcqucncy

Valid Cescs 22 Missing C-ases 6

FIGURE 23

DISTRIBUTON OF DELIRIUM RAI'E PER I,OOO 65+

DELRATE
Count Midpoint

t4 .2s Is .75 I2 t.zs l- .

0 t.Tsl.
o 2.25 II 2.69 lr

1....+....I....+....1....+....I....+....1....+....1
048t2t620

Histogram Frequency

Valid C¡scs 22 Missing Cascs 6
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FIGURE 24

DISTRIBUTION OF MOOD DISORDER RATE PER I,OOO 65+

MOODRATE
Count Midpoint

2 .25
.75

1.25

1.75

2.25
2 2.75
1 3.25
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2 4.25
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I

4
I

Valid Cases 22

ã
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-
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Histogram Frequency

Missing Cases 6
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FIGURE 25

DISTRIBUT]ON OF DELUSIONAL DISORDER RAI'E PER 1,ü)O 65+

PSYCRATE
Count Midpointe .zs|s .7sl

6 1.2s 
I'-" tr-I

0 1.75 
|

r-FIt

0 2.2s 
I2 2.75 1r:-
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Histogram Frequency

FIGURE 26

DISTRIBUTION OF MARITAL\FAMILY DYSFUNCT]ON RATE PER I,O(X) 65+

FDYSRATE
Count Midpoint

14 .25
5 .75
2 1.25
0 t.75
0 2.25
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0 3.25
0 3.75
0 4.25
0 4.75
I 5.13

-:l

r

r
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Histogram Frequency

Missing Cases 6Valid Cases 22
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ADRATE
Count

l4
4
I
0
0
2
0
I

FIGURE 27

DISTRIBUTION OF ANXIETY DISORDER RAIE PER I,Offi 65+
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FIGURE 28

DISTRIBUT]ON OF ADJUS'TMENT PROBLEM RATE PER I,OOO 65+
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Following is a table of correlations between diag'ostic rares:

TABLE 26

corrrhilm¡r 0tÊtAtE DEtRAIE. i00DRArE psycRâ¡t i¡isiÂii nn¡ur pERRÂlE

. dGtAlE 1.0000 .t937 .2059 _.0t9t .3291 .3995 .25{{( 0t (22t 122!- (22' 122'. t22' (22)' fr . P' .020 p, .359 ?= .glg p¡ .t3l p" .066 p= ,253

DnRârE .1937 t.0000 .2035 _.0577 ,0258 .2061 .{9s6I 22' (. 0, I 22t t 22t I 22't I 22' t 22''
P' .930 p: . p= .36{ p, .t99 p. .909 p= .3S7 p= .OtB

i00DnßrE .2059 .2035 t.0000 .5250 .200t _.0086 _.000s' ( t2, t22t ( 0) (22:| t22t t22t 122,
P. .358 P¡ .36{ pr . p= .0lZ p= ,312 p= .3IO p= .998

. PSrC¡Al€ -.0{9t -.0577 . .1250 1.0000 -.2160 -.00t9 _. lr48( 22' ( 22' l22t ( 0, t22t t22t t22,
P=.820 p..7gg p...012 p=. p=,210 p=.3g3 p=.611

Í0rgnAIE ,32i7 .02s9 .200t -.2{60 t.0000 .st26 .?9il
122! t22t 122, (22' ( 0) t22' (22'
p. .t3l p= .30g ?, .712 p= .210 p: . p. .015 p= .184

âmân .3995 .206t -.008ß -.00t9 .5t26 r.0000 .{75t
I 22t t 22t -l 22t t 22, I 2D ( 0) t 2ì')

P. .0ß6 P' .357 P' .970 P= .993 P= .015 p= . p= .025

PEI¡AÎE .25fi .1986 -.0005 -.il{8 .29{t .{7st t,0000. ( 221 ( 22t I 22',t t 221 t 22, t 22' ( 0)
P' ,2Jl P' .018 . Pr .998 P' .6ll P1 .t8{ P= .025 P. ,

',ll.RârE. .3959 .2t52 -.0t26 -.1398 .st57 .¡t{0 .32{{( 22' t 22' I 22t t 22, ( 22t I 22' I 2?'). P. .050 p, .2ll pc .955 p: .535 p, .0t{ p= .000 p= .l1t

fftârE .{030 .39il ,t2g2 .05t8 .t268 .t{00 . .?600
' ( n, t22t t22' 122l- 122' 112' t22l'

. p. .0ß3 p, .010 p' .561 p= .819 p, ,5t{ p, .010 p= .213

notâIE -.ltß9 -.10{6 -.t692 .0385 -.t007 .1609 -.0673
' t m l n 1 22, t 22t 1.22t t 22t ( 22t' Þ .106 P' .6t3 Po .152 P' .865 P_, .6t P. .17{ P= ,¡6ß

ORGRATE = Organic Mental Disorder Rate per 1,0fi) 65+
DELRATE = Delirium Rate per 1,000 65+.
MOODRAï'E = Mood Disorders per l,(X)O 65+.
PSYCRATE = Delusional Disorders per 1,000 65+.
FDYSRATE = MaritalÆamily Dysfunction per 1,0ü) 65+.
ADRATE = Anxiery Disorders per 1,000 6j+.
PERRA'IE = Personaliry Disorders per 1,0(X) 65+.
ALRATE = Alcohol/Drug Depenclency per l,(ruO 6-5+.
APRA1E = Adjustrnenr problerns per t,trurf eS+.
NYDRATE = No Diagnosis as yer per 1,000 65+.

ALRN IE

,3959

I 22'
P=.068

,2152
( 22t
P= ,2ll

-.0126

t 22'
P=.?55

-. t398

I 22)

P" .535

. 515¡
( 22l.

P= .0t4

.7t{0
I 22t

P=.000
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I 22t
P=.1{l

1.0000
( 0t
p=,

,576{

I 22t
P= ._0js

,t7n
I 22',)

P= .129

NPRATE IIYORATT

.1030 -. 156'
t 22) ( 2?t

P= ,053 P' ,{86

.39{ I -. t0{6
1 22' I 22'
P= .070 P' .613

.t232 -,tt92
( 2?t I 22t
P. .567 P= ,152

.05t I .0395
( 22) I 27l.

P= .819 P= .!65

. t..68 -, t00I
( ?2) ( t2)
P. .Í71 P= .656

.1400 .1609
( ??) t 22t

P= .0{0 P= .171

,2600 -.0Ê73
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P' .2{3 P= .166

.576{ .1111

I 22' I 22'
P= .005 P= .,29

1,0000 .t9¡3
( 0) t22,
P: . P: ,379

. t973 t.0000
(22t ( 0,
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Following is a table of correlations between diagnostic rates and other va¡iables.

TABLE 27

Corrrl¡tlon¡: RtfIAlE cßsERArt conñtÂIE lEâ'lI0l, c0tDIltlt AvGAÊt

mËrârE . t63l .6908
( 17) I 22t
P= .!00 P" .9i0

0ttnÄtE .3105 . {303
( llt t ?21

?' .l0l P' .016

,tO0DRÂtE .6576 .6731
( tr) I 22'
P' .001 P' .001

PSYCRâII .166{ .2lll
(IilI221
P' .323 P' .3{6

Í0YSRAIE .6522 ,ß0ll
r ttr I 22t
P' .0-q.Í Po .003

t0RÂrE .l{ßs .1001

I lt, I 221

?" ,012 P' 
'059

ÆmârE .2188 .3t05
( t7, I 221

?, ,219 P= .009

ârnÂtE .6085 .2683
( l7l t 72'
P. .010 P" .221

,3t9t -.3663 ,71?2

( tS, ( 20, ( It)
p=,15S P".l12 P=,3{9

_.01t{ -.3303 .5128
( tg, ( 20, ( t7)
p= .961 P. ,155 p= .02{

.6683 -.0997 .22s8
( 18, ( 20) ( 17,

P= .002 P. .676 p= ,383

.2421
( t0,
P=.333

.23{5 -.0939( 20, ( tt)
P. ,320 P= ,t?0

.t9t6 -.08H .0652
( tg, I 20, ( t7)
p' .036 P= .733 p= .80{

.{398 -.1390 . p96
(tgt(20)([]
p= .068 P= .559 p= .{90

,{t50
( t7)
P=.098

.t967 .3538

( 12) ( t9)

P=.510 ,P=.t30

.7{69 -.09{5
( t2) ( I9l
P= .005 P= '700

.083t . {562
( t2) ( l9l
P= .1it P= .050

-.09{2 ,1167
( t2t ( t9)
P= .1ll P= '039

-,2t32 -.3180
( t2) I 19)

p=,390 P=,185

-, It39 -.0421
( 12, ( 19)

P= .655 P= .862

. {356 -.5{65
( 12, ( 19)

P. .157 P= .015

-,1632 -.0051

( 12) ( 19)

p= .612 P= .981

-,0330 -.0{9{
( 12) ( t9,
P=.919 p=.8{l

-.4{80 -.00t6( l2l ( t9l
P=.1{1 p=.995

s r lìrRA tt

.3710
( 2?t

P= ,08'

-.t711
( 22t
P. . {29

. t078

I 22t
P=.633

-.0726

I 22'
P= ,7{8

.6358

| 27.1

P".001

.3500
( 22'
P= .lt0

,252t
( 22t
P= ,202

.1031.

t ?2,

P=.063,

.208t
( ?2l
P= .353

-,0273

| 22t
P=.90{

âPRAlt .1265 .zt?t .3869
( lt) I 22' ( 18)

P. .088 P. .220 P= ,ll3

ilonârt -.29Ê? -.1713 -.025!
{ lD t72' ( 18'

P= .lßl P' .{16 P' .919

.00¡ -.2169

( tE) ( 20)

p= .9Bl P= .358

.37t1 -'0519 ' l32l

j. ill j" .Íl; ;= jlj

. t770 .2193

( ?0) ( t7)
p, .lSS P= .335

.5928 , t0{0

( ?0, ( 17)

p= .006 P= .691

For diagnostic rare codes (vertical axis), refer ro T'able 26, previous page.

REFRATE = Referrals per 1,000 65+
CASERATE = Number of cases opened per year per 1,0fi) 65+
COMMRATE = Cornmunity Referral Rale pår t,dfi) 6S+
TEAMI"O'I = Total Team (Consultants, Cliirical Staff and Adr¡inistratiorr)
COEDTIME = Consultation and Education .l-ilne

AVGAGE = Average Age
CSEOPN = Lengrh of Time Cases Opened
STAFRATE = Number of cases opened per 10,0(ru 65+ per FTE (T.earn lbtal)
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Following is a table of correlations between diagnostic rates and other variables.

TABLE 28

Correl¡tions¡ 0t'nnLoG pCI0 [)EHSIIy t,Ut,0[rr{i ¡iu;t}ilRct

llnÊRâlE -.50s3 _.t528 .xtgl _.5t25 -.{lltt27rl22t(81(2Ð(2?t
P= .016 P= .19t p= .3S{ p= .0ts p= .057

DEtRAIE -.25{6 _.22t1 ,il73 -.0t44 .07t6122t122r(8t(2?)(?2)
p= .ZSJ p= .32t p= .tBZ f= ,ill r,= ./st

ll000nÂÌt -.060t .t0t6 _.002{ _.23{B .0305| 22' ( 22t ( 0, t z?,t ( ?2tpx .lg0 p= .613 p= .8{6 p= ,?3J p= .865

PSYCRâIE -.00{6 .3{9¡ .5558 .00J6 _.0247
1 22t t 22'' ( 8t I 22t (. 22tp=.98{' p=.ltt p..lS3 p..987 p=.gt]

TDTSPATE .oyz .-.0539 .?0t9 _.{04? _.?,tJl(221(22r(8)(22ì(2?)
p= .661 p= ,gl2 p= .632 p= .062 p= .2(,2

âDRÂIE -.069t _.03t5 .9{9s _,2960 _.44,t?( 22' I 22'' ( 8) ( 22t ( zitP=.760 p=.889 p=.000 t=.t80 r,=.0i0

PEnRATE ,2t?6 -.t{79 _.0889 _.20t9 _.083?
I 22' t 22't ( B) I 22' ( 22t' P= ,220 p= .Slt p= .0J{ p= ,168 p= .il3

âLPâIE -.t716 -.0966 .gt26 _.2t38 -.3¡68
t22tt22r(8'(2?r(22t
P:.ll5 p=.669 p=.002 ?=.271 p=.tst

âPn¡rE -,2925 -.2t2t .s376 _. t{ft7 _. tr?s( 22' I 22t ( s, ( 22' t ?2,,
P" ,218 P= .312 p= .009 p= .S03 p= .3it

irDRâtE .2682 -.t8il
I 22t I 22'
?= .Z2E p, ,120

.t1t3 ,2382 .002t(8)12?tt l?t
P= .739 P= .286 p= .993

For diagnostic rates (vertical axis) refer to Table 26.

OPTIMLOG = Lengrh of rime programs in operatiorr (Lngarithmic)
PCTO = Percent of Populatio' of 65 years in Catchrnerìt area
DENSITY = Population Relared to Geographic Area
PoPoLoG = size of catchrnent Area, populatio' (r5+ (Logarithnric)
RESOURCE = communiry services Available to clients in- catchnránt
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T'here a¡e intercorrelations between rates for marital/farnily dysfunction and adjustment

problems, which are somewhat related to commurrity referral rate and teanì rates. perhaps

teams with higher team:population ratios get more clients with these diag¡oses,

reflecting broader mandates with less restrictive "adnlission" criteria.

DIAGNOSTIC RAT'ES COMPARED T'O TIIB LITERAT'URE

The diagnostic rates were regrouped into the four categories derived frorn the literature

review, so valid comparisons between progranrs' rates and rates in the literature, could

be made.

TABLE 29

The following are the rates for each

discussed in the literature review.

diagnostic group, from 3 of the programs that were

TABLE 30

DIGNOSTIC RAT'ES FOR SURVBYBD PROGRAMS

0.84-10.76 0- I l.3s

DIGNOSTIC RATES FROM T'IIB LI'TERATURE

Houston, 1983

Wargon, 1987
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While the programs in this survey have a greater va¡iation in each diagnostic group than

those reported in the prograrns described in the literature; the nìeans of all but the

DELUSIONAL category are quite close to the range of those in the lirerature. The mean

for the DELUSTONAL category is considerably higher for the surveyed programs rhan

for those reported in the literature.

PROGRAM OUTCOMES

Program Impact

or 28 programs, 6 reported that no rneasures are currently used to measure program

impact. I'he remaining prograrns stated that the following measures were being

undertaken (the list is not mutually exclusive):

13 - Refenal source satisfaction

10 - Team rates outcorne

l0 - Client sarisfacrion

7 - Global Assessment of Functiorring compared at

intake and discharge

Thirteen out of 28 programs reported that their program has never been evaluated. In the

cases (15) where the program had been evaluated, this was done.

ll - by funders
9 - internally
I - by others
I - unknown



Fourteen programs reported that there are no plans to evaluate thern.

not anslver this question. The remaining 5 statecl the evaluation would

216

Nine programs did

be undertaken by:

progrants expect to have an evaluation

3-
l-
2-
t-

(2) internal evaluation
(3) funders
(4) other - unspecified
(5)2+3

The list is not mutually exclusive as sorne

undertaken by rnore than one party.

Information System

Programs were asked if their information systern could produce:

Yes No

report of client characteristics

service delivery staristics

periodic statistical reports

l8 l0

16 t2

244

Computerization

Programs reported that their infonnation system was

not computerized l0

on a personal computer g

on a mainframe g

not answered I
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Seventeen of 22 progtams that used measures to evaluate their program's impact had an

information system that was computerized.

Of the 12 programs that have never been evaluated, 6 did not have an information sysrem

that was computerized, and 4 used a main frame computer, perhaps making data less

likely to be gathered or less easy to retrieve for the evaluation process.

Practice Issues

Respondents were asked to identify community practice issues that they would like to

discuss at a conference with others in the field of psychogeriatrics. There were 13

responses to this quesrion and they are listed in detail in Appendix 11.

Five programs would like to discuss the issue of establishing effective linkages with

others in the continuum of care for the elderly.

Four programs stated that they would like to see ethical issues addressed.

Four programs would like to collaborate on the development of educational strategies,

particularly for LTC facility staff. Four programs would like to explore assessment and

treatment issues.

The major findings will be discussed further in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION OX' MAJOR RESEARCH T'IhIDINGS

The purpose of this practicum was to survey community psychogeriatric outreach

programs in Western Canada, to compare them to each other, and úo an "ideal model"

derived from a literature review and key informant interviews. The data analysis has

provided statistically significant information on relationships between programs, and

therefore only unexpected or provocative results will be further commented on here. The

current state of the practise as compared to the "ideal model" will be discussed. Policy

implications of the results and suggestions for future research will presented. An

evaluation of the writer's leaming objectives will also be reported on.

I . PROGRAM SURVEY FINDINGS AND THE ''DE{L MODEL''

A model for an ideal community psychogeriatric outreach program, was proposed earlier

in this report. The key elements, to be discussed, are; assessment, home visits, team

model, team composition, intake process, range of services, target group, and continuum

of services available to psychogeriatric clients.

I - Comprehensive Psychogeriatric Assessment

It was proposed, in the "ideal model" that teams should provide a comprehensive

biopsychosocial-environmental-functional assessment. All of the programs report that they

provide such an assessment. It is not known precisely how teams perform their

assessments, or if there is consistency in assessment between programs.
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Four different types of teanr cornposition were identifie¿ i¡ the literature review and in

tlte progranls surveyed. It is difficult to irnagine that teanrs composed of orrly physicians

and nurses can provide the satne clepth and quality of assessnrent in all a¡eas as do

multidisciplinary teams.

The development of standardized protocols for assessihg the va¡ious facets t¡at comprise

a comprehensive psychogeriatric assessrnent would be especially usetul to tearns that lack

a broa<l range of disciplines. T'his would help to erìsure t¡at their assessments Íìre as

comprehensive as those of multidisciplinary teanìs.

Programs use a wide variety of testing instrurnents with their clients. only the Folstein

Mini-Mental State Examination,however, is used routinely by all prograrns. Overall there

is no consensus on which testing instruments are nrost useful. Evaluation of which

instruments are lnost useful, (arrd valid), in screerring an<l tliagnosing diflerent problems

would be a useful a¡ea for resea¡ch. Selected instruments coulcl becorne part of a

standardized assessment protocol, and go part of the way toward ensuring that all clients

receive a sirnilar quality of assessrnent.

2 - Home Visits

In the ideal model it was suggested that horne visits a¡e an integral part of both

assessment and treatment of clients. FIome visits also break down the traditional barrier

of inadequate transportation as an obstacle to receivilrg rnental health service. (patterson,
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1976)' All of the surveyed progrants provide sonre services in the client's home. The cost

of providing this service, in tenns of staff time, is not known, but it can be assumed that

programs with very large catchntent areas, (i.e. rnost likely those with rural and mixed

catchments), need to take this cost into consiclerariorì when detennining the number of

staff they require. Unfortunately, one of the limitations of the survey was a failure to ask

how much tirne teams spent in travelling. In adclitioÌr, only ten prograrns were able to

provide information on their catchnrent size. Findirìgs reported indicatecl that programs

with rural catchments have smaller average case loads than do progranrs in urban

catchments; it is possible that this in pafi reflects time involved in u-avel in rural areas.

3 - Tearn Model

The ideal team proposed was interdisciplinary in nature. A limitation of tfie questionnaire

was that it asked whether teanls were committed to a nrultidisciplinary tearn philosophy,

rather than asking whether they functioned as interclisciplirrary tearns. It was possible to

determine, however, through the questions asking how case conferences were used, and

how multidisciplinary input was ensured, tlrat 25 of the prograrns fu¡ction as

interdisciplinary teams. These teams cliscuss all cases in conferences, arcl diagnoses are

made with the input of all disciplines. This kind of conference is tirne- consuming, and

the amount of time involved woulcl be expected to increase with the range and number

of disciplirles involved. This might in part explain sonre of the findings reported. Teams

with 3 or lnore disciplines are larger, have higher staff rates and teanr rates, have larger

case loads, keep cases open longer, ancl open fewer cases per year per F1'E, than do teams
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ancl nurses. To date however, no evidence exists to show

produces better health outcontes.

The ideal team proposed consisted of a

a consulting occupational therapist

criterion.

geriatric psychiarrist, a social worker, a nurse, and

and neuropsychologist. Only 2 teanls rnet this

However, with the exceptiott of one prograrn, the icleal teanr identifie<l by respondents

meet the criteria of the ideal team proposed. lt can be assunred, then, that team

composition is a reflection of the availability of fundirrg and qualified staff, rarher than

a reflection of what disciplines are seen as requirecl on the tearn. Multidisciplinary teams

see a wider range of disorders tllan do physician-nurse teams; this may reflect the broader

range of specialized disciplirtes required to detect ancl assess non-nledical problerns. T'hese

findings may also support the hypothesis that less cliscipline-rich teanls can not provide

as comprehensive an assessnterlt as teams with a wicle range of disciplines. If funders

wish to increase the range of disorclers seen by psychogeriat¡ic progranìs they will need

to staff their teams with at least 3 disciplines.

The implications of less discipline-rich teams for assess¡ìent were discussed, above. As

well, it could be postulated that the range and depth of inrerventions is more limited when

the teanl is comprised of only physicians and nurses. 'fo sorne extent this lrypothesis is

supported by the research findings. 'fhere were positive conelations reported between

population density, md the rates of anxiety disorders, alcoholV¡ug dependency and

adjustment problems; and between the rate of nra¡italYarnily dysfuncìtion and staff rates.
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Large clinical tealns are usually comprised of 3 or rnore disciplines, and are found more

frequently in urban areas' which have large populations over age 65, and high population

density.

4 - Referral Process

Where referrals colne from is to sonre extent detennilred by nrandate. As reported,

programs mandated to provide their services only to L'l'C facilities, generally receive all

their referrals fronl that source. of programs with wider man<tates, nolre linrit themselves

to taking referrals only from physicians, although several reportecl that they asked for

physician agreemetlt. This indicates that progran'rs with broader nlandates take referrals

from a wide va¡iety of sources, as was proposed i, the ,,ideal 
moder,,.

The reasons given for referral were also varied, as were the diagnoses rnade, supporting

the importance of an open referral system in procuring referrals that reflect the range of

medical and non-nredical factors that can irnpact orì tlìe functioning of the elderly.

It should also be noted that progranrs that provide their services only to LTC do not have

higher LTC refenal rates than do programs rhat provide service to both LTC and

community. This implies that the provision of a specialized tearn to L1'C does not ensure

that a greater proportion of potential clients are seen.

6 - Range of Services

As was reported, programs provide a wide range of services; only 5 of the 2l programs
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that responded, horvever, ¡troviile seivic¿ in erci, r.:.iiugcr.¡ ui" the l¡rscril-red list 
'sed 

in

the survey. Alt but 2 of the responclents provictecl service in all categories of direct

services to clients. Direct service to farnilies is provicled by all but 2 of the progranì

respondents. Research, comnrunity development and cornnrunity consultation were the

areas where progranrs spent the least amount of tinle, if any.

Seventeen progralns reported that they would like to increase the amount of tirne that they

spent on non-patient services. 'l'he rcasons given for not doing so essentially related to the

pressures of direct service work, and insufficient staffingVurrding to increase any services.

It appears that programs perceive that high direct service time is correlated with low

indirect service tilne. f'he fitrdirrgs, paradoxically, irrdicate that those programs that do

some indirect service, have higher case turnovers, (i.e. see nrore clients per FlE).

A - Education

Education was proposed as an important service that should be offered by psychogeriatric

programs' and is provided by all programs. Wasylenki (1987) has poi¡ted out the

importance of psychogeriatric specialists providirrg educational services to a broad range

of targets, to achieve a multiplier effect for a scarce resource. Education can have two

purposes' one approach is to provide education about approaches and treatment to

professional ca¡e providers. This focus woukl enable care providers to support and treat

clients more therapeutically and appropriately. 'l'his approach might ultinrately lead to

fewer referrals to psychogeriatric programs, as care providers develop rnore expertise in
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the managenlent of their clie¡rtsþatients. A secon<J approach is the eclucatign of referral

sourcesi tlte genernl public and consumers, to sensitize thern to what a psyclrogeriatric

problem is, (as opposed to nonrtal aging), the treatability of these problerrrs, and when to

refer' This approach might result in an increase in relerrals to progranrs, arrd thereby the

rate of elderly people seen with nlental dis<lrders.

Progrants surveyed spend an average of 9Vo of their tiilre on education. No rlratter which

approach programs take, in order to ittcrease educ¿rtiollal services tirne woulcl have to be

built into programs to prepare educational material, as well as to teach it. T-his would

likely mean more staff would have to be hired, (in ptrticular staff with the ability to

teach)' This may be problematic, in part due to econonìic constraints of funders, and in

pa-rt because there is a sca¡city of specialized psychogeriatric clinicians irr all disciplines;

this is likely even more true if they must also be skilled in teaclrirrg. It rnay be possible

to compensate for these linritations by facilitating the developnìent of standardized

educational nlaterials that coulcl be sha¡ed within the field. T'his woulct increase efficiency

and help to staltda¡dize the quality of education being provided, which rnay vary from

program to program. Currently sotne of the prograr¡rs have cleveloped or use sta¡dard

educational programs and videos that might be able to be made more widely available to

other programs. In order to accornplish this, it woulcl be necessary to increase

communication between psychogeriatric progranrs, across provincial, rnandate and funding

boundaries. It is hoped that by sharing a report of the results of this practicurn with all

participants, a start will be made in this process. Any eclucational prograrns being

cuffently used should be subject to evaluation.
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B - Community Development

only l3 of 21 respondents reported spen<ling arry rirììe in this activity, Âs was discussed

in the "i<leal ttlodel" this is att intportant role for corurnunity psyclrogeriatric programs.

Shulman and wasylenfti, as reported in the results of the key infonnant survey, both

stated that linkages must be created at all levels, (clirrical, program, arr<J policy), between

all components of the service spectrum to the elderly, to ensure coordillatio. of services,

accessibility, and efficient use of resources. wherr prograrns were asked about the

availability of a particula¡ set of resources to psychogeriatric clients, they reported that

the level of service was low, except for facility respite care, LTC becls, ECT, general

psychiatry beds, and extended care beds. If prograrns spent more tirne in cornmunity

development, (e'g. on boards,i¡l irtterest groups), they rrright be able ro help devise a better

continuum of care for their clients.

Bridging the gap between geriatric and mental health services, psychogeriatric programs

a¡e often in a position to identify <Ieficiencies in services available ro the elderly. For

example, several survey respoltdents and key irrforrnants stated that LTC facilities are

inadequately staffed, (in numbers and skill level), to provide appropriate care to

psychogeriatric clients with difficult behaviours. Several also stated that the level of

community home support services are inadequate, arrcl sometimes difficult to access for

clients' Prograttts could make tlteir concern.s known to the funders ancl conrmunity at

large' They could join with others in advocating orr behalf of their client.s for increased

funding for home support staff and L1'C facilities, or for rhe establishnrent of specialized
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care facilities.

7 - Continuum of Services

Key infonnants reported that alrnost the entire contirruum of services they were asked

about, was available in their provinces. It was notecl by key infornrants, ¡owever, that

many resources were found only in larger areas, and had catchnrent boundaries that

excluded some cliellts. This illfonnation was bonre out by tlre survey results, where it

was found tltat more resources a¡e available in urban areas, than in rural a¡eas. overall,

programs had virtually no direct accessVonnal links to other resources. Several key

informants and survey responclents stated that sonre resources refusecl to provide their

service to clients with difficult behaviours. More suppoft to these services through

education to staff, and provisiorl of consultation services to assist with the rnanagement

of difficult clients, could be provided by cornnrunity psychogeriatric programs to

ameliorate this problern.

Penetration of Services

Mental Health Disorders in General

The Canadian Medical Association (1987) has stated rlìar approximarely 3rJvo ofelderly

Canadians require nlental health services, at any poilrt in tirne. K¡anrer et al (19g5) report

the total prevalence of mental disorders in the elderly is 17 vo.Health and welfare Canada

(l99lE) used a figure of 25vo in reporting the rate ol'prevalence of rnental disorders
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among seniors. Gurland and Cross (1982) suggested that 15 - ZTVo of the elderly may

need psychiatric services. These rates are not necessa¡ily directly applicable to western

Canada as it is not known that the definitions of mental disorders\need for psychiatric

services are the same. The term mental health services would be expected to encompass

a broader range of services than usually provided by a psychogeriatric outreach program.

Additionally we don't know how prevalence was detertnined; eg. by survey of symptoms,

clinician interviews, or review of established diagnoses. For the purpose of this discussion

the most conservative figure will be used, l5vo In the survey results the number of cases

opened per year per 1,000 people over age 65, was calculated for 23 programs. The

median was 10 cases per year per 1,0000 seniors. This is a considerably lower rate than

the 150 cases per 1,000 elderly that would be expected from the most conservative

estimate of prevalence in the literature. Currently progïams are only seeing 1 in l5 of the

potential cases.

This is not to say that the elderly receive no treatment for mental health problems. The

mentally ill elderly are treated, but this tends to be occur in ouçatient clinics, general

hospitals, long term care facilities and in the offices of family physicians, (Canad.ian

Mental Health Association, lggg).

Nevertheless' the low penetration rates of the surveyed programs supports zaÅt,s(19g0),

and German et al's (1985) studies that found the elderly under-utilize mental health and

psychiatric services. Some of the possible reasons for this discrepancy were discussed in
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the literature review. Lebowitz (1988),stated that the stigma of mental illness is especially

strong in the current cohort of elderly people; perhaps this leads them to avoid

psychogeriatric services. Patterson (1976) suggested that the elderly experienced

discrimination by health care professionals, and as a result were less likely to be referred

to community mental health services. Cohen (1976) suggested that negative stereotypes

and misinformation held by psychiatrists might preclude a decision to provide treatment.

Butler (L975) believed that ageism is one of the reasons that elderly people do not receive

their share of psychiatric services.

Psychogeriatric programs have been put in place to overcome some of these barriers, but

those in a position to refer to these programs may continue to carry the attitudes

aforementioned. More public education is required, particularly directed at health care

professionals and the elderly, to overcome these obstacles and to increase awareness of

the prevalence of mental health disorders in the elderly and their treatability. This is an

important role that can be undertaken by psychogeriatric professionals, and the funders

of psychogeriatric programs. As we have seen, programs cunently spend an average 9 Vo

of their time on education. If they are to provide more education, time would have to be

allocated for this purpose, and more staff would likely be required. If, as a result referrals

increase, a further increase in staff would be required.

All psychogeriatric programs that were surveyed in British Columbia, and 3 in Manitoba,

(N=15) do not accept people who are chronically mentally ill or substance abusers,
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llllless tltete ale collcutrlitallt Problerrrs associatetl ,,vith agilrg, or.ner\,¡rsyc¡iatric

symptotlls separate frotn the chl'oltic illness\ubstancìe Írt)use. l)eo¡rle u,itlr tlelllentia are llot

accepted by these progranìs utlless otlrer psychiatric: syrììl)tonìs or behavi¡rrr ¡rroSlerrrs are

associate<I with the tleltlentia"llle exclusion criteriolr oI other prograrìs is r¡rrknow¡.

Where these exclusioll criteriott ale irr place, it rvoulcl seern likely that psychogeriatric

programs would have tliagnostic rales substalrtialll, loil,er f lralr tlre ¡rrevalerrce o[ ¡rental

disorders reporte<l ill the literature, but just how nruch lower these lntes could be

reasonably expected to be, is unkllown.

Several respoltdettts state<l tllat for adrninistrative reasons they rvere rrot able to opelr

"cases" olt caregivers' evefl tlrotrglr they were plovirlirrg services to l¡er¡.'l'his would

usually occur ill situations where tlte spouse hacl a clernerrtia: the case,,vould be ope¡e<l

under "orgattic rtlental clisolder", even tlìough it was with the caregiver t¡at t¡ey

illtervetled.'l'his ¡rractice, wlticlt seenred to relate to dellralrds of lì¡rrtlcrs, lrray have

irrflated sottte diagrrostic categories, and left urrre¡xrrred olhers. Both key infonna¡ts a¡d

survey respolttlettts have strolìgly stated that there is a ¡eerl to ¡'.r,icle services to

caregivers' If fullders are interestecl irr ¡rrograrns sul)l)ortirrg caregivers, arrtl seeilrg a wide

variety of Illelltal health ptoblertts, alrcl would like this accurately r.eflec:tecl ilr ¡rrcgrarrrs,

statistics, tlrey will need to legitirrrize ope'irrg ,,cÍìses,, 
orr caregivel.s.

An additional factor that rrright aflfect

filrdings. T'here is a col.relaticur betrveen

¡reneh'atiolr rates is supported by the research

high stal'f:¡ro¡rulatiolr ratios arrrl higher refenal
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and case rates; that is to say, programs with higher numbers of staff per population over

age 65 in their catchment tend to have more referrals and cases per elderly in the

catchment, than do programs with lower staff:population ratios. It seems obvious from

this, that if higher penetration of the target gloup is desired, higber staff:population ratios

are required. Given the current economic situation, it may not be realistic to increase

staffing enough to provide specialized psychogeriatric services to everybody in need of

them. An alternative, (or complementary), approach would be to focus more effort on the

education of non-specialized care providers, through formal education and the use of the

consultation model. If this route were chosen, psychogeriatric specialists would then only

provide assessment and treatment to the most complex cases.

Organic Mental Disorders

In the literature review various prevalence rates were given for dementia. Health and

Welfare Canada (19888) reported that L\Vo of the elderly suffer from mild to moderate

dementia, and SVo from severe dementia. Evans, Funkenstein Alberts et al (1989) stated

that approximately LOVo of. the elderly suffer from a dementia. Gurland and Cross (1932)

found that7.SVo of elderly Americans are demented. As mentioned above, psychogeriatric

programs surveyed only see people with dementia if there are associaæd behavioral

problems or other psychiatric symptoms. It was reported by Teri et al (1988), that gg Vo

of people with severe cognitive impairment have associated problem behaviours. Wragg

and Jeste (1989), reported that affective and psychotic symptoms occur in 30 - 40Vo of.

patients with Alzheimer's Dementia. The most conservative estimate of need can be
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obtained by taking 5Vo as serverely demented, of whom 3O-40Vo can be assumed to have

affective or psychotic symtroms, for a result of I.57o,. The mean rate of organic mental

disorders diagnosed by the surveyed programs was 3.5 cases per L,000 elderly, as

compared to the prevalence of L5 cases per L,000 calculated from the literature. Currently

then, programs ate seeing approximaûely 1 in 4 potential cases of organic mental

disorders. This is a high proportion, compared with the overall proportion of f. in 15

potential cases. In part this relatively high proportion may reflect the finding that the

elderly were most frequently referred to psychogeriatric programs because of cognitive

impairment\behaviour problems. These kind of problems are likely frequently referred

because of the difficulties they cause caregivers. Education of potential referral sources

might be a role undertaken by programs, to increa.se the penetration of psychogeriatric

services to those with mild or moderate dementias.

The program that has the highest rate for organic mental disorder, (10.8 cases per 1,ü)0

elderly),is seeing 1 in 1.4 potential cases per 1,000 elderly; this program may be seeing

a greater number of less severe cases than programs overall.

ùIood Disorders

Health and Welfare Canada (1991e), reported that Blazer, Hughes and George (19g2), in

a large American epidemiologic survey found that 8Vo of the community-dwelling elderly

had depressive symptoms that required clinical intervention, and an addition al 'J.9Vo had

dysphoric symptoms. Kay, Henderson et al (1985) found that L5.5vo of those over age g0
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met DSM III-R criæria for a major depressive disorder. Blazer (L989), estimated that

there would be a 9.7Vo prevalencæ rate of depression in Canadian seniors in 1991.

The rate of mean mood disorders diagnosed by the programs surveyed was 2.6 cases per

1,000 people over age 65. When compared to the prevalence rate suggested by Blazer et

al, 80 per 1,000 elderly, the programs are only seeing 1 case in 31 potential cases. The

program with the highest rate of mood disorders (11.3 cases per 1,000 elderly), is seeing

only 1 case in 7 potential cases.

There may be a lower number of depressed clients refened to psychogeriatric programs

for all the reasons previously discussed. Many are being treated by family physicians.

Some cases may not be referred as they are long-standing disorders, and would not meet

program "admission" criteria. As well, people may be " quietly" depressed, causing no

problems to care givers, and thus less likely to be referred for assessment and treatment

than those with organic mental disorders. The elderly and their care givers may accept

depressed feelings as a normal result of losses associated with aging. This is unfortunate

as depression responds well to treatment. There needs to be a greater emphasis on

providing education to health care professionals and consumers about signs and symptoms

of depression, and its treatability.

Psychotic and Delusional Disorders

Silver (1986) found that 4Vo of the communitydwelling elderly demonstrated significant

paranoid ideation. Christian and Blazer (1984) also found generalized persecutory ideation
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in  Vo of communitydwelling elderly. The programs surveyed diagnosed a mean rate of

0.8 cases per 1,000 elderly. Compared to the most conservative rates in the literature ,

programs are seeing L case in 50 potential cases. Even the progtam that has the highest

rate of psychotic disorders, (3 cases per 1,000 elderly), is seeing only L case per L3

potential câses. It may be many of the potential cases are chronically mentally ill, and

would not meet the programs' "admission" criteria. Nonetheless, this low rate is somewhat

surprising, as often people with psychosis and delusional disorders are disturbing to those

they come into contact with, and therefore a greater number of cases would be expected

to come to the attention of psychogeriatric programs.

Delirium

In the liÛerature it is reported that 3o -50Vo of elderly individuals admitted to acute care

facilities will develop delirium, (Mattice,1989). There are no prevalence rates for delirium

in communitydwelling elderly to be found in the literature. Beresin,(L9gg) and Lipowski,

(1989), state that delirium is often unrecognized. The mean rate of delirium diagnosed by

the programs surveyed was 0.44 cases per 1,000 people over age 65 with a range of 0-

2'69 cases per 1,000 elderly. Perhaps delirium is unrecognizrÅ, by referral sources, or

conversely , it is identified and people are sent directly to acute care facilities. As

delirium is a potentially lethal medical emergency, @eresin, 1988), educating potential

referral sources about delirium is an important preventative service that psychogeriatric

programs should provide.
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A positive correlation between tlte rate of deliriurn ancl the average age of clients was

reported; this finding tends to support the valiclity of the research results, as it is well

documented in the literature that vulnerability to <leliriurn increases in t¡e old-old.

(Leresin,l988; Lipowski 1989).

Anxiety Disorders

Bland et al (1988) found a prevalence rate o13.57o anìong comrnuniry-dwelling e¡lerly

in Edrnonton, for anxiety/sornatofonn disorders.'l'he progranrs surveyed cliag¡osed 0.6

cases per 1,000 people over age 65. Cornpared to llland et als'rate, prograrns are seeing

only 1 in 58 potelltial cases. Even the program with the highest rate of a¡xiety disorders,

(3'7 cases per 1,000 elderly), is seeing only 1 in 9 poterrtial cases per l,(X)g elderly. ïlrese

low rates may reflect the ageistn discussed earlier, as well as a lack of recognition of

anxiety symptotlìs on the part of referral sources. once rnore, education of referral sources

and consutners is an importattt role psychogeriatric ¡rrograrns can prgvicle, in order to

facilitate rnore people with anxiety disorders beirg treate<I.

Personality Disorders

According to the Health and Welfare Canada, 1988b) personality disorders occur in 5Vo

of the elderly population. Programs surveyed diagnosed 0.3 cases per 1,000 people over

age 65' Programs are seeing I in 166 potential cases.'l'he progranl that sees the highest

rate of personality disorders, (1.02 cases per 1,000 el<Jerly), is seeilrg orrly I case in 49

potential cases' In part these very low rates may reflect the exclusion criteria of many
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programs' whereby the elderly with chronic rnental ilhress are not "aclnritted". It seems

unlikely that people develop personality disorders for the first tirne after age 65, and they

would therefore not be seen if tltere were not also conconritant problerns associated with

aging presented.

Alcohol\Drug Dependency

Perr)' (1987), reported tltat 5.7vo of the elderly ale alcoholics. prograrns surveyed

diagnosed a Ìnean rate of 0.35 case per 1,000 people over age 65. prograrììs see I in 163

potential cases. 'fhe program that has the highest rate of alcohol\ubstance abuse, (2 cases

per 1,000 elderly), is seeing I in 28 potential cases. As discussed ear-lier however, many

psychogeriatric programs do not "adrnit" alcohol\sutrstance abusers r¡nless there are

concomitant psychiatric syntptorns or problerns associatecl with aging, thus reducing the

rate of alcoholics that would be expected to be referrecl to them.

Marital\Family Dysfunction and Adjustnrent problerrs

Prevalence rates for maritalVarrrily dysfunction and adjustrnent problerns could not be

found in the literature. This coulcl be an a¡ea for future resea¡ch. wide differences in rates

of these disorders between programs surveyed, (range 0-22vo, and 0- l5Vo, respectively),

may reflect differences in "aclmission" criteria,(as discussed above), or in team

composition' Multidisciplinary teams rnay see rnore of these cases, in part because they

have the resources to assess attd ntanage them, but also because referral sources may

perceive them as more able to provide this service r.han are physiciarr-lrurse tearns. This
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is borne out by the fîndings that team rates for multidisciplinary teams are higher than

physician-nurse t€ams, and a positive conelation exists between team rates and case rates.

Summary

Overall psychogeriatric programs have low penetration rates for mental disorders in

general, (1 in 15), and for almost all specific disorders: ( 1 in 31 mood disorders, 1 in 50

psychotic and delusional disorders, 1 in 57 anxiety disorders, 1 in 17g personality

disorders, and 1 in 163 alcoholics.) The exception is organic mental disorders, (1 in 4),

which might be explained by the problem behaviours associated with dementia that lead

to referrals' Aside from this same exception, penetration rates calculated for the programs

that reported the highest rate for each disorder, indicated programs see fewer cases

expected from prevalence studies. The barriers, (e.g. ageism and stigma), to the provision

of mental health services; the exclt¡sion criteria of many programs; and that some cases

are being treated by others, were suggested as reasons for the low penetration rates for

other disorders' The survey results showed that the rate of cases seen by programs is

proportional to the number of staff per L,(Ð0 elderly peoplg in their catchme¡15, and

therefore staff numbers' were demonstrated to be a significant factor in the low

penetration rates' Education u/as suggested as a potential strategy for improving

penetration rates and increasing referrals. Goldberg and Huxley, (19g0), suggest that

identification of mental disorders is less of an issue with General practioners than is the

decision to refer to specialized services. Education of non-spec ializedcare provideß \¡/Írs

also discussed as potential means of reducing referrals, through enabling care providers

to manage psychogeriatric disorders more effectively. The latter approach is most
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to assess only the most difficult cases.

tr. PROGRAM PIANNING\POLICY ISSUES

I - Staffing

Although the survey results permitted calculation of staff rates per 10,000 elderly, and

case rates per L,000 elderly, there is nothing in the literature that reveals whether these

rates are appropriate, high or low. British Columbia, proposes a staff rate of 5 FTE per

10,000 elderlyT. If this somewhat arbitrary rate were accepted as the benchmark, only 4

programs have achieved it,2 in Manitoba and 2 in British Columbia. It is interesting to

note that the average ideal team rate (5 per 10,000 elderly) met the proposed benchmark,

i.e. almost half of the programs would meet the benchmark if they were provided with

the stafling for their ideal team. The fact, however, that programs are only seeing 1 in 15

potential mental health cases per L,000 elderly, suggests that current staffing is

insufficient. This was supported by the research; as team rates rise, case rates also

continue to rise, with no "levelling off'.

Nowhere in the literature is it suggested what the appropriate case load size or case

turnover should be for a psychogeriatric program, so it is impossible to evaluate the

appropriateness of programs' case loads sizes or the length of time they keep cases open.

TPersonal communication with Program Consultant in B.C. Mental Health, lgg2.
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These deficiencies in tlte body of knowledge make it irrrpossible for progranr planners to

develop realistic staffing targets for prograrns. It also nrakes it very <lifficult for progranrs

to develop rational argumetìts for requesting rnore personnel. Research is badly needed

into why penetratiorl rates are so much lower tlrarr expected, arrtJ what appropriate

staff:population rarios should be.

There have been no studies to indicate which types of tearìs,

model of service has the best health outcomes. 'l'his is a'

strategies have been suggested by Cole, (1939).

which disciplines, and which

area for future resea¡ch, and

2 - Target Group

An argument was ntade in the clrapter on the "ideal nrodel" for not lirniting the target

group served by comntunity psychogeriatric tearns to rlìose wlro can be given a DSM-III-

R psychiatric diagnosis. As was ¡xrirrtecl out by Ilealth and Welfare Canada, (l9ggb), a

psychiatric diagnosis is only part of a psychogeriatric assessnrerìt. Functional irnpairment

in mental health is an indicator of need for comrnunity nrerìtal health services, rather than

the presence of a specific psychiaric illness, (Blazer and Naddox,lgg2).'l'hroug¡out the

literature the complex ¿uray of meclical and non-medical factors that can irnpair the nlental

health of the elderly were highlighted. The field of psyclrogeriar¡ics developed from a

recognition of the complex etiology of psychogeriatric issuesþroblerns, and the u¡derlying

philosophy of the field is holistic, reflecting the social nrodel. When psychiatric diagnosis

is seen as the primary reason\ustifìcation for "treatrnerrt" by a psychogeriatric program,
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it can be argued that geriatric psychiatry is being pracrised, ratlìer than psychogeriatrics,

and the medical model beconres paranìount.

Currently programs in western Canatla are diagnosing a psychiatric illness itt gTVo of the

cases they see. In that they were provicled with a list of cliagnoses to choose from, and

only 2l programs use DSM-lll-R, it is diffìcult to kn(rw whether rhe results indicate the

true target group. It is possible that some progr¿ìrììs "translated" their "diaglloses" to fìt

the question. Earlier it was suggested that the practise o[ sorne prograrìrs that open cases

on dementia clients, while actually irrtervening witlr caregivers, may also distort accurate

reporting of the range of mental health problerrrs treing seen.

Funders need to examine whether the prornotiorr of cornrnunity care, health and

prevention is best served by geriatric psychiatry, or psychogeriau-ic programs that

incorporate geriatric psychiatry.

The needs of caregivers would be rnorc likely to be directly nret through the practise of

psychogeriatrics, as discussed in the "ideal model',.

3 - Education of Professionals in llealth Care

It has been foulld that there is little formal trainirrg, particularily at the graduate level

health care professional, other than psychiatry, about the mental health probler¡s of

elderly, (Canadian Mental health Association, lggg).

for

the
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All disciplines that practice in the health care field, need ro be trained at the

undergraduate level in gerontology, in recognition of the increasing lru¡rber of elderly

who will require services. Key infomrants and survey responclents both cited lack of well-

qualified staff as a problem faced in recruitrnent. 'l'eanr functioning skills are also needed

for effective prâctice on teams as was discussed irr the "ideal nrodel"; presently each

discipline is prepared to work as an ilrdependent ¡rrofessional, (McGrath, Iggg).

Given the interdisciplinary teanr approach favoured by psychogeriatric pr.ogranìs, sonìe

degree of cross-training needs to be undertaken. Presently this is done ',orì tlre job', by

osmosis and tlrrough individual effort. This process needs to be fonnalized, t¡rough,

perhaps, certifìcate programs in psychogeriatrics.

Schools of social work, in particulat, need to provide social workers with a basic

understanding of physical disor<Iers, nornral aging, meclications, cognitive

impairmenþsychiatric disorders in order for the profession to nrairtain a credible

rolApresence in health care. Few Canadian schools of social work offer instruction in

these a¡eas.

4 - Caregivers

The needs of caregivers, particularly farnily caregivers, must be acldressed by program

planners and policy nlakers. T'his necessity was <liscusserl in the literatrre review, and it

was reported as a concern of both key inforrnants and survey resporrde¡ts. Trends
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discussed in the literature, that supported the clevelclprnent of cournrurrity psychogeriatric

teams , a¡e deinstitutionalizatiort, desirability of proviclirrg c¿rre in the lrorrre, and tlre push

to reduce health c¿ue costs. It is irnportant that the "attractiveness" of the first 2 trends

is not used to justify lack of service or unreasollable cuts to health and social services to

the elderly. These current trenrls place the burden of care f<rr the elderly on the shoulders

of family members, often old and frail thernselve$.(Bergman, l97B; Robertson and

Reisner, 1982; Brody l98l). f'he stresses of carilrg for a'

elder, particularly when dementing, has been well docurnentetl, (Ilealth and Welfare

Canada,l99le; Clark 1987; and Zant 1987), as has the potential f<rr tlre caregiver to

experience mental health problems,(Brodaty an<l Ilatlzi-pavlovic, 1991, Ilealth and

Welfare Canada, 199 le).

The survey results revealed that all but 2 of 2l progranrs tllat respolrded, provide some

direct services to clients' families. With the exce¡rtiorr of one pr.ograrìì, all provide

consultation to caregivers. As discussed earlier, sonre respondents rìrentioned that they

could not "open" cases on caregivers unless they coulcl give them a DSM Itt-R diagnosis.

This causes some problems itt case recording, an<J rnay "bury" the nurnber of caregivers

without psychiatric diagnoses who a¡e being seerr by prograrns.

The role of providing services directly to caregivers shoukl be legitirni zed by funders,

both as part of the objective of keeping psychogeriar.ric clienrs ar horne as long as

possible, and as a prevenhtive service for caregivers. 'fhe vulnerability of caregivers to
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mental health problems has been well docurnented, but it has not yet been clearly

demonstrated that alìy preventative interventions ac:tually re¿uce the i¡ciclellce of nlental

disorders. This is an area for future resea¡ch.

5 - Progranl Evaluation antl Outcornes

As discussed in the key infonnant survey results, Dr. Cole believes that it is irnperative

that programs be evaluated irt order to deternrine whether or not they are seeilrg

appropriate target groups, and which if arry prograrn rnodels\ interventions are effective.

When asked what they wanted to know about conrnrunity psychogeriatric programs, otlìer

key infonnants were keenly interestecl in finding out which progran.rs ha<l been evaluated,

who they were seeing, workload measures and how the progranìs had been

operationalized. In these times of cut-backs in health and human services, rigorous

program evaluations a-re necessary to justify the existenceVctivity of alrnost any service.

It was reported in the data analysis that 15 prograrns have been evaluate¿, but it is not

known wltat exactly was evaluated or how rigorously, as these evaluations have not been

published. Outcome measures are reported to be used by 22 programs, using referral

source satisfaction measures, tearn ratings of client outcornes, client satisfaction measures,

and\or comparisons of Global Assessrnent of Functioning at intake and discharge. Again

it is not known how valid or rigorous these efforts have been. lt would be very useful if

psychogeriatric programs with the same mandates, alo¡g with their fun¿ers, coul¿ each

collaborate with their peers in developing standardized ( and therefore comparable)
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designs for evaluating their programs, client oulconres, and interventions. Linlitations in

undertaking this successfully are lack of communication between prograrìls, lack of tirne

and lack of skills. It is likely that very few prograrns have staff with experrise in research

methods or evaluation design, and this was in fact reported by z prograrns.

Alberta Mental Flealth, in Edrnonton, is attempring ro overcorne this by providing their

nurses with these skills as part of a Nursing Job Enhancenìent projec:t. other funclers

rnight follow this lead, or perhaps a professional researcher cor-rltl be contracted by

funders to provide leadership and expertise to existirrg staff.

An additional ba¡rier to evaluation is the ability of prograrns to gather, store and analyze

data about demographic an<l diagnostic characteristics of clients, ancl their program

activity. Only l4 programs could provide infonnatiorr on the age of clie¡ts they see, and

3 on clients' marital status, both basic itenrs o[dernographic infonnation. Seven programs

could not be certain that the data they reported related to clients was representative of

their progranls'operation. This may relate to the firrdirrg that only l7 prograr¡s have a

computerized infonnation systenr, and 8 of these are pa-rt of a main frarne (presumed to

belong to the funder), frorn which they may not be able ro retrieve appropriate

information for evaluation, as they would be linrited in what data they could input. A

standa¡dized infonnation system and data base would be very irnportant in collaborative

research between proglÍìms, an<l for developing nrethods for cornparing programs.

Cornmunication and collaboration in this area by ¡lsychogeriatric progranls could be of
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great benefit to future resea¡ch.

As discussed above, under "Assessrnent", tlìe developrnent of a standardized protocol for

assessing psychogeriatric clients, attd the investigation of suitable testirrg instrunrents, ale

both areas for future resea¡clt that could benefit prograrns and their clie¡ts.

Summary

overall surveyed programs were found to confonn to nìany aspects of the "ideal mode,,,

albeit to greater or lesser clegrees. Penetratiorì rates were found to be ge¡erally low

compared to prevalerce studies fourcr in the riterattrre.

It is as yet unknown what the appropriate staff:population ratio that is required to serve

the psychogeriatric population; nor is it known what discipline mix or progranì rnodel has

the best outcotne with these cliertts. Mantlates need to be clarifiecl and services

rationalized to ensure a broad range of rnental health disorders are being detected and

treated' This would encontpass direct care to caregivers. Psyclrogeriatrics, as opposed to

geriatric psychiatry, needs to be practised if the social nrodel of car-e is to be provided.

More education at the undergraduate level in all lrealth care professio¡s needs to be

undertaken to ensure a sufficient number of people with specialized skills in

psychogeriatrics. Program evaluations need to occur, as clo investigations into what

interventions and rnodels are lnost effective.
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III- RECOMMENDATIONS AND ,,\REAS FOR FUT'URE RESEARCIT

Many areas for research were derived frorn the foregoing discussion, and were

highlighted. The following provides a brief surnnìary of the a¡eas rhar were discussed.

2 - The development of stânda¡dized education rnaterials, with evaluatio's built in, was

discussed as an ¿ìrea for future research.

3 - Research needs to be undertaken to determilre which discipline nrix, and which

program nrodel, (ie psychogeriatric or geriatric psychiatry; consultation or direct service),

are most beneficial and cost-effective.

I - The development of a standardized protocor for assessi'g

the investigation of suitable testing instrumerìts, arè both

research, that could benefit prograrns and their clients.

4 - Research needs to be undertaken to deternrine whether

psychogeriatric programs have better outcomes than clients that

specialists.

5 - Research needs to be unclertaken to determilte the

for psychogeriatric programs.

psychogeriatric clients, and

areas suggested for future

clients treated by

a¡e treated by non-

appropriate staff:population ratio
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6 - Research needs to be ullclertaken to deternlille if clirect service to caregivers recluces

their vulnerability to mental health problerns. An aclditional question would be to

determine which interventions, if arìy, are most effective in reducing this vunerability.

7 - ln the discussion on penetratiort of services it was pointed out tlìat there is a lack of

research in the area of the prevalence of cleliriurrì, nraritalVarnily dysfu¡ction and

adjustment problems that occur with the elderly. Research into these areas would be

useful in planning for service needs. Research is also lreecled into which interventions, if
any' are most effective in treati'g the latter two proble'rs.

8 - Prograrn evaluation was discussed as

important that prograrn staff a¡e involved

essential area for imnlediate resea¡ch. It is

these evaluatiolls.

an

in

9 - Progranls Ireed to develop stan<Janlized nrethods fcrr gatlrering data, so they can be

compared to each other.

l0 - This study should be replicated, taking into account the lirnitations reported, in order

to compare progÌams in western canada with those in eastern canacra.

I I - Many programs reported

psychogeriatric clients. It was

and Beiser,l99l), and through

dissatisfaction with DSM III-R as a ciiagnostic system for

found in the literature, (Kutchins and Kirk,lggg; Bassett

the key infonnant survey, that Axis IV alld V are seen as
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particularly lirnited in applicability to the elderly. 'I'he <Jevelop¡ìent of lrew scales to rate

sffe8sors, attd global asses.snìent of functiolring, specifìc to the elderly, wot¡ld be a very

useful area for resea¡ch.

12 - One of the objectives of lìrany prograrì.rs surveyed is to cielay or forestall

inappropriate or premature institutionalization. An area for future research would be to

determine how programs' defìne "inappropriate\prernature institutionalization", and how

it can be proved that they achieve this objective. 'I-he potential risks to the clielrt and costs

to caregivers must be taken into account in nreeting this objective. A second resea¡ch

question might be to ask how these risks are measurecl.

13 - Many comntunity psychogeriatric programs are askect to consult about the ability of

cognitively irnpaired clients to continue living alone in their homes. 'l'his is an area that

was brought up by a nurnber of key inforrnants alrcl progranìs as a practise issue they

would like to discuss at the ethical arrd practical levels. 'fhere is no stancl ardized way of

making these assessrnents, which by their very nature are ext¡enìely cornplex. They can

also have a major impact on the client's life. Research that explores the ethical

dirnensions of these assessments, and research into the development of a standa¡dized risk

assessment protocol would be beneficial to clients and health ca¡e professionals.
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CHAPTBR 7

CONCLUSIONS

The resea¡ch has revealed that psychogeriatric prcgranìs in westenr Canada äre not

homogeneous. There is variety in catchrnent area characteristics, funders, ¡randates, team

composition, staff:populatio¡l ratios, prirnary referral sources, refenal rates, staff rates,

case rates, the size of caseloads, length of tirne cìases are kept open, size of populations

being served, range of services provided, range of nrental health problems seen, and

availability of conununity resources. It is difficult to detennine which factors ',cause ,,

what' Funders and catchmellt area (ie rural or urban) nray be the nrost important

differentiating factors, frorn which other differerces ar.ise.

Programs funded by Mental Iìealth are generally rnandated to serve both cornnrunity and

LTC; are mostly in B.C.; all but olre have teanr conrpositions like tlrat proposed in the

"Ideal Model", and teams are usually large; they get thei¡ referrals fronr a wide range of

sources' see people with a broad range of reasons for referral, and cliagrrose a broad range

of mental health problerns. These programs spencl the smallest proportion of rheir time

on consultation\education; have high refenal rates, case rates, staff rates and team rates.

They have larger caseloads which they "turn over" nrore slowly than prograrns funded by

LTC or hospitals, and open fewer cases per year per F1'E. T'hey clo not provi¿e their

services to acute care hospitals.
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Programs funded by LTC provide their services to L'l'C only irr all but orìe cìase; t¡ey are

mostly found in Manitoba and Alberta; 33vo of tlìe tearns collfonn r.o the team

cornposition proposed in the "kleal Model", and 507o are conìposed of physicians and

nurses only. Tean)s are generally snlaller than those fundecl by Mental llealth or hospital.

These progranls get their referrals alrnost exclusively frorn LTC faciliries, and have the

tlarrowest range of reasons for referral, and the least ùa¡iety in diagrroses rnade, perhaps

indicating that tlrey see a more ltornogeneous population tharr progranrs with broader

mandates. They only provide their services to acute care hos¡ritals when they have rural

catchments. Progranls funded by L'l'C have lower referral rates, staff rates, teanr rates and

case rates thatl those funded by other sources. Prograrns funded by L'l'C have small case

loads which they turn over ntore quickly than prcgrarns funded by Mental Health or

hospitals. They also spend a greater proportion of their time on consultation\education,

and open more cases per FrE per year, than do other prograrns; perhaps these

characteristics illdicate that they tend to use a corrsultation rnoclel to provicle their services.

Programs funded by hospitals fall between those tunded by L'I'C and Menral Health. They

are mostly found in Manitoba and B-C.; 627o of the teams confonu to the team

composition proposed in the "kleal Model", and 257o are composed of physicians and

nurses only. They get their referrals from a broader range of sources, and see a wider

range of reasons for referral, thatt programs funded by LTC or Mental llealth. 'l'hey have

Iarger average caseloads, which they keep open longer, as conrpared to prograr¡s funded

by LTC, but their average caseloads are snraller ancl tunì over faster than those of
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programs funded by Mental Health. 1'hey provide less consultation þclucation thall LTC

funded progralns' but more than Mental Flealth fundecl prograrns. 'I'heir referral rate, case

rate, staff rate, and team rate are higher than prograrns funderl by L'l'C. T'hey usually

provide their services to acute care hospitals.

Similarities between programs funded by hospitals anil those funded by LTC may result

from sirnilarity in team colnposition,(i.e. use of physicianhurse teanìs), that lead to their

gÌeater use of the consultation rnodel thall by progralns funded by Melrtal llealth.

Teams in urban areas, as opposecl to those in rural areas, tend to be fu¡ded by Mental

Health; to serve both community and LTC facilities; to serve large, derrse populations; to

have larger, mulúdisciplinary teanrs, but lower staff:population ratios; to have more

physicians; to have higher referral rates; to receive refenals fronr a wider range of

sources; to have larger case loads which they keep open for longer periocls of time; to see

a broader range of mental health problems; and to have a greater range of community

resources available to them.

Rural programs all extend their services to acute care lrospitals. Rural progranrs may be

less specialized than urbm teanrs, ancl have a greater need to "multiply" their services

through more indirect service, in response to the s¡raller number of otfter resources

available to their clients, and to travel time.
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It is unclear if these models have been deliberately ctesigned in response to the defìned

needs of the communities they serve, or if tlrey have sinrply evolved differently by

chance. Common sense would suggest that funder would tre the rnost important

independeltt variable, which would shape rnandate, which rnight lead to the selection of

disciplines for the teatn; this choice rnight lead to the choice of service rnodel, a¡d\or lead

to the range of clients seen. Much more research is neeclecl to detennine whether any

model is the "best" response to tlìe differellt characleristics of the rural and urban

catchments. [n planning new services or expanding existing programs, cornrnunity needs

assessnlents which take into account demographics, existing resources and gaps in

services, are needed.

One thing that is clear from the research results is that no program is sufficiently staffed

to come close to providing services to all potential rnental health clients. If funders wish

to improve penetration rates, to ex¡rarrcl the range of nrelrtal health problerns see¡, apd to

provide more direct services to caregivers, not only will tearns have to be larger, they will

also have to be multidisciplinary.

Alternatively, if it is desired that rnost of those in neerl receive appropriate treatment from

non-specialists, then a great deal tnore time needs to be spent in providing eclucation and

consultation to these non-specialists.

In the previous chapter, implications of the resea¡ch fcrr

suggestions for future resea¡ch were discussed. 'I'he

program plannirrg and policy, and

rnost irnportarrt of these is that
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progr¿ìms must be evaluated to detennine which service model, cliscipline mix, and

interventions are the most effective in nreeting tlre corrrplex neecls of the psychogeriatric

client' 'fhis necessitates not just evaluating individual prograrns, but cornparing them to

each other. In order to undertake tltis, progranrs will have to gather corrrparable data.
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CHAP'I'I'R 8

ITVALUA'I'ION OF LBATTNING

This has been a rich learning experience.

Through completing this practicum, I expected to acquire a broad an<l in-depth knowledge

of how community psychogeriatric outreach prograrrìs are providing services in westem

Canada' As well, I expecl.ed to develop expertise in the developrnent, desig¡, and

implementation of survey teclr'ir¡ues, and i' data a'arysis.

The specific skills I expected to learn were as follows:

Ability to develop, design and implenìerìr a survey.

Ability to develop ancl clesign a survey instrurnent.

Ability to analyze data using appropriate srarisrics.

Ability to relate the results of the analysis to existing studies/literature.

Ability to relate research rest¡lts to social policy, program planning, areas of future

resea¡ch.

The literature review provided nre with the opportunity to expand nry knowledge of the

multiple etiology of psychogeriatric problems, ancl forced me to consicler and a'alyze

different nrodels for delivering psychogeriatric care. 'l'his serve¿ tç rei¡florce my

conviction that the needs of the psychogeriatric client are best met by the use of
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multidisciplinary teams using a social model of care. As a resuh of this resea¡ch I have

come to believe that the practice of psychogeriatrics is different frçnr the pracrice of

geriatric psychian-y, and that the nren[al health problerns of the el<jerly are rnuch broader

than sirnply mental disorders. Cornnrunity psychogeriar.ric progranrs need to practice

psychogeriatrics, to intervene with the mental health problerns of the el<lerly effectively,

and again this calls for multidisciplinary teanìs within a social nloclel of care.

The interviews with key infonnants were interesting and infonnative, and provided me

with a variety of perspectives on issues in provicling psychogeriatric services. It was most

encouragitlg to find such a large atnount of consensus among key irrfonnants, and

congruence with rrry own ideas. ln looking back I wish I had askect for rnore in-depth

answers to the questions, that would have ex¡rlairrecl nrore about their ratio'ales for

answering questions about team composition, arrcr target groups.

The developmeltt of the resea¡ch instruments was a rich learning ex¡rerience. I lea¡ned

most from the errors of conltllission and ornissiolr, outlined in the section on lirnitations.

In future research efforts I woulcl spend much nrore tirne on developirrg and attempting

to validate my instrurnents prior to sending thern out. It was only when I attempted to

interpret the results that the deficiencies in the desigrrs canre to light.

Data analysis was a true challenge; numbers were

background in statistics, beyond a course taken rnalry

a foreign larrguage. I had no

years ago, alrd quickly forgotten.
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Discovering tlre mysteries of non-parametric and parrarnetric statistics was a major part

of my learning, tlte accomplishment of which was revealecl i¡ the clata a'alysis. I intend

to use this learning again as quickly as possible, before it facles. fhis resea¡ch also forced

me to become computer literate, which was not a learning experience I hacl a¡ticipated.

The development of the ability to critically analyze rhe literature ancl to relate it to the

research results was ha¡d wolt; I discovered I hacl tenclency to \ilarìt to accept whatever

was "in black and white", as trutlt. The criticisrns of nry comnrittee helped me to

overcome this.

one of the greatest leaming experiences was that I could analyze arrd synthesize material

from a wide variety of sources, and relate it to the research results in a nreaningful way.

This enabled me to develop suggestions for progranr plannirrg, policy developrnent and

future research that are well supported, and therefrx.e credible.

In closing, I learned a great deal fronr undertaking this practicurn; I was able to meet all

my learning objectives, I discovered some things about my own learning style, and I

gained confidellce in my ability to successfully clrallenge nryself acaclernically.
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KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

I - Various models for delivering Psychogeriatric services ro rhe elderly residing in

the community (including care facilities) have been described in rhe lirerarure:

Consultation-liaison model (Wasylenki,l984)-indirect services through

consultation, education, coordination, and collaboration to individuals and agencies

dealing directly with the elderly.

Outpatient geriatric psychiatry assessment and trearnent clinics, (Reifler, l9g7) -

in-clinic multidisciplinary assessment, consultarion to family, trearrnent.

Community "outreach" services (Harris,l990) -in-home assessment, treatment,

follow-up, consultation-provided by inter\multidisciplinary reams.

Consultation model -in-home assessment, consultation provided by a physician and

initiated by a Physician:(i.e t¡aditional Doctor ro Doctor consults).

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE IDEAL MODEL FOR DELIVEzuNG

PSYCHOGEzuATRIC SERVICES TO THE COMMUNITY? WHY?

2' Ha¡ris(1990) described the typical range of patient and non-patient services

commonly offered by a Psychogeriatric service in the community;

Direct patient services Non-patient services

assessment teaching

consultation research
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counselling community consultarion

medication

education

behaviour management

community support

medico-legal advice

placement assistance

crisis interventiorr

case coordination

follow-up

A- WHICH OF THESE SERVICES DO YOU THINK ARE ESSENTAL TO A

COMMUNITY PSYCHOGERIATRIC OUTREACH PROCRAM?

B- \ryHAT STAFFING RESOURCES DO YOU THINK ARE ESSENTIAL IN

PROVIDING THE SERVICES TFIAT YOU IDENTIFIED?

3 - A large part of the work of Psychogeriatric Outreach Teams is assessing clients and

providing diagnoses.

V/HAT DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM DO YOU BELIEVE SHOULD BE USED FOR

TIfi PSYCHOGERTATRIC CLIENT? WTIAT SYSTEM DO YOU USE? IS IT ADEQUATE?
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4 - In an ideal world a continuum of services would be available to the

Psychogeriatric client residing in the communiry:

community outreach services

psychogeriatric day care

psychogeriatric day hospital

psychogeriatric inpatient assessment and treamrent unit

respite services

caregiver (family) support

home support service

psychogeriatric boa¡ding homes\guest homes

psychogeriatric long termþersonal care beds

psychogeriaric chronic ca¡e\menral health

beds

education to caregivers (family and staff)

A - WHAT SERVICES DO YOU TTIINK ARE ESSENTIAL TO PROVIDING

ADEQUATE CARE TO PSYCHOGEzuATRIC CLIENTS IN THE COMMUNITY?

B - WHAT SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE TO TITE PSYCHOGEzuATzuC CLIENT

IN YOUR PROVINCE?

C - WHAT ARE THE GREATEST OBSTACLES TO PROVIDING COMMUNITY

PSYCHOGERIATRIC CARE TO THE ELDERLY IN YOUR PROVINCE?
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5 - Some people have suggested that there a¡e major issues still to be addressed in

providing community Psychogeriatric services, such as support for family caregivers;

education for long term ca¡e\homecare staff; lack of trained health care professionals;

need for evaluation of treatments, service delivery systems, and programs; implications

of a growing aging population and a declining population in the middle years; and

implications of the divorce rate and women in paid employment to caregiving. you may

be able to identify other important issues.

\ry}IAT DO YOU THINK ARE THE MAJOR ISSUES\CHALLENGES IN THE

FIELD OF COMMUNITY PSYCHOGEzuATRICS?

6 - As you know, I will be surveying community Psychogeriatric ourreach teams in

western Canada in order to develop a rypology of programs.

A - WHAT ARE YOU MOST INTERESTED IN KNOWING ABOUT TTIESE

PROGRAMS?

B . HOV/ WOULD YOU SUGGEST I MIGHT BEST COLLECT DATA FROM

COMMUNITY PSYCHOGERIATRIC OUTREACH PROGRAMS ?

7 - IF YOU I{AD A COUPLE OF MILLION DOLLARS TO SPEND ON

IMPROVING SERVICES FOR PSYCHOCERIATRIC CLIENTS IN THE

COMMUNITY, V/HAT IVOULD YOU SPEND IT ON?
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NAME OF PROGRAM:

NAME OF RESPONDENI': I'I IONE NUMBEII

i PROGRAM DBVELOI'MIiN'f AND S'I'RUC'I'UIl,E:

l. Does your prograÍ¡ì rneet the follorving criteria?
in operatiotr..six nronths ór ¡nore:
provide mental health serviccs, exclusivcly to tlrc clclcrly
a¡rd./or their care-gi vers :

2. llow nrany montl¡s lras your prograrr bee¡r i¡r o¡reratiorr?

3. Who funds your progranr ?

Ycs n No fl
Ye.s l--l No D

4. What is your annual budget? Is this funcling secure? ye.s n No f]If not, how often is funding revicwed? (Plcasc usc back for ¡¡ore roo¡r.)

5. What other prograrn(s) in Canada were nrost influc¡¡tial i¡r the clesign/clcvelopr¡ent
of yourprc)gram, and in what way? (Plea.se use blck for nrorc.s¡racc.)

6' What is the Mandate of your prograrn? (i.c. to ¡rrovidc wlrar Lo whonr?)

7. More specifically, wlrat a¡e thc Olrjectives of your ¡rrogranr?

8. What is the context within which your progra¡n is situaterl?
(Physically and organ izarionally).

acute care hospital
non-acute care hospital
long tenn care facility
community agency
other

tl
Etln
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ntl

II S'IAIIFING:
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l. llow lltatly full-tilrle or petrt-tirtre staff luake up the core Psyc¡ogeriltric Outrcac¡ Teanl?
(e.g. lt is assuttled tltat core teartì rììenìtrcrs are tho.sc rvho <:urry .r,,r*r, akrrrg witll <ltlrer <f uties;
therefore do.not i¡lclude cotìsultants to ttre teaur. Use boxes at left of tlisciplirres.)

2. In the boxes at the right. please nrark tlre clisciplirres rhat work orrty as consulf ants to the rest of
the tearlr.

CORII TEAM coNsuL't'^N't'.s coIrIt'I'tì^M CONSULT'ANI'S

Psychologist

3. Please put a star (*) next to the cliscipline of the'fea¡n's Cogrdi¡rator (above).

4' What is the average caseload oI a full-tinre er¡uivatent tearn nrernber? (i.e. llow nrany active cases
are carried at one tinre per full-tirne tearn riren.rber?)

5' What would you consider to be your ideal [earn? (l)lease ura¡k the nunrtrer of full-time members
of each discipline in the box nexr ro rhe cliscipline.)

tlr
trr
trn

nnntl
Etltl

Social Worker
R.N.

R.P.N.

B.N.

M.N./M.Sc.Nursirrg

Social Worker
R.N.

R.P.N.

B.N.

M.N./M.Sc.Nursing
o.T.
Psychologist

6. Does the Team Coordinator cany a clinical
If yes, what percentage of hisller tinle?

nTT
Ef,tltl

Geriatric Psychiatr ist
Ceneral Psyclriatrist

Ceri¿rtrician

General Pr¡rctitiorrer

Activity Worker
Other (specify)

Geriatric Psychiatrist
Ceneral l)syclriat rist
Geriatricia¡r

General Practitioner

Activity Worker
Other(specify)

caseload? N/A tr Yes fJ No fl

nntltl
ntl

ntln
trtltltl

7. Does your program subscribe to a lllultidisciplirrary fearrr philosophy? yes fl No f]
8' I low do you etlsure ¡rlultidisciplirrary input into cases? (Please use back lor nrore space.)

9. How are case conferences usecJ? (Check all that a¡r¡rly.)

t] no cases are cot¡ferencecl n teain discusses orrly ¡rroblern cases

t] tearn discusses all clie¡rrs . orher:--
l\fncCourt: Psychogeriatric Program Research



l--J No, only at the request/discretion o[ the learn

n Yes, generally sees the client first
l-l Yes, generally as part of the teanr, after other teanr nrerrrbers have begurr the assessrnent

I l' Ilow was tlìe use of a geriatric psychiatrist, as inclicatecl above. deternri¡red?

not applicable
availability of the resource
philosophical orientation
other:

III REFERRAL SYSTEM:

l' What percent of your clients do each of the followirrg agencies refer ?

_ Long Tenn Care Facility Staff
_ Family Doctor

- 

Other Community Professionals (i.e. Long'l'er¡n Care Assessors, Home Care)

- 

Acute Care Facility Staff
_ Cornmunity Agency
_ Family

CIient
_ Other (please specify)

Total= IAJVo

' 2' Please estimate the percent of cases referrecl for each of the following reasons:

_ Behaviour

_ cognitive impairment
possible depression/suicidal ideation

- 

communicatioll difficulties

- 

social withdrawal
_ Srief
_ maritaVfamily problenr

I 
- 

caregiver burnout
, _ conflict with care-givers/others

- 

all other (if more than I \Vo specily ntost cornmon probler¡s)

3' [{ave your services changed sirtce tl¡e begirrrring of your progr¿rrìì, or Írre there pla¡s to changeyour services? Please exprain: (use back foi rnore space;

MacCourt: Psychogeriatric program Research

l0' Does the Geriatl'ic Psychiatrist (or otl¡er teanr Physiciarr) routirrely see all clienfs?
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IV SERYICES:

279l' Please estinlate tlte percentage of plograrrr tirne s¡rerrt on eaclr service corrpo*ert:

Direct Client Services:

- 
Assessment Nolr-palient Services

_ Treatment - 
Educatiort

- 
Researclr

- 
Consultation to caregiver __ Cornrnu¡rity Developrnent_ Direct service to fanrily (e.g. counselling) __ Cor¡rrrrunity Consuliation

2' would you like to see a differellt clistributiolr of services tharr you have i¡¿icated above?yesI N"E
3. If yes, what distrirruti'n of services would you like to see? (use back for rnore space)

4. lVhat are the ol,slacles prevenfirrg you frorn achieving tlris?

5. Do you have a rvaiting tist? yes ! No I If yes, how long a wait?

lf yes, please describe how cases are prioritized.

- 
by date of referral

_ by apparent urgency
_ other, please elaborate (on reverse)

6'.Â fewcases.are probablyopen forquitesonre tirrìe, arrd a fewcases are probably closed quite quickly.Discounting tltese, what is the average lelrgfh of tirrre that typical case, or" op.î, 
"nl.ulåied 

frorn rhedate ofreferral to the date of last contact?

7. lf your prograrn provides lraining or education to
could you please provide a list of topics covered irr the

farnily aud/or ¡rrofessional caregivers,
last year, a¡rd who rvas targeted? (Use back)

8. Ifyour prograrn rras engaged irr research, coultr you please briefly crescribe it? (use back)

V ASSESSMENT':

l. Is a visit to the client's home an integral part of rlre assessrnelrt process?
Yes [-l No D

Vf acCourl: Psychogeriatric program Resenrch



2. Check the areas as.sesse<l by your progranì in a¡r inif i¿¡l asse.cs¡¡re¡f :

¡nedical status/history

ntll

_ rnedicilt.iorrs

nre¡ltal stal.us
280

- 
Psychiatric history

_ social hisrory
_ functional status
_ environntental factors

3. V/hat diagnostic systenr i.s used ill asse.ss¡ne¡rt?

t] None
DSM-III-R
ICD- IO
Other (please specify)

Do you find this systénr a<lequate?
If not, please elaborate on back

cr¡rrcnt social systcnt
risk facto¡'s

othcr:

nxn
EInn

rntltlrnn

tltl
Tnltltl

yes [-l no n

4' What illstrüt¡lellts are usecJ routilrely by thc lea¡lr as l)art of client nssess¡¡c¡rt?
(Check the appropriate l_rox) NIIVER ONLY rF ALw^yS

U.SED RI'QUIRI'D USBD
Folstein Mini Mental State
Geriatric Depression Scale
Hamilton Depression Scale
Beck Depression Inventory
NOSIE Scale

Careburden Index
DOARS
Others (specify)

5. Rank order, frorrl I to I l, tlte categories of reconurrendations ¡nost fre(luently rnade to referral
sources' by your Prograttt: (You nray rat¡k rnore than one categrlry f¡e same.)

N\A- not used l= used ¡lost lrequelrtty I I= least frequerrgy used

Investigations of physical syntl)tonls (e.g. lab rests)
Pharmacological
E.C.T.
Behavioural nranagement
CounselIing to clienVindividual p.sychotherapy
Counselling to family/fanrily tlrerapy
Environmental changes
Referral to other agerrcies/specialists
Education to caregi ver.s/staff
Social support systenl ar¡gulentation
Inpatient asses.stìrent a¡ld/or treilt¡nent
Group therapy
Otlrer: Please speci[y

ilf ncCourl: P.sychogerin lric Prrryrnm Rc.çea rcl¡



6. In your judgertrerrt, what percelrt o[ yrrur

by clierrts
by farnily Doctors
by facility staff
by comrnunity professionals
by farnily caregivers

lf not are there plans to evaluate?
By whonr:

3. Does your Prograln have an i¡rforr¡ral.iorr sysLer¡r which can procluce:

a report of client cha¡acteristics (referral sources, ages, etc.)
statistics on service delivery (types of service, arrr<lurrt, etc.)
periodic statistical reports (e.g. rrrolrthly, t¡uarterly, etc.)

)81

rvitlr by otllers?

VI

reconlnlendttions ltre conr¡llietl

PROGTIAM OU'I'COMBS:

l. what nreasures are used to evaluale prograrn irrrpact? (I)lease ctreck all that apply.)

llone

tea¡n rates client outconìe (¡rlease describe on back)
Global Asse.ss¡llellt o[ I;tltlctionirrg is corrr¡ritrccl ¡rt irrtake arrcl di.sc¡:rrge
clie¡rt satisfaction is ¡lteasured
referral source satisfaction is measured
other (please elaborate)

2. Has your Psychogeriatric outre¡rch prograr' bee, evaluated? Yes f--l No fl
internal evaluation
by funtlers

by other (please nanre)

ntltlxnl

trtltl
Yes l-l No fl

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

ntltl
4' Is your infonnation systetn conrputerized? No n personal corrrputer l_l mainframe n

VII CLIENT CHARACT'BRISI'ICS:

l. What is theI. what is the longest period for which you have a corrplere clie¡rr
one monthn rhree nrontlrsl-l six nrolrrhsn orreyearn

2' Do you feel this period of data i.s representative of your progra¡n's operatiorr?
Don'r Know l--J yes [--| No f]

MacCourt: Psychogeriatric program Research

profìle?
ruore than one yearf-l

tlln



3. Using tlte illfor¡rtatioll for the atrovc pcriod, ¡rleasc ílrìswer thc foltowirrg OI1 givc estinrates:
NUMI|IÌR l)on't Knorv

How rnany clierrts were referred?
I{ow mnrry cases were opened'/

I{ow nrany men were see¡r?

llow many wonren were seerr?

How many clie¡lts lived ouLside of illstituf.iolls?

' How ¡nany clients lived ill lolrg terrrr care facilities?
llow rnany clients lived i¡l oLl¡er irrsLitul.io¡¡.s'l

What was the average age of n¡ell seen?

What was the average age of the ryornerr sccn?

tl
E
Tr
tr
Tr

How nrany clients were under 65'?

How many cliellts were lnarrietl?
How many wornen were: 65-(t9

How many n¡en \¡/ere: 65-69

7O-7 4_
7rJ-74

75-79_ 80-84

7 5-79_ 80-84

tl
T

- 
85+

- 
85+

4. Please state tlte percetltageof the Progranr's caseload i¡l wllich each of the followirrg diagnoses were
madc? Please report only prinrary cliagnosis (i.e.."Axis I " or t¡e co¡clirion you were treating).
If you do not have actual data, please estirìrate lrorn your ex¡lerience, based orl the same time
period you used above.

Organic Mental Disorder.s
Delirium
Mood Disorders
Psychotic and Delusional Disorders
Ma¡i tallFamily Dysfu ncrion
Anxiety Disorders
Personality Disorder
Physical Disorder

, .Alcohol/Drug Dependency
Adjustment Problem
Diagnosis Deferredfiio Diagnosis

'Other
(ONLY usE "orItER" FoR GRoups ovER tïvo oF'r'or',,rL cÂsBLo^D

.

5. For each diagnostic group, please go back an<I give the percent which occured in institutions ,
versus the percent which were rtot in illstitulions. (e.g. 2rJ7o of your cases n:ay lrave been diagnosed
with mood disorders, and 40Vo of these rnay have occurred in ir¡stirutions arrd 60Zo outside of
institutions.) If yourprogranr goes into bottr ho.spitals a¡rcl rrur.sing honres, plcasc trcat botlr
of these as institutions.

lncCourt: Psychogeriatric Program Resenrch
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VI II CAI'CIIMI'N'I' AII,IiA C' [I A II A C'I'EII IS'I'I CS :
282

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Is your catclrnlerrt area: rural n urban n nrixed n

Please give your ju<lgerlrerrt

in your conrnrurrity:

What is the geographic size of your catchnlerrt al.ea?

Wlrat is the total ¡ropulatioll o[ your catchtìtent area,/

what is the populatiorr of people over (r5 i' your catchnrerf. :rre:r?

What is the nuttlber of lorrg tenìr care l"acility beds irr your catchr¡e¡r. ¿¡.ea?

what is the 
'uruber 

of acute care beds ilr your c¿rtclllllent ¿rea?

NONII

tlnntlltll
trntltln

ltltlnxtlntlntltl
tr

(sq. ¡niles/km)

7.

Are you nla¡tdated ro serve thern? yes l-l No fJ

of the level o[service available to ¡lsyctrogeriatric clients
.soMrÌ BU't'

INSUFFICIIiN'I' SUFFICIENT

facility respite care
in-home respite care
psyclrogeriatric day-hospital
psychogeriatric day-care
psychogeriatric in-pt. assessnlent betJ.s

long tenn care facility beds
psychogeriatric group honres
geriatric assessmen t be<ls

general psyclriatric beds
E.C.T.

me¡rtal hospital beds (long terrn)
extended ca¡e be<Js

8' Please star (*) the services above tl¡at are fcrrnrally linked to your l)rogranr, to which you have
direct access.

9' what problems ltave you eniountered in providirrg Psychogeriatric services to the conrmunity,
and how have you overcorne the¡n? (please ise backf

l0' If you could atterld a workirrg cortfierence with people in the field of psyc¡ogeriatrics, what
conrnrunily practice issues wourd you rike to see addrlessed?

tllntl
Tntlntltln
tr

].IIANK YOU FOR YOUR'TIME AND EFFORT' IN COIVII'I,ET'ING .TIIIS 
QUBST'ION.NAIRB ! I'M SURE ]'TIE RESULI'S WILL BE INI'ERES'I'ING, AND I'LL SI IARE lHEM WITH

YOU AS SOON AS 'I'IIEY BECOME AVAILABLE.

Please etlclose alry written doct¡rr¡enls on your progral¡r ttrat you ca¡ strare
proposals, client/progralll statisfics, atttrual/quarterly reports, orga¡izatiglral

MacCourt: Psychogeriutric Itrtrgranr Research

(e.g. brochures,
charts, etc.).



APPENDIX 3

Letter to Key Informant.s

PENN|Y MacCOURT
2940 KTLLARNEY PLACE
NANAIMO, 8.C., V9T IA6

Phone: (604) 755-1322 Fax:(604) 754-2967

Dear

I am a graduate student in the faculty of Social V/ork at rlìe University
Manitoba, and a Social Vy'orker on a community Psychogeriatric Outreach team
Nanaimo, B.C.

I am researching community Psychogeriatric Programs in western Canada. V/ith
the growing elderly population, the increut.d pr.uulencã of age related mental health
disorders, and concerns about health 

"ur" "órtr, 
there has 

-been 
a proliferation of

community Psychogeriatric services. Very little is documenred about exisiing community
Psychogeriatric Programs. My work is intended to fill in some of this gap in the
knowledge base and to lay the groundwork for future research. There is a needlo identifywhat community Psychogeriatric Programs do; the diagnostic and demographic
characteristics of clients utilizing communiry Psychogeriatricbureach programs; which
services and staff a¡e considered essential to these programs; and how programs compare
to each other.

I will dev.elop a typology of Psychogeriatric Outreach Programs in western
Canada, by describing systematically all 

- 

Programs thar meet the following inclusion
criteria:

- in operation 9 months or more
identify themselves as offering mental health services exclusively ro the elderly,

outside their institutionVgency
- in Manitoba, saskatchewan, Alberta, or British corumbia

I will survey each program in order to gather information about the clients,
catchment area, and program structure and activity. fnr results of the survey will enable
me to describe the current program models being used in the delivery oi community
Psychogeriatric services; to compare and contrast lrograms; and to develop hypotheses
for future research about signifiCant differences ín 

^ 
prõgra-s and client groups.

- I want my research to generate results that a¡e ielevant to 
"uo"ñt 

issues in the
field and have the potential for practical application. In order to ensure this, I am
interviewing several key informants in each of the western provinces, who have a broad
overview of the field of community psychogeriarric in theii province.

I would like you to be a key informant. I hope you *ill be willing to give me 20
minutes of your time to answer the anached questiónr. I *ill call you irithe near future
to ¿urange a telephone appointment for this purpose. I will, naturally, send you a report
summarizing the significant results of the survey.

I look forwa¡d to talking with you, and thank you for your assistance in this
matter.

283
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APPENDIX 4

MANDATES\OBJECTIVES OF PROGRAMS SURVEYED

The following is a list of the prograrn mzurdares\objectives provided by respo¡dents. N=2g

British Columbia

Program I

Mandate
- Using a.n interdisciplinary team, provides biopsychosocial as.sessmenrs,
recomendations and in some cses short- i..,r, tr.ut-erìt to elderly people living inthe conltnunity. The tealll also provides colrsultation ancl e,luc.aiion to primary
caregivers, physicians co'tirruing care facirity staff, a¡rd others.- dott't provide service to thoseìequiring lorrg-tenn treatrnent or nro¡itoring ofrlledication; where alcohol or subsìance abuse are the prirrrary problern; thosereceiving treatment in atl acute ca.re hosp.; those who-rr. oct,,Lly suicidal orhonlicidal; those--experiertcing an acute exacerbation of a previously diagnosedchronic mental illness.

Program 2

Mandate
A specialized geriatric service providing assesslrìent, rreatrnent, follow-up, consultationand education to nrurti-probrern erderry ã'd trreir curågiuerc.

Objectives
- to provide locally available and accessible treatlnent, assessr'e't, and follow-up
services
- to provid: sufpo.rt to prilnary caregivers of elclerly with mental health problemsincluding continuing care stiff anJfacilities, fanrily rnernbers and ot¡er serviceproviders.
- to provide education to service providers arrd prirnary caregivers- to provide a triaging function by exploring o,,i faciliiating ã...r, ro ahernativeoptions
- to reduce hospitalizations and re-hospitalizatiorrs into acute hospitals andRiverview by-providilìg; (l) effective .urly i,r,.ruentiorr and assessrrent services(2) effecrive follow_up services followi'g iiscl,arge

Program 3
Mandate

Consultation and asses.srnenr of persons 70; over 60 with AI)(Do not carry caseloads)
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Program 4

Mandate
- To provide locally available and accessible mental health treatment, assessment
and follow-up services, through use of a mutidisciplinary team, to elderly persons
with dementing conditions, or who have psychiatric problems and\or a decline or
change in behavioral functional abilities, or who are chronically mentally ill and
have developed complicating disorders arising fr. age related decline in physical
and mental health.; those under 65 with u p."-r"nile dementing disorder with
associated psychiatric and\or behavior management prob.;those with recent onset
sitr¡ation related depressions and\or delusional disorders.

Services
- assessment, treatment and follow-up of elderly living in the community or other
residential facilities
- triaging and care planning
- Riverview discharge planning and follow_up
- liaison with acute care hosp. and follow-up of mentally ill persons discharged
from acute care hospital
- on-going communication and liasion with primary care physicians consultation
to continuing care case managers and service providers , p.i*uty care physicians
and other primary caretakers and service prouìd"rs
- education to continuing care resources, other relevant service providers and
family care takers
- participation in community planning and develpoment initiatives as they relate
to services to the elderly

Program 5

Mandate
- Provide assessment, support, consultation and counselling services to elderly
persons in facilities (including acute care) and at home.

Program 6

Mandate
- Specialized service for persons 65+, or persons with dementing conditions with
psychiatric problems and or a decline or change in behaviord ãnd or functional
ability , who live in their own homes, in suppãrtive housing, in continuing care
facilities, or persons requiring admission to, or discharge from Riverveiw.
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Objectives
To provide treatment, assessment and follow-up services.
Support to primary caregivers.
Education to service providers and primary caregivers
consultation to service providers and primary caregivers
Triaging, exploring options.
To reduce hospitalizations to acute hospitals and Riverview

Program 7

Mandate
- Specialized psychogeriatric assessment and treatment to individuals 65+ with

functional and\or organic illness.

Objectives
assessment,treatment and follow_up
consultation
caregiver support
education (formal and informal)

Program 8

Mandate
- To provide. multidisciplinary service to clients over 65 yrs. with major age-
related psychiatric disorders or situational clinical depressions.

Objectives
To reduce admissions to Valleyveiw and acute cale hosp. of elderly psychiatric
clients, and maintain independence in the community as long as possible.

To support Continuing Ca¡e case managers and LTC faciliry staff via consultation
and education.

Program 9
Mandate

- To provide a specialized community mental health progmm ro the elderly pop.
living in the South Okagnogan, and experiencing pJychiarric symtoms such as
depression, confusion, behavioral or management problems.

Objectives
specialized assessment service, consultation and followup
prevent avoidable admissions to hosp.
increase capacity of continuuing care services to manage the elderly
to provide caregiver education and support.
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Program l0

Mandate
- To provide assistance to seniors with mental, emotional or behavioral difficulties,
to support and optimize their level of functioning and to promote their level of
functioning and to promote their quality of life in a cost efective manner.

Objectives
- provide professional, mutidisciplinary oureach services to seniors 65+, living in
catchment area, who are experiencing mental health problems.
- improve the quality of life of seniors and to enable them to be as autonomous
as possible, within a safe environment, through direct service, consultation,
advocacy, community development and education
- provide liaison and support to those involved with the care of seniors
- forestall unnecessary hospitalization or facility admission, and to facilitate such
admission when required
- provide consultation and education to existing agencies serving the elderly

Program 11

Objectives
- to provide enhanced service to the elderly in order to see an increased no. of
patients for psychiatric assessment and treatment, including longterm follow-up as
required.
- to provide shared educational and research opportunities for hospital and
GVMHS staff with respecr to Geriatric psychiatry
- to develop cooperation between hospital and the GVMHS ro prevenr duplication
of services and to assist in the coordination of mental health iervices to patients
as required.
- to provide education for community agencies and professionals.

Program 12

Mandate
- Still being discussed - but d¡aft mission statement srates geriatric psychiatric
services are integral part of services offerred by GVMHSS; thai they are
committed to providing a specialized service to clients 65+ who have a serious
psychiatric disorder and\or an organic mentar disorder.
- Draft mandate says they are a specialized, service primarily for clients 65+ who
have serious mental disorders where treatrnent is complicated by co-existing
complex medical health problems. These individuals are perceived to be at risk
due to a combination of psychiatric, complex medical and social factors or
significant caregiver stress. They live in their own residences , in supportive
housing or in LTC facilities. They may require admission to and discharge fr.
STST units, acute care hospital and Rivervìew and\or other crisis intervention
units as part of the continuum of Íeatment.



- Exclusions; longterm chronically mentally-ill elderly without complicating
disorders; and clients with neurological disordered associated with trauma

Objectives
- BiopsychosocialAssessmenr by multidisciplinary.
- Treatment by team or by others as recommended by team
- Follow-up by team or consultation to physician and care staff
- Consultation; client or program centered
- Education; to primary caregivers, family and formal
- Research; program evaluation

Program 13

Mandate
- to provide a specilized mental health service,(assessment, treatment and follow-
up) to 65+, residing in the community including longterm and extended care beds;
experiencing psychiatric symptoms, and\or present with "dysfunctional" behavior
due to a psychiatric disorder.

- will see clients who hrst develop a serious mental illness in old ,r., ur. ;:;no prior psychiatric history who have a dementia with associated
psychitric\behavior management problems, or signif,rcant caregiver stress; 65+ with
longstanding serious mental illness and complei medical problems; clients under
65 with pre-senile dementing disorder with aisociated psyôhiatric and\or behavior
management problems.

Objectives
- assessment heafrnent and follow_up
- consultation\iasion with professionals and all community agencies
services to the elderly
- to provide education to caregivers and public and health professionals
health issues and the elderly
- community development around mental health issues and the elderly

Program 14

Mandate
- To provide a community based mental health treatment service to the elderly
residents of the West End of Vancouver incorporating both home based, outpatient
clinic and inpatient elements.
- Provide formalized service to LTC facilities - case conferencing, case finding,
consultation, education and staff support

providing

on mental
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ALBERTA

Program 15

Mandate
- To provide an multidisciplinary outreach consulting service to psychogeriatric
patients and residents in LTC instituions in the Northeast region år Atb..ru.

Objectives
- To provide on-site psychogeriatric assessment and consultation of and for
residents with psychogeriatric problems (i.e. dementia, depression, behavioral
problems), using a consultation model.)
- to act as an educational resource to staff in LTC facilities and the community
at large

Program 16
Mandate

- Assessment and consultation, (education to stâfÐ, and all residents of LTC who
are experiencing mental health\behavior problems.

Objectives
- maintain where possible in "home" facility

Program 17

Mandate
- Joint program involving the Alta. Mental Health Division, and the Medicine Hat
Regional Hospital; committed to providing specialized care to the psychogeriatric
population of Medicine Hat and the su..ounãing catchmenr area. ihã community
assessment team is responsible for the initial psychiatric and functional assessmenr
of patients in their residence. Each memUer ôrine team will be trained to provide
a standard form of assessment. Where it is deemed possible for patients to remain
in their home, treatrnent and followup assessments will be provìded by members
of the community psychogeriatric team.

Objectives
- Provide a specialized multidisciplinary approach ro the care of the mentally

dysfunctional elderly patients
- Provide an individualized assessment and treatment plarùprogram that ensures

the optimal level of independence and self-manag"-"nì for-each patient
- Ensure appropriate follow-up treaünent, discharge or placemeni of each client
following assessment.
- Involve and support family members and\or significant orhers at all levels of
intervention
- Provide educational resources for caregivers, the community and health care
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professionals within available resources.
- Promote cooperative working relationships with all community resources.
- Promote the services and the importance of early referral io professionals,
caregivers and community agencies.

Program 18

Mandate
- To provide psychogeriatric services to LTC facilities in rhe city of Calgary.

Objectives
- Case consultation
- Education
- Program Development

Program 19

Mandate
- Dedicated to promoting the emotional, physical, and social well-being of older
individuals, and ro enhancing their quality of life.

Objectives
- To provide assessment and treatment for 65+ who are
emotional or behavioral problems
- To refer concerned seniors, their families or other
community resources, as needed.

experiencing mental ,

caregivers to existing

- To promote a positive and knowledgeable attitude among the senior population
towards mental health services, through educational services.
- To serve in an active consultant role for other community services involved in
the care of elderly clients.

MANITOBA

Program 20

Mandate
- To provide educatioal, consultative services to 11 LTCs re. geriatric clients with
behavioral problems

Objectives
- to assist LTCs to better manage difficult clients
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Program 21

Mandate
- Designed to treat mental disorders in clts 65+. The primary emphasis is to treat
clients with mental disorders whose epidemiology, origin, prwentiãn, development
and treatment of such disorders are those associated with aging, rherefore it is
anticipated physical problems related ro aging may also be evi¿ãnt.
- Services delivered using an interdisciplinary team, to provide a biopsychosocial-
environmental assessment to determine ffeatment needs.
- Treatment is aimed at encouraging a level of independence and a quality of life
consistant with available resources and the capacities of the client un¿ ttir family.
- Education of clients, caregivers and community to promote skill develop*rnt,
adaptive behaviors and integration into society.
- There is a continuing emphasis on staff development and research to enhance the
quality of psychogeriatric care.

Program 22

Mandate
- To provide consultative service to 10 LTCs.
intervention to both staff and residents ,
inservices to the facilities.

Consultation includes direct clinical
and the provision of educational

Objectives
- To help staff better deal with and to better understand both their residents and
the field of psychogeriarrics.

Program 23

Mandate
- To assist the elderly and
difficulties to remain in
interdisciplinary team

Objectives
- assessment
- short terrn treatment
- education re. issues related

Program 24

thei¡ families who are experiencing stress or age related
the community of their choice, through use of an

to aging, for professionals and general public

Mandate
- To provide ouþatient consultation to caregivers and health care facilities who
deal with elderly clients with disruptive behãviors.
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Program 25

Mandate
- We service a target population of clients who experience tlìe first onset of
mental illness at 65+, or are under 65 but have a 

"og,iitiu" 
irrrpairrnent related toa disease as.sociated with aging, or 65+ wlro have experienl.ed nrental illness

throughout their lifetilne and, due to the interaction of the course of their disease
togetlter with nlaturatioll, require the specialized services of a rnukidisciplirrary
Psychogeriarric team.

Objectives
- To provide a continuum of psychogeriatric services for psychogeriatric clientsin the catchment a¡ea.
- To provide a pre-adrnission screenirrg service for the psychogeriatric inpatient
unit
- To utilize a murtidisciprinary approach ro service derivery
- To coordinate resources to expediate discharge plans frorn the psyc¡ogeriaric
unit
- To acheive adequate hutnan and physical resources to meet the needs of theprogram
- To denlonstrate the efficacy of the prograrn in nreeting its' objectives
- To promote\provide educational oppãrtunities for staff frofessional development- To encourage study into the aspecis of psycrrogeriatric care

Program 26

Mandate
- To meet the educational needs of the Urriversity
- To provide clinical services to elderly with psythogeriarric problerrrs
_ To provide a conrprehensive psychogeriatric seruice

Program 27

Mandate
- To provide assessment artd short tenn treatnrent to individuals 60+ who a¡eexperiencing mental disorders or stress thst is interferirrg rvith day-to-day
functioning or recent behavioral changes
- To provide education and consultatión to caregivers.
- To participate in researclr.

Objectives
- To provide assessmetlt and consultative services to clts, farnilies arrd caregiversin the community and to LT.Cs.
- To increase current knowredge about psychogeriatric prorrrenrs
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- To develop knowledge about effective early detection, intervention strategies and
policy direction

Program 28

Mandate
- To be a resource to primary caregivers of the elderly , including Gps, LTC

staff, families and service agencies.
- To provide primary care, treatment and case coordination as needed to make up

for sca¡ce resources in this rural area
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APPENDIX 5

EDUCATION PROVIDED BY PROGRAMS SURVEYED

The following is a list of education being provided by rhe progïams surveyed. While all
programs reported they provide some education, only 25 provided detailed information.

British Columbia
Program 1

Provide a 10 session course on issues of geriatric psychiatry,primarily intended for
home support workers and facility care aides. Cårtificate fiovided.'
Ethical dilemmas and aging
Losing memory, losing self
Medications and their side effects in the elderly
Happiness-don't worry, be happy.
Depression
Elder abuse and neglect
Management of challenging behaviors
Care for the caregivers
Psychosis
Use and abuse of humour in working with the elderly

Program 2
Behavior management of the dementing individual, and dementia vs depression.

hogram 3

communication , stress, and drugs, directed at caregivers

Program 4
LTC facility staff, community home support workers were provided with
education re Alzheimer's.
Senior's housing managers were provided with education about working with the
elderly.

Program 5

Dementia
Aging process
Sandwich generation
Elder Abuse
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Program 6
Dementia - (Alzheimer's and Multi Infarct )
Depression
Mental health hygeine
Delusions
Delerium
Normal aging

RN's have been targeted.

Program 7
Aggression
Depression
Dementia
Sexuality
Suicide assessment

Directed at nusing home staff, home care staff, college students and physicians
They write pamphlets for lay people on va¡ious illnesses; eg depression

Program 8

- Directed to community agencies and facility staff undergraduates in
disciplines, and residents.
- Developed Video program, "Assessing Difficult Behavior in the Elderly"'
- Reminiscence group for moderately demented women.
- Understanding Chinese cultural values
Alzheimer dementia - how it affects caregivers and families caregiving
What competency in th elderly "looks" like
Alcohol and drugs - caregiver stress
The socialization of women as caregivers
Behavior management - a social approach
Who are the elderly
Effect of chronic illness on family
Coping with Depression
Grief and elderly as reflected through literature and poetry
Caregiving issues

all
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Political implications of caregiving
Abuse of the elderly
Role of the social worker in the psychogeriatric outreach team
Psychodynamically oriented group work and the elderly
Group cognitive approach to the treatmmr of the elderiy
Critical incident debriefing
Normal aging
Intro to dementia
Families caring for elderly with mental illness
Competency - issues
Affective disorders
Psychotherapy
Dealing with difficult behavior
Behavioral symptoms in the elderly
Bipolar Disorder
Assessing behavioral symptoms
Dementia and drug therapy
Depression and anxiety
Frontal lobe syndromes
Neuropsychology of aging
Neuropsychological resting in the elderly
Understanding DSM III-R Axis IV and V
Epilepsy and the elderly
Sleep disorders and drug use in the elderly
Geriatric mental health issues
Drugs and alcohol

Program 9

How to do the Mini Mental state Exam - General Hospital
Sundowning syndrome
MS and Personality Disorder - case reveiw - General Hospital
Delerium, depression ,dementia, delusions __ LTC
Minimum standards for a Geriatric Psychiatry assessment - Mental Health
Psychiatric aspects of dementia - Mental Health
Putting a loved one in LTC- Greiving process - family support group

Program 10

Approaches to problem behaviors in the elderly
Assessment of confusion in the elderly and nuising interventions
Dementia
Depression
Elder abuse
Normal changes in aging
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Physical changes in aging
Prevention and management of aggressive behavior in the elderly
Psychosocial changes of aging
Psychotropic side effects
Quality of life for the elderly
Stress management for caregivers

Supporting family caregivers of the elderly
Therapeutic communication

Program 11

Management of disruptive behavior-for LTC facilities
Management of aggressive behavior-directed at LTC facilities
Depression
Uniqueness - our clients and ourselves
Care of the behaviorally disturbed elderly- directed at community groups

Alberta
Program 12

Aggression
Behavior management ñ brain injury
A.D. - overview
Reality reinforcement

Program 13

Prevention of aggression; all levels of LTC staff
Management of behaviors

Program 14

Dementia
Depression
Medication
Suicide Prevention in the Elderly
Violence in the worþlace
Psychiatric Medication
Drug and alcohol abuse
Restraints
Program Activities for dementia
Grief

* The above is offerred as a series similtaneously to a number of facilities( pCH,
Extended care facility, in-patient psychiatry)

Program 15

Numerous training sessions; Deal with dementia and delerium.
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Program 16
Aging well from a menral health perspecrive
Taking action on lonliness
I'm not stressed, I'm just---

Above are directed at seniors
Normal aging and mental fitness
Mental health refrral and assessment
Ethnicity and mental health
Emotional responses to chronic illness
Coping with stress
Implications of medications.
Alcohoi and drug abuse
Family supporr
Elder abuse
Lonliness
Sexualiry and aging
Depression
Acute confusional state
Dementias of a chronic nature
Pa¡anoid illnesses
Managing aggressive behavior
Behavioral management of disruptive behaviors

Manitoba
Program 17

Aggression management
Stress
Sexuality
Behavior management
AD
Calling out
Conflict
Communication breakdown
Korsakoff's
Bipolar disorder
Obsessive compulsive disorders

All directed at LTC staff

Program 18

- Main area of family education relates to management of rhe client with a
dementing illness.
- To professionals topics include health promotion in the elderly, prograrn
information, depression, assessment of demèntia vs pseudodementia.
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Program 19

All directed at LTC - does not say what topics are, but they say they do lots.

Program 20
Depression and Dementia - continuing care staff
Cognitive impairment - LTCs
Aggressive behavior - LTCs
Psychogeriatric disorders - Mental health professionars
Elder abuse - seniors, Women's shelter
Wellness promotion
AD family support group

Program 21

Staff at referring facilities are included in educational case conferencing. Topics
include:

Noisy behavior
V/andering
Aggression

Program22
professional caregivers and facility staff have been provided with workshops on:
Managing aggressive behavior
Managing behavior problems

Program 23
- Provide to Nurses, residents, Geriatricians, Medical students, physios and other
health care professionals
Delirium
Depression
Mental status
Dementia
Psychosis
Emergency Psychogeriatric treatment
Medications
Behavior Therapy
Psychotherapy

Program24
To the Community

Elder abuse
Building relationships with the elderly
Communication skills
Demen tia\depre s sion\delerium
Interacting with the cognitively impaired
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Difficult behavior problems
Mental status exam
Team building
Needs of LTC facilities
Current issues in Psychogeriatrics

To LTC Facilities
Aggression
Depression
'Wandering

Stress on the job\care for the caregiver
Management of disruptiveVifficult behaviors
Dementia
Grief and grief counselling
Physical and psychological changes associared with aging
Normal Aging
Approaches with characterologically difficurt residents
Falls in the elderly
Reality orientation and validation approaches to patient management
Psychogeriatric assessment
Special care units
Substance abuse\chemical dependency
Use of Folstein Mini-Mental State Exam.

Program 25
Caring for the caregiver
Losses, Grief
Transition and change
Coping with chronic illness
Family dynamics
Values, Ethics, and LTC
Basic Psychogeriatrics
AD
Delerium
Treatment approaches in AD
Arthritis
Pain management
Elder abuse
Skin care
Sucessful aging
Developing a rural therapy team
Sexuality and aging
Developing nursing care plans
Behavioral problems
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APPENDD( 6

RESEARCH

The following is a list of research that programs have undertaken by 9 of the programs
that were suweyed.

British Columbia
Program I

Will start in June- will participate in RNABC challenge proprosal to decrease
aggressive behavior through caregiver education on dementing procesì and approach.

Program 2

Quality assurance measures - utilization, outcomes (subjective)

Program 3

Correlation between the Folstein, the Geriatric Depression Scale, and the Zung
Depression Scale.

Program 4
Development of a measurement of client progress while in treatment, and outcome.

Likart scale is use$ to measure changes in formal support; informal support; caregiver
burden; use of medications; and physical, cognitive, soôid and psychotogicat functioning.

Alberta

Program 5

Study of outcome of elderly clients who had been in a support group using Life
Satisfaction Scales..

Outcome study of clients with Paraphrenia looking at any type of treatment or
length of treatment that had a particular influence.

Incidence\mpact of post traumatic stress on older clients
LTC facilities resposes to suggested behavioral interventions by our team, to see

why they didn't always act on our suggestions
{<{<*Vy'e are implementing a nursing resea¡ch rraining program with our program

and the adult service this year as part of a nursing job enhancement project and-hope to
increase our skills in doing research. We a¡e intereited in resea¡ch but have lacked skills
and time and have had no computers. We expect things to have improved in the next two
years.

Program 6
Stress in formal caregivers
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Manitoba
Program 7

Drug company sponsered trials (post-stroke depression., dementia)

Program 8

Male caregivers of spouses with dementia

Program 9
Health care delivery research
2 drug trials
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APPENDIX 7

SERVICE CHANGES

The following is a list of responses to the question of how service have changed or will
be changed, provided by 17 programs.

British Columbia
Program 1

withdrew from evening and weekend emergency backup to the hospital as, 1) not
much call for it, 2) patients referred were often not medically stabtã and needed
hospitalization, 3)funding

Program 2
Will have 5.5 FTE and .7 sessional psychiatry and 1.7 administrative in near

future. We will then be more able to fulfill our manfdate and provide treatment and
education.

Program 3
Still evolving - sta-rted as I year pilot. Emphasis is on helping caregivers work

better with clients - therefore work with them as much or more than clients themselves.
With more staff we plan to offer more follow up and more education to the community
and other professionals.

Program 4
services and mandate expand as the team gets better known.

Program 5

Constantly in a state of flux - staff changes, regional changes. Basic philosophy
remains the same, but greater emphasis
on clinical assessment and greater influence of the medicat model now.

Program 6
increase in educational focus planned
increase in caregiver support, counselling planned

Program 7
Funding will now be under Mental Health Services, rather than continue as a

contracted position.

Program 8

Mandate still being clarified
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Program 9
We have had a geriatric psychiatrist and nurse come on board and a social worker

will be coming
Planning hospital liasion.

Program 10

Will be moving under Mental Health

Alberta

Program 11

When we sta¡ted criteria for referral was limited to 65+ residing in LTC; we have
now removed age restrictions and we also see those who are in acute care awaiting
placement in LTC. We also do community insevices with differant community agencies.

Program 12

We have incorporated an education component into our program , at present
offering 3 inservices per month, (at2LTC facilitiei and I auxillary ñori'itut¡, on the same
topics. Started this Feb. 92- we arso hope ro srart a caregiver, ,upiort'group, in the
future.

Program 13

Until 1980 we did psychogeriatric assessments in Ciry Hospitals as well as LTC
and community in our role as pre-screening for Altberta Hospital Eimonton admissions.
We got out of that job by 1980, and continued the pre-screèning role until l99l whenAHE Geriatric Psychiatry Service changed its focus with the arrival of Dr. Bonnyman.
We consulted in LTC facitities for trearnent and AHE admissions until 1991, and
provided management rounds in those facilities. We have gradually increased our
educational\nservice focus in the community with a slight change, in thát since l9g9 we
are doing more health promomotion and t"u"hing with õniors themselves rather than just
the agencies that deal with them. We have more rounded psychotherapy skills and broader
range of treatment skills since 1988, with formal family\marital tirårapist hired; 1990
psychodynamic group psychotherapy ; more staff profiðient in cognitive therapy, and
psychodynamic psychotherapy. We will be adding u ilo." Care Consultant by September
who will do more immediate psychiatric triage iype work with Home Care to decrease
wait time for one of our staff to assess, based oo g"ogruphic area.
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Manitoba

Program 14

Originally program was designed as an assessment team with a focus on
comprehensive assessment andconsultation. We have now evolved into an assessment and
treatment team, provide short-term treafrnent services to clients and their families.

Program 15

Pla¡s to change services are under review as the government's Reforms for Mental
Health are being discussed and instituted.

Program 16
Initially the program was comprehensive, then was decreased to a consultation

service only. Now with increased resources there has been a rerurn to
comprehensiveness;(ie inpatient\outpatientvollow-up\consultation only)

Program 17

Initially focus of requests seemed to be individual consultation with some
provision of education. Requests for inservices\taff development gradually increased ,
and in the past year there has been a move towards increasèd ,rq*rt, foiconsultation
re program development.
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APPENDIX 8

PROBLEMS IN DELIVEzuNG SERVICES

The following is a list of problems that 20 programs identified in rhe delivary of their
services. Some programs reported on how they are attempting to resolve these problems.

British Columbia
Program I
Problems

expectation that progr¿ìm will "cure" clients of incurable processes ie dementia
recommendations for ffeatment not being followed
pressures from within the Ministry to break the program into smaller catchment

area\ units
expectation that program act as a "quick fix" into hospital
lack of special care units for clients with dementias

Program 2
Problems

lack of specialized geriatric psychiatry beds
lack of special, separate psychogeriatric beds in ECU
lack of a geriatric psychiatrist
Less than optimal relations with LTC case managers;* improved d¡amatically as a result of the calling of a special meeting to

discuss the problem, monthly meetings between us and LTC; and a iegular telephone
contact re clients

Insufficient respite beds; being addressed by community groups, with involvement
of ourselves and LTC

Program 3

Problems
funding

Program 4
Problems

not enough psychogeriatric beds - clients must be admitted to general psychiatry
beds

Program 5
Problems

too many clients for present level of funding
Ministries and agencies fighting over territory
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Program 6
Problems

Regional directives fluctuating
Hospital\community service development
Team building

Program 7
Problems

community physician resistance - good provision of service seems to be helping
with this.

Program 8

Problems
Initial relutanceVear of GP's that they would be excluded * dealt with this by
initially spending a lot of time talking about the program and involving the Gp;s
from the beginning.

Large catchment area to cover * still a problem but have assigned certain
communities to certain staff to avoid doubling_up.

Program 9
Problems

Development of information system

Program 10

Problems
Lack of money * lobbying for more
coordination

Program 11

Problems
Travel time
Lack of medical histories in LTC charts
"Casual" staff, high staff turnover in LTC facilities
Probs with GP's - who does what, or locums who change medications without

letting us know
Lack of knowledge in psychogeriatrics in ail disciplines
Facilities roo crowded with high noise levels
Differanr charting procedures used in differant LTC facilities
Polypharmacy
Difficulty locating family members , supporrs
Access to past psychiatric, medical records, lab results
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LTC facility demands - focus on custodial care, due to short staffing, and the lack
of training that aides have in approaches to demented clients put them at
risk for injury by violent parienrs

Program 12

Problems
Lack of trained ,experienced staff
Too few trained staff in the community facilities re. behavior management

Program 13

P¡oblems
Gaining cooperation and respect of community physicians
Recruiünent of social worker

Alberta

Program 14
Problems

Lack of awareness of our services by many key people, especially physicians so
clients don't get referred soon enough. * We are trying to inðreaseã*-"n"ir by sending
out program brochures and by maintaining our profile through representation on
integrating groups, increased publications in seniorr pup"rs et".

The Mental Health Act is making it more difficult ro ger psychiatric rearment for
vulnerable elderly as it has gotten much stricter in terms ofãstáUfsning beyond a doubt
that the person constitutes a danger to himself or others. Patients have t-o gåt really sick
, and familiesVgencies perceive us at times as ineffectual if we can't iirtervene with
someone who is at times obviously sick but refusing help.

Manitoba

Program 15

Problems
Lack of available community resources to meet identified community based client

needs. * We have made the appropriate resources aware of our 
"on"rrnr, 

tut have not
overcome the problem.

Program 16

Problems
Problems exist with psychogeriatric service

services;
lack of services
lack of access to adult daycare

delivery system-fragmentation of
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LTC is funnelled through Continuing Ca¡e Services
Lack of "continuity of care"

* We have attempted to add¡ess these issues through advocacy on behalf of clients
for needed services through playing a co-ordinator role to ensure services
ale put into place and filling in the gaps where needed.

Program 17

Problems
- making other community programs aware of service
- clients are not getting as extensive a service as needed as while referrals have

risen staffing levels have not
- Continuing care is not linked to Mental Health - they are the only ones who can
assess for placement and panel, and placement for MH clts get backlogged in the
system
- Currently we are restricted to the city of Brandon, although there are needs in
rural areas. The adult mental health teams lack the specialized expertise and
manpower to provide our service, so clients a¡e admitted to the inpatient unit
which removes them from their support system. As the provincial mäntal health
facility will be closed in 5 years, these communities will need to develop services
- There is a major stigma attatched to the term "mental health services" in this
area, and public education does not seem to have an impact.

Program 18

Problems
Lack of funding

Program 19

Problems
P.i-aty care physicians often lack sufficient knowledge re psychogeriatric issues,
diagnoses, medications etc, *we plan to offer information pãckagei- and education
sessions to GPs.

Follow-up is a problem due to increasing demands on our program * don't know
what to do.

Insufficient affordable options in the community for long-term
psychotherapyvamily therapy, even if we identify the need * we provide sJme of
this and are planning ro propose a psychogeriarric Day Hospital.
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Program 20
Problems

The concurrence of psychiatric and physical illnesses.* Our model has addressed
this by working in acute care, having admitting privlages in ECU, an acute
psychiatric hospital, and a special care unit for the behaviorally disturbed. We sit
on the admission commmittees for the aforementioned and a PCH. This has
enabled us to transfer patients quickly from one facility to a more appropriate one
at short notice and we think provides a more comprehensive srevicè. However it
stretches our staff.

Resource deficiencies in our region, our program and in other programs. * we
have become involved in the development of appropriate communìty irtources (ie.
a proposal for a day hospital program; AD support groups, senior's centres,
transportation services)
Lack of staff to do all the things we think are important
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APPENDD( 9

LIMITATIONS OF DSM III-R

The following is a list of reasons given 7 by programs as to why they are not satisfied
with DSM III-R as a diagnostic sysrem for their clients.

"doesn't address the medical or social problems of the elderly adequately"

"not suited to the elderly, particularly Axis IV and Axis V".

"difficulty in fitting the elderly into some of the diagnostic categories"

"inadequate for diagnosing the elderly--lacks tenns like cognitive affective
disorder"

"inadequate - depression and dementia diagnoses need expansion for the elderly"

"inadequate - greater precision needed in organic psychosis category"

"DSM III-R alone doesn't allow for comprehensive assessment and identification
of problems"
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Appendix 10

OTHER TESTING INSTRUMENTS

The following is a list of tests that respondents use as necessary, that were not on the list
provided to them in the questionnaire.

The number in parentheses signifys the frequency with which a test was named.

Camdex (Camcor) (2)
Mattis Demential Rating Scale
F.A.S.T.
Blessed
MOSES
Neuropsychological tests
Zung Depression Scale
Kingston Dementia Rating Scale
C.A.P.E.
o.s.o.T.
Nursing Home Behaviour Rating Scale
Clifton Behavioral Rating Scale
Set Test (4)
Saskatoon
Savage Britton
Weschler Memory test
WAIS

Lubber Social Network Scale
Kaø
Clock drawing
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APPENDIX 11

PRACTTCE ISSUES

Respondents were asked to list the community practice issues they would like to see
addressed in a working conference with other people in the field oflpsychogeriatrics.

British Columbia

Program I
Linkages

Program 2
Coordination of services

Program 3

Team development
Team functins, roles.

Program 4
Ethical areas
Assessment tools
Education resources available

Program 5
Ethical Issues.

Program 6
Community practice Issues
Revise DSM-Itr-R re elderly
strategies for sustaining the elderly at home with adequate support
The ethics of supporting the mentally incompetent whò por" u risk to others (eg

where is the cut-off?)

Program 7
Closer working with GP's - case conferencing with GPs in LTC facilities
Systematic way of following up parienrs

Program 8

developing good working relationships with Gp,s

Program 9
Mental health in facilities
Education\rraining staff (facility and community)
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Manitoba

Program 10

Ethical issues re long terrn care planning for patients with dementia.

Program 1l
Family - centered treatment of dysfunctional families and abuse situations
Assessmenr and treatment of depression in the elderly clt.
Training of LTC staff to cope with behavior problems

Program 12

Transition from hospital to community based nursing
environmental influences
activity programs
family support system

Program 13

Linkage of inpatient and outpatient services


